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Abstract
The nature of shopping activity is changing in response to innovation in retailing and
the growth in online channels. There is a growing interest from transport researchers,
policy makers, marketing and retail businesses in understanding the implications of this
change. However, existing tools and techniques developed for analysing behaviour in tra-
ditional retail environments do not adequately represent emerging complexities resulting
from digital innovation. The overarching goal of this research is to advance the develop-
ment of new modelling and data collection tools for studying choice behaviour in todays
increasingly complex retail environments. While data collection and empirical applica-
tions relate to grocery shopping in London, the conceptual discussions and modelling
frameworks developed are generalisable to all shopping activity.
The contributions of the presented work are at three levels. First, a comprehensive
conceptual framework was developed incorporating interactions between multiple agents
that drive the transformation of the industry, and individual choice behaviour within this
broader perspective. Secondly, it is a significant challenge for researchers to find appro-
priate data sets, which combine travel and shopping related information and also capture
online activity. For empirical applications here, an augmented version of a widely accepted
revealed preference consumer panel data was used in together with API based data min-
ing tools that offer great potential for enrichment in discrete choice modelling. Third,
discrete choice models were developed using gathered data for the joint choice of chan-
nel, shopping destination, and travel mode. This extension to traditional destination and
mode choice models is critical as it provides the tools to quantify the effects of increased
online shopping on traditional store formats and travel patterns. Results revealed im-
portant insights into how shoppers choose from online and in-store alternatives, and how
mode choice fits in with these decisions. During our study we also identified and explored
substantial limitations in empirical applications of discrete choice models. We analysed
issues of identification caused by sample size constraints, potential estimation bias due to
potentially restricting choice set generation assumptions, and challenges that arise when
newly introduced innovative alternatives show low-adoption rates.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and Motivation
Digital innovation is driving the emergence of a wide variety of new business models
and services in many sectors. Digital disruption also alters individual behaviour, new
habits and preferences emerge. Retailing is no exception. Technology is changing the way
consumers shop and drives the emergence of new services. In recent years the pace of
innovation in the retail industry has accelerated dramatically, with a proliferation of new
retail channels and store formats as well as new service offerings (e.g., online deliveries,
click and collect, virtual stores). In response, the nature of shopping activity is also
changing from the consumer side. Shoppers today choose from an increasingly wide range
of options and using a mix of different channels and services to satisfy their needs. These
changes is shopping behaviour are reflected in the observed shifts in spending patterns.
The online retailing market has been growing steadily over the past decade and continued
growth is expected (Figure 1.1). The share of online retailing in the UK, as a percentage
of all sales, reached 12.5% in 2015 compared to only 0.3% in 1998 and 2.1% in 2002 (Office
for National Statistics, 2015). In the USA e-commerce retail sales accounted for 7% of
all sales in 2015, up from 2.8% in 2006 (Bucchioni et al., 2015). The bottom line is that
digital innovation has already transformed the retailing environment and will continue
to do so in the near future. As a result, there is a growing interest from marketing
and retail businesses, governments, as well as transport and town planning professionals
in understanding how shopping behaviour is changing and potential implications for the
future. The retail sector in the UK offers a unique opportunity for studying this topic due
to its relatively developed online market; it has the highest proportion of online spending
in Europe and Northern America (Centre for Retail Research, 2015).
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Source: Office for National Statistics (2016)
Figure 1.1: Seasonally adjusted proportion of total sales made online over 2006-2015
From the retail supply side, traditional business models based on brick and mortar
stores are being re-engineered to integrate multiple channels. Retailers are investing in
both online and in-store services and technologies to compete across many channels. We
provide a detailed discussion of recent changes and technologies that are transforming the
retailing environment in Chapter 3. A few of the highlights include retailers and third party
companies experimenting with innovation in delivery services. Amazon, for instance, have
been experimenting with conveniently located collection lockers (Campbell, 2012; Goldf-
ingle, 2014), one-hour deliveries (BBC News, 2015), product specific dash buttons for one
click buying (Rao, 2015), and using analytic to predict purchases before receiving orders
(Ulanoff, 2014). Uber has started experimenting with using its fleet of cars to offer express
deliveries through partnerships with retailers (Hawkins, 2016). Over the past year, there
has been immense interest in last mile logistics innovation with announcements almost
every week for a new delivery service offering. Little is known about user acceptance,
the level of potential demand, and willingness to pay for these services. There has al-
ready been voiced concerns over jumps in fulfilment costs threatening the profitability of
online retailing services (Owens, 2016). Still, these emerging delivery services will most
likely change consumer preferences and behaviour for online shopping. There has also
been increasing investments for using digital technologies in physical store environments
(e.g., virtual stores, virtual fitting rooms, beacons, easy payment technologies) to make
the in-store experience increasingly appealing. Similarly, not much is known on the value
of these services in terms of generating demand and attracting footfall. Furthermore, over
the past few years supermarket chains in Europe have been facing significant competition
from discount stores (Economist, 2015). In the UK, discounters have been one of the
12
fastest growing parts of the grocery market along with online stores (Gladding, 2015).
Discounters aim to minimize costs and keep the prices low for attracting customers rather
than introducing new services and products (Shadbolt, 2015). From a business perspec-
tive, the rapidly changing market needs give rise to new challenging questions both at the
strategic and operational levels (e.g., amount and share of investment for different tech-
nologies and services, best pricing strategies for the new offerings, operational challenges
associated with the changes business models and demand volatility). To answer these
questions, there is a need to understand how consumers behave in the new and rapidly
changing retail environments.
Retailing is important to the economy, hence governments often devise policies and
strategies to ensure its success. In 2014, the retail industry accounted for 11% of the
UK economic output and employed 4.4 million people, which correspond to 15.8% of the
Great Britain total (Rhodes, 2015). In the UK, various government reports highlighted
the pressures faced by the existing retail industry from the growth in online channels
and due to changing consumer behaviour in response to digital disruption (Rhodes, 2015;
BIS, 2011; BIS, 2013; DCLG, 2015a). Rhodes (2015) provides a summary of government
efforts to promote the development of more prosperous high streets following the review
conducted by Mary Portas (Portas, 2011). The Portas Review was commissioned by the
Prime Minister in 2011 due to rising concerns over the future of high streets, which are seen
as vital to social and economic value of cities and local centres. Suggested strategies focus
on ensuring that high street stores remain attractive and hence can continue to compete
with online alternatives. These include decreasing business rates for reducing in-store
prices to compete with lower pricing online, relaxing aggressive parking policies that were
initially aimed at discouraging car use and resulted in reducing footfall to local centres,
redesigning urban spaces, and promoting innovation for in-store technologies (DCLG,
2015a; DCLG, 2012; Rhodes, 2015; Portas, 2011; BIS, 2014). In this line, government
budget was allocated to reinvigorate UK high streets (BIS, 2014). Just recently, Innovate
UK announced that it is offering funding to businesses that invest in technologies that will
enhance in-store experiences and generate footfall on high streets (Innovate UK, 2016).
Similar funding support for innovation in retailing are also becoming available at the EU
level (EIT Digital, 2014). Understanding consumer behaviour and capabilities to quantify
the response is crucial for assessing which measures and technologies are most effective in
achieving policy goals. Hence, developing modelling tools to study decision making in this
increasingly complex retail environment is also important for informing policy making and
government investments.
Transport researchers have been interested in understanding potential travel implica-
tions of increasing use of ICTs since the 1980s, with a focus on assessing its potential
for reducing demand. At a conceptual level, potential travel impacts of increasing use of
ICT have been classified into four types: substitution, complementarity, modification, and
13
neutrality (Salomon, 1985; Salomon, 1986; Mokhtarian, 2003; Hjorthol, 2002; Mokhtar-
ian, 2009). More specifically, shopping related travel and how it will be affected by new
technologies has also been subject to research as shopping has been one of the most pop-
ular reasons for travelling since the 1970s. In 2014, for instance, shopping and personal
business were the most common trip purposes accounting for 19% of all trips each in Eng-
land (DfT, 2015). Furthermore, over the past 20 years a long term downward trend in
shopping trip rates were observed. Between 1997 and 2014 average number of shopping
trips were reduced by 27% (from 238 trips per person to 174 trips per person), yet over
the same period, the average distance travelled for a shopping trip increased by over 10%
(from 3.8 miles to 4.2 miles) (DfT, 2015). These are major structural changes in personal
mobility that are being driven, at least in part, by the interplay of retail innovation and
transport policy. For instance, it is speculated (DfT, 2015) that these structural changes
may relate, at least in part, to the impacts of certain types of retail activity shifting away
from in-store purchases and towards online transactions. These questions have led to a
proliferation of studies that focus on quantifying the net effects of increased use of ICT
on shopping journey frequency and miles travelled with a range of, sometimes contradic-
tory findings (Bhat et al., 2003; Rotem-Mindali and Weltevreden, 2013; Rotem-Mindali,
2014). Looking beyond the questions of ‘what is the net effect on travel demand’ and
‘complementarity or substitution’, literature that focus on developing choice models to
help understand decision making in a multi-channel retail environment is rather limited.
Existing models used by transport planners have very little representation of the complex-
ity involved in multi-channel shopping. In part this results from inadequacies of existing
models and gaps in empirical data coverage. Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive review
of the relevant literature highlighting strengths and open issues. The effect of inadequacies
in modelling capabilities is to limit the ability of transport policy-makers to respond effec-
tively to the changing marketplace. Hence, transport researchers also need more advanced
modelling tools to better understand and respond to observed changes in travel patterns.
Development of tools to model behaviour in increasingly complex retail environments will
also be important for transport providers to exploit emerging opportunities and tackle
challenges. For instance, quantifying demand for city logistics is important for addressing
challenges for managing urban traffic congestion and parking. As for exploiting opportu-
nities, quantifying demand for new services will be beneficial (e.g., TfL’s trials with click
and collect services at tube stations to make public transport more attractive and create
new revenue streams).
The transformation of the retailing industry gives rise to many exciting questions for
research in a wide range of areas from supply chain management to omni-channel mar-
keting, real time dynamic pricing to operations management and logistics. The above
discussion illustrates understanding individual behaviour has become a central issue for
different stakeholders to tackle the challenges associated with changes driven by the digital
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economy. This thesis focuses on studying choice behaviour in this complex multi-channel
retail environment to address some of these challenges. Existing tools and methodolo-
gies developed for analysing behaviour in traditional retail environments do not represent
emerging complexities resulting from digital innovation. Research is needed for advanc-
ing modelling tools and data collection to find answers to emerging policy and business
questions outlined above.
Shopping related choice behaviour covers a wide range of topics. A considerable
amount of marketing literature, for instance, has been published on modelling consumer
choice behaviour for product level decision making. While new challenges and research
questions arise for a range of topics with the increase in online shopping, a full discussion
of consumer choice behaviour lies beyond the scope of this study. Here, the focus is more
on studying behaviour involved in deciding where to shop (e.g., shopping location, store
choice, in-store vs. online) and which travel modes or delivery methods to use.
1.2 Research Aims and Objectives
Understanding decision making for shopping location and store choice and developing
quantitative models has long been an area of great interest in a wide range of fields in-
cluding marketing, retailing studies, transport research, applied geography, competition
economics, and urban planning. Traditional models developed for choice of store, shop-
ping location, and travel mode (Section 2.2.3 and 2.3.3), however, do not consider online
alternatives. Recent trends in new forms of virtual retailing have led to a proliferation
of studies on channel choice behaviour. The majority of this work has focused on gain-
ing insights to and developing conceptual frameworks for the decision-making processes
involved in channel choice behaviour in the context of shopping (Balasubramanian et al.,
2005; Schoenbachler and Gordon, 2002; Salomon and Koppelman, 1988; Nagurney et al.,
2001; Bosnjak et al., 2007; Dholakia et al., 2010; Couclelis, 2009). Distinctive benefits
and costs associated with in-store and online shopping have been identified; the way in
which channel attributes and personal preferences influence choice behaviour is explored.
Building on conceptual studies, empirical work in this area have focused on (i) adoption
of online-shopping and (ii) choice of channel for a specific shopping occasion. The focus
of studies in the first group is to develop models for understanding whether an individual
adopts the channel (i.e., becomes an online shopper and does some shopping via the online
channel); numerous studies have looked at this behaviour as summarized by Chang et al.
(2005) and reviewed in Section 2.3.5. Previous work that fall under the latter group, on the
other hand, is rather limited and has been largely separate from shopping destination and
mode choice literature. Models of channel choice at a specific choice situation (i.e. shop-
ping occasion) are mostly developed at the level of aggregated channel alternatives. The
choice being modelled is between online versus in-store, hence the heterogeneity within
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each channel is not represented. Travel related choice dimensions such as travel mode and
delivery choice are not incorporated. Further, most of these studies use ad-hoc survey
data, which are not always readily available (Hsiao, 2009; Cao et al., 2012; Chocarro et
al., 2013; Mokhtarian and Tang, 2013). Researchers face serious gaps in empirical data
coverage as regional and national surveys typically collect quite limited information with
which to establish how in-store and online shopping behaviour interact with one another.
The overarching goal of this research is addressing open issues identified above and
developing tools for modelling multiple dimensions of choice involved in shopping including
choice of channel, store and shopping location, travel mode and delivery. Random utility
based discrete choice models reviewed in Section 2.2.3 have been used extensively in the
areas of consumer and travel behaviour research. More specifically, existing models of
store and channel choice, as well as destination and mode choice have relied heavily on
discrete choice methods. In this thesis, we aim to build on this extensive literature base and
incorporate the additional dimension of channel choice within a discrete choice framework.
More specifically, the objectives are:
1. Development of a conceptual framework for studying choice behaviour in shopping
related decision-making in increasingly complex retailing environments with a focus
on understanding the effects of online shopping on personal mobility. This will
require a comprehensive review of existing literature to identify open issues and find
new ways to address them.
2. Development of new data resources based on a thorough investigation of poten-
tial sources outside the domain of transport as traditional travel surveys do not
capture adequate detail for online activity and other key information (e.g., which
stores are visited, what is being bought) that are influential in shopping related
decision-making. Devising new ways of exploiting existing sources, collating data
from multiple sources, and enrichment are also required to tackle data challenges.
3. Representing channel (online vs. in-store) choice as part of the traditional shopping
destination and travel mode choice problem. This will achieved by developing of
discrete choice models using gathered empirical data for the linked dimensions of
shopping channel, destination, and travel mode. It will also be important to demon-
strate the potential use of developed tools for future scenario analyses to help inform
decision making in policy and business contexts.
The review of the literature also highlights the importance of acknowledging that shop-
ping itself is a heterogeneous class of activity; for instance, daily shopping for groceries may
involve different behavioural mechanisms (with different mobility implications) than occa-
sional shopping for white goods items (household appliances) (Mokhtarian, 2004; Visser
and Lanzendorf, 2004; Rotem-Mindali and Salomon, 2007; Girard et al., 2003). Changes
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in retailing are also likely to impinge on the problem of channel and mode choice very
differently in different retail sectors (e.g., electronics, clothing, furniture). While it might
be of interest in principle to investigate these differences, a comprehensive treatment is
beyond the scope of this study. The focus of this research is on analysing choice for gro-
cery shopping where a transaction occurs (i.e., excluding pre- and post-purchase trips).
The reasons for this decision was two-fold: (i) grocery shopping is the most common and
frequent type of shopping which makes it more relevant for travel implications and data
collection less challenging, (ii) pre-purchase and post-purchase stages are less relevant
reducing the complexity involved in modelling.
In 2015, consumers in Great Britain spent £331 billion in total and food stores ac-
counted for the largest share of spending with 42% (Office for National Statistics, 2016).
In addition, UK has the second highest proportion of online spending within grocery mar-
ket with 6% in 2014 following South Korea (13.2%) (Kantar Worldpanel, 2015) whereas
the numbers for US are currently lower at 0.8%. In terms of trip rates, food shopping
accounts for half of all shopping journeys (DfT, 2012). While the share of online spend-
ing has remained rather low in the grocery market (Figure 1.1)1, online grocery market
growth have been accelerating within the past few years and continued growth is expected
(Henry, 2015). It is also an exciting time to work in this area with many of the big players
entering the market (e.g., Amazon Fresh, Google Express) as well as smaller start-ups
with innovative business models (e.g., Instacart, Blue Apron).
1.3 Outline of the Thesis
The overall structure of the study takes the form of eight chapters. Chapter 2 presents a
review of the literature concerned with the relevant dimensions of shopping behaviour from
the perspectives of different disciplines and highlights the critical gaps in modelling channel
choice behaviour as part of the more traditional shopping location and mode choice models.
It also provides descriptions of different modelling methodologies with a more detailed
review of discrete choice methods. Building on the review of existing literature, Chapter
3 presents a framework for understanding how different agents’ decisions are influential
in the transformation of the retail environment. It also describes the development of a
comprehensive conceptual framework for modelling individuals’ shopping related decision
making processes in this changing environment. Chapter 4 provides an overview of existing
data sources and summarises the challenges in finding appropriate data sets for this line of
work. It describes the data collection and enrichment processes in detail used to generate
the dataset used in this research for developing empirical models. Chapter 5 describes the
development of two discrete choice models for the choice of channel, store, and travel mode
1There is a difference between ONS figures at around 4.2% and reported figures by Kantar Worldpanel
(2015) at 6%, potentially due to differences in definitions of groceries and geographic boundaries used.
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using elemental alternatives (i.e., individual stores). Potential use of developed modelling
tools for future scenario analyses are also demonstrated together with a detailed discussion
of results. In Chapter 6, aggregated alternatives (as opposed to individual stores) are used
for modelling the same choice behaviour to address some of the estimation and data related
challenges encountered in Chapter 5. A comparison of results together with a discussion
of benefits and costs associated with each of these approaches are presented. Chapter 7
describes the numerical experiments conducted to better understand and interpret some
of the rather unexpected findings in Chapter 5 and 6. The results from these experiments
are discussed both in relation to our findings here and to development of choice models
more generally in contexts where new alternatives are rarely chosen at the early phases
of adoption. Chapter 8 concludes this dissertation with a summary of the main findings
together with a discussion of limitations of this research and future directions.
Throughout this dissertation, the term channel will be used to refer to the choice
between online and in-store alternatives. The term in-store refers to the traditional brick
and mortar stores having a physical presence. Also the terms e-commerce, online shopping,
virtual retailing are used interchangeably.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
There exists an extensive academic literature concerned with various dimensions of shop-
ping behaviour. The influence of retail environments and changing retail landscape on the
nature of shopping activity and hence on personal mobility patterns is recognised by trans-
port researchers. Shopping behaviour has also been a subject of research in various other
fields including applied geography, urban planning, competition economics, marketing re-
search, and retail studies. Hence there is an extensive body of literature associated with
it. These studies span a wide range of application areas focusing on different dimensions
of shopping and a number of modelling methodologies.
In this chapter, the aim is to review existing literature that will provide the background
to motivate the need for advancing modelling tools and data collection for studying choice
behaviour in an increasingly complex retail environment. While our research is primarily
concerned with implications of growth in online channels, the developments in modelling
and understanding of shopping behaviour prior to the advent of online shopping are also
reviewed in detail as they provide a framework for studying shopping related behaviour.
The review here focuses primarily on existing literature concerning the dimensions of
shopping behaviour that are most relevant for personal mobility implications; studies that
are less relevant for personal mobility patterns (e.g. brand loyalty, effects of advertising
on sales performance) have not been included.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 2.1 provides some
background as to why understanding the relationship between retail environments and the
nature of shopping activity is important for transport research and reviews the literature
on the interaction between retailing change and personal mobility patterns with a focus
on online shopping. Section 2.2 classifies the literature by modelling methodologies and
presents a summary review of each methodology. We provided a comprehensive review
of discrete choice methods, which are the primary tool used for our work, and provide
less detailed overviews of other modelling methods. Section 2.3 classifies the literature
by application areas and the different dimensions of shopping behaviour being studied.
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Similarly the focus is on the most relevant literature for mobility implications. Section
2.4 briefly reviews data types and aggregation levels. Lastly, Section 2.5 concludes this
chapter with a summary of the reviewed literature with a focus on open areas that are
relevant for this research.
2.1 Implications of Changes in Retail Environments on Travel
Until just a few decades ago, food shopping involved daily trips to a range of specialised
and often independent shops such as the butcher, fishmonger, cheese monger, baker, gro-
cery, dairyman etc. Shopping activity was conducted nearly every day due to limited
home refrigeration and storage technologies. Packaged foods were not common and shop
assistants would weight and bag items in store just before being sold on customer re-
quests. Deliveries to customers’ homes by delivery boys using bikes or horse carts were
also common (British Library, 2013). Modern shoppers’ experience today is very differ-
ent from the past and these changes were largely driven by innovations in retail business
models and technology initially developed in the US. Grocery retail market is highly con-
centrated today with, for instance, 75% of the UK’s total grocery market being controlled
by four retail chains (Kantar Worldpanel, 2013). Over the past few years these big su-
permarket chains in the UK have been facing significant competition from discount stores
(Economist, 2015). Further details of retailing landscape in the UK are presented in the
Appendix. Retail chains operate supermarket stores and each sell a very large range of
product categories most of which are pre-packaged. Households can stock up supplies
today with the proliferation of home refrigeration technology and the wider use of per-
sonal cars have increased the carrying capacity of individuals when shopping. As a result,
self-serviced supermarket customers visit grocery stores less frequently, often by car, and
stock up supplies. Car was the main mode of transport accounting for 77% of shopping
journeys in the UK between 2002 and 2010 (DfT, 2012). Furthermore, rapid development
of the big-box stores that are characterised by very large floor areas and often located in
out of town centres led to travelling longer distances for food shopping (Guy, 1994). In
the UK, there is a recent growth in sales and number of convenience chain stores, which
have smaller sales areas in comparison to supermarkets and big-box formats, and typi-
cally located on high streets and in town centres with longer operating hours (IGD, 2013).
Transport researchers have recognized and studied the links between travel behaviour and
retail environment attributes since the 1970s. The changes in retail environments due to
out-of-town retail developments (i.e. retail decentralisation) and potential implications on
personal travel have attracted considerable interest from researchers (Section 2.1.1).
More recently, with the development in information and communication technologies
(ICT), new virtual shopping alternatives emerged. These virtual shopping formats offer
a novel experience for shoppers, where purchased goods are delivered home or to desig-
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nated pick-up points. Retailers are increasingly making use of in-store and online store
technologies and hence are transforming the retail landscape for the consumers. Emerg-
ing retail technologies are discussed in detail in Section 3.1.3. In response, the nature of
shopping activity is also changing which can easily be observed from shifts in spending
patterns. For instance, the share of online retailing in the UK as a percentage of all sales
reached 12.5% in 2015 compared to only 0.3% in 1998 and 2.1% in 2002 (Office for Na-
tional Statistics, 2015). In the USA e-commerce retail sales accounted for 7% of all sales
in 2015, up from 2.8% in 2006 (Bucchioni et al., 2015). There is a growing interest from
marketing and retail businesses, as well as transport and town planning professionals in
understanding how shopping behaviour is changing and potential implications. The retail
market in the UK offers an opportunity for studying channel and store choice due to its
relatively developed online market. The UK has the highest proportion of online spending
in Europe and Northern America (Centre for Retail Research, 2015). In addition, UK has
the second highest proportion of online spending within grocery market with 6% in 2014
following South Korea (13.2%) (Kantar Worldpanel, 2015) whereas the numbers for US
are currently lower at 0.8%.
Innovation in retailing has and will continue to alter the way we shop. Inevitably, these
changes have significant impacts on how people travel and freight transport. Transport
researchers and urban planners have therefore studied the links between chaining retail
environments and travel. Our primary focus in the research is personal mobility, hence the
discussion on potential effects on freight transport is limited. In the following subsections,
we provide a brief overview of the literature on travel implications of retail decentralisation
and a more detailed review of the work on potential implications of online shopping on
travel, as the latter is the main focus of our research.
2.1.1 Retail Decentralisation
Links between land use patterns, urban form, and travel behaviour with a focus on reducing
car travel have been studied extensively in the transport and urban planning literature.
Mixed land use was offered as a strategy to reduce car travel, auto-mobile dependency,
and encourage public transport use and walking (Cervero, 1989; Cervero and Radisch,
1996; Cervero, 1996; Cervero and Kockelman, 1997; Cervero, 2002; Handy, 1992; Handy,
1993; Handy, 1996; Handy and Clifton, 2001; Handy et al., 2005; Kitamura et al., 1997;
Schwanen et al., 2004; Cao et al., 2007; Ewing and Cervero, 2010; Chakraborty and
Mishra, 2013). Especially since the 1980s, the potential effects of retail decentralisation
with the increasing number of out-of-town retail developments and personal car use on
travel have attracted significant interest from researchers and policy makers. Mixed land
use approaches to urban design and creating walkable neighbourhoods have been suggested
as a strategy for reducing non-work travel including shopping (Gordon and Peers, 1991;
Handy, 1992; Boarnet and Sarmiento, 1998; Limanond et al., 2005).
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More specifically, in the context of shopping related travel behaviour, Handy (1993)
found that higher local accessibility to convenience stores (including supermarkets, phar-
macies, and dry cleaners) and regional accessibility to larger retail centres are linked to
lower vehicle miles generated for personal shopping travel. Handy and Clifton (2001) dis-
cussed the potential of increasing local shopping opportunities in the US as a strategy
for reducing driving. Cairns (1998) also suggested that food store location decisions will
potentially alter how far people travel, how often they shop, their choice of mode for food
shopping, and whether they combine food shopping with other activities. She argued,
however, that data that could enable researchers to observe these different dimensions is
very difficult to find and discussed the potential of using GIS data for analysing shopping
travel behaviour. Jiao et al. (2011) studied how built environments influence mode choice
for grocery shopping trips using data from US, using binary logistic models. They found
that number of cars, number of adults, living in a single-family house, longer distances
to grocery stores, and parking availability is significantly correlated positively with more
driving for grocery shopping. Higher street density, number of quick service restaurants
around homes, and numbers of grocery store alternatives are correlated positively with
not driving.
In line with this area of research, effects of retail location decisions on the amount of
traffic generated have been subject to policy debate especially with the growing numbers
of out-of-town superstore developments. In the UK, for instance, environmental planning
authorities have developed a policy of protecting town centres, which imposes restrictions
on the development of out-of-town superstores (Thomas and Bromley, 2003; Lowe, 2005;
DCLG, 2014).
2.1.2 Online Shopping
Potential implications of online shopping on personal travel and freight travel have been
studied extensively in transportation research and retail geography (Golob and Regan,
2001; Mokhtarian, 2003; Mishra and Mokhtarian, 1990; Mokhtarian, 2004; Rotem-Mindali
and Salomon, 2007; Weltevreden and Rotem-Mindali, 2008; Cao, 2010; Cullinane, 2009;
Weltevreden and Rotem-Mindali, 2009; Cao et al., 2010; Rotem-Mindali and Weltevreden,
2013; Rotem-Mindali, 2014). Most of this literature, however, consists of conceptual
studies and empirical work that aims to model consumer behaviour for channel choice is
limited (Rotem-Mindali and Weltevreden, 2013).
Freight transport is expected to increase as a result of increasing share of online shop-
ping, since (i) home delivery will replace personal travel, and (ii) purchases from distant
retailers are likely to increase (Golob and Regan, 2001; Browne et al., 2001; Hesse, 2002;
Mokhtarian, 2004; Visser and Lanzendorf, 2004). Such a shift is likely to change retail
business structures and supply chain management strategies (Schewel and Schipper, 2012).
For instance, the logistics requirements for delivering goods to large out-of-town stores with
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high stocking capacity is very different from home deliveries at much small quantities. Fur-
ther, the delivery drivers are becoming increasingly important for brand value as they are
becoming the face of retailers (Jacobs, 2015). We do not provide a detailed review of the
literature that focuses on implications of online shopping on freight operations as it is not
the main focus of our work here. Comprehensive reviews are provided by Rotem-Mindali
and Weltevreden (2013) and Rotem-Mindali (2014).
Transport researchers have been interested in understanding potential personal travel
implications of increasing use of ICTs since the 1980s with a focus on assessing its potential
for reducing demand. At a conceptual level, potential travel impacts of increasing use of
ICT have been classified into four types: (i) substitution, where (in the case of shopping)
online activity takes place instead of conventional in-store shopping, (ii) complementarity,
where online activity leads to additional trips and/or makes them more efficient by mak-
ing them by providing additional information and capabilities, (iii) modification, where
there is a shift in behaviour and trips (e.g. shifts in timing of trips, overall activity fre-
quency, trip chaining etc.), and (iv) neutrality, where online activity does not influence
travel (Salomon, 1985; Salomon, 1986; Mokhtarian, 2003; Hjorthol, 2002; Mokhtarian,
2009). Building on this taxonomy, numerous studies have attempted to quantify the net
effects of increased use of ICT on journey frequency and miles travelled with a range of,
sometimes contradictory findings. Weltevreden (2007), Bhat et al. (2003), Rotem-Mindali
and Weltevreden (2013), and Rotem-Mindali (2014) offer a comprehensive reviews of this
line of work that focuses on quantifying the effects of online shopping on personal travel.
The studies reviewed use a range of quantitative methods including descriptive statistics,
regression, hazard-based models, and structural equation modelling (Weltevreden, 2007).
The conclusion is that quantifying the net effect of online shopping on transport is chal-
lenging and results are highly influenced by assumptions, definitions (e.g. online shopping
and online shopper, transportation impact), and modelling decisions regarding sample se-
lection and methodologies. Aiming to find a single conclusive answer to the net effects
of online retailing on transport is ambitious. It is therefore important to set out and un-
derstand modelling objectives, methodologies, and assumptions clearly when interpreting
results.
Quantifying the consequences of changing shopping activity patterns for personal mo-
bility more specifically is also challenging, due to multiple and sometimes counter acting
relationships (Golob and Regan, 2001; Keskinen et al., 2001; Mokhtarian, 2004). Shopping
as an activity purpose contains a heterogeneous class of activities; for instance relatively
frequent shopping for groceries may involve different behavioural mechanisms with differ-
ent mobility implications than occasional shopping for white goods. (Girard et al., 2003;
Mokhtarian, 2004; Visser and Lanzendorf, 2004; Rotem-Mindali and Salomon, 2007).
Different stages of the shopping process include identification of need for an item or ser-
vice, information gathering, transaction or purchase, delivery and possession, and returns.
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These stages are distinct for certain types of products while less so for others (Salomon and
Koppelman, 1988; Mokhtarian et al., 2004; Hsiao, 2009). The information gathering stage,
for instance, is likely to be relatively long-duration and may involve conducting unique
trips for infrequently purchased and high value items such as personal cars and computers.
For routine and frequent grocery shopping, however, information gathering likely does not
involve separate visits to stores. Hence, the choice between online and in-store channels for
different stages of the shopping process may vary for different product types (Balasubra-
manian et al., 2005; Farag, 2006; Rotem-Mindali and Salomon, 2007; Weltevreden, 2007;
Hsiao, 2009; Rotem-Mindali and Salomon, 2009; Mokhtarian and Tang, 2013). Marker Jr
and Goulias (2007) noted that decisions regarding the delivery of purchased goods (e.g.,
home delivery, pick-up from store, pick-up from local collection point) will also determine
the impacts of online shopping on personal travel. Another aspect of shopping behaviour
which might potentially influence the effects of online retailing on personal travel is trip
chaining and multi-purpose shopping (see Section 2.3.2 for a broader discussion). People
tend to combine multiple trips and make multiple purchases in a single shopping trip.
Hence, every purchased item does not necessarily generate a separate trip and these ef-
fects need to be accounted for understanding net effects (Golob and Regan, 2001; Keskinen
et al., 2001; Corpus and Peachman, 2003; Mokhtarian, 2004). Online shopping may also
lead to increased in-store shopping through generating new activities with achieved time
savings or leading to increased shopping frequency or spending (Gould and Golob, 1997;
Ferrell, 2005b; Farag et al., 2006; Farag et al., 2007).
There has also been significant interest in understanding the relationship between fre-
quencies of in-store and online shopping activity to gain further insights to the substitution
or complementarity question (Cao et al., 2012; Circella and Mokhtarian, 2010; Zhou and
Wang, 2014). Cao et al. (2012) presented a detailed review of the literature on the re-
lationship between frequencies of in-store and online shopping activities that use various
statistical techniques (descriptive statistics, regression, multivariate analyses, structural
equation models, etc.). They report that such studies tend to identify complementarity
effects i.e. a positive relationship between online and in-store shopping frequency. The
authors conclude that online shopping is unlikely to substitute physical shopping in the
aggregate. Circella and Mokhtarian (2010) also report complementarity effects and finds
limited substitution effects i.e. a negative relationship between online and in-store shop-
ping frequency for experience (clothing/shoes) and search (books/DVDs) goods. Farag
(2006) found that frequent in-store shoppers also shop online more frequently, yet note
that the causality is hard to determine. She, however, concluded that online shopping is
unlikely to substitute physical shopping at a large scale.
Mokhtarian and Salomon (1997) and Bhat et al. (2003) suggested that a broader per-
spective of system wide analysis and a better understanding of individual choice behaviour
is required to assess travel impacts of online retailing on travel due to these complex re-
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lationships between different aspects of shopping. A review of studies that focuses on
understanding this relatively complex nature of individual choice behaviour involved in
channel choice and the relationship between in-store and online shopping patterns are
presented in Section 2.3.5.
2.2 Review of Modelling Methodologies
In this section, a review of modelling methodologies that were used for studying shopping
behaviour is presented. We provide a more detailed review of discrete choice methods
and focus on the formulations that we utilise for the empirical modelling work in this
dissertation (Chapter 5 and 6). For all the other methodologies, we provide an overview
and include references to key publications for more comprehensive descriptions.
2.2.1 Gravity-type
Macroeconomic theory suggests that spatial flows between zones may be modelled by
estimating relationships between aggregate travel data and macro-level zonal variables.
Gravity and entropy maximization models, also called spatial interaction models, have
been used to compute the total number of trips between zones based on demographic
characteristics of the zones and measures of the separation between them. In their sim-
plest form, the underlying assumption is that the level of flow between an origin and a
destination zone will be proportional to population of the origin and the attractiveness of
the destination and disproportional to the distance and other costs associated with the
trips between them (Carey, 1867; Wilson, 1971; Haynes and Fotheringham, 1984; Ortu´zar
and Willumsen, 1994; Sivakumar, 2007).
Reilly (1931)’s work on the law of retail gravitation focused on understanding the
proportion of retail demand attracted by two competing cities from towns in between
them. The basic assumption was that the demand attracted from an intermediate town
by two competing cities will be directly proportional to populations of the cities and
inversely proportional to the square of the distances to these cities from the town. His
work also led to the computation of a breaking point between two cities, which is a spatial
point of equilibrium where both cities would attract equal demand. Building on this work
Huff (1963) suggested that the consumer’s preference for a retail centre will depend on
attraction attributes such as the number and types of products available (represented
in terms of retail floor area) and also travel times to and from the centre. The model
suggested can be represented as in Eq. (2.1):
Pij =
Aj
d
β
ij
∑
j
Aj
d
β
ij
(2.1)
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where
Pij : probability of a shopper in zone i will shop from alternative j
Aj : measure of attractiveness for shopping alternative j
dij : travel time or distance measure between zone i and alternative j
β : parameter to be estimated
Similarly, in transport literature, the gravity model formulation suggested by Casey
(1955) for computing shopping trips between towns in a region is presented in Eq. (2.2)
Tij =
kPiPj
d2ij
(2.2)
where
Tij : shopping trips between zone i and zone j
Pi : population of zone i
dij : travel time or distance measure between zone i and zone j
k : proportionality factor to be estimated
Building on these frameworks, various models were developed that differ in the way
they measure attractiveness of a retail zone and the distance between zones, and model
estimation methodologies (Timmermans et al., 1992). Ortu´zar and Willumsen (1994)
provided a detailed description of these methods in the more general context of trip dis-
tribution modelling, based on their review we provide a brief overview here.
The simple formulation in Eq. (2.2) have been generalised further by replacing popu-
lation variables with total number of trips originating from zone i (Oi) and total number
of trips attracted to zone j (Dj), and using a better representation of costs associated with
each trip f(cij) (i.e., deterrence function) as a decreasing function replacing the distance
variable as in Eq. (2.3).
Tij = kOiDjf(cij) (2.3)
The deterrence function can be specified in different ways (e.g., f(cij) = exp(−βcij),
f(cij) = c
−n
ij ) where cij is the unit transportation cost from zone i to zone j. The param-
eters need to be estimated using empirical data. If aggregate empirical data is available
for Oi and Dj , the models should satisfy the following conditions:
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∑j
Tij = Oi ,
∑
i
Tij = Dj (2.4)
In this case, the proportionality factor k is replaced by two sets of balancing factors
ri and sj as in Eq. (2.5), which can be derived from the constraints as presented in Eq.
(2.6).
Tij = riOisjDjf(cij) (2.5)
ri =
1∑
j sjDjf(cij)
, sj =
1∑
i riOif(cij)
(2.6)
The entropy maximization approaches have been used in generating a range of models
including the gravity model to estimate travel flows between zones subject to constraints.
The underlying idea is to estimate the most likely trip matrix T (contains number of trips
between each zone pair), using available data often at a higher level of aggregation (e.g.,
Oi, Dj). Eq. (2.7) shows the entropy function that needs to be maximised for estimating
the most likely trip matrix subject to constraints in Eq. (2.4).
logW ′ = −
∑
ij
(Tij log Tij − Tij) (2.7)
It can be shown (as presented in Ortu´zar and Willumsen (1994)) that when an addi-
tional cost constraint for the total travel expenditure C is introduced (
∑
ij Tijcij = C),
the maximization of the entropy function subject to all constraints leads to the gravity
model presented in Eq. (2.5) with f(cij) = exp(−βcij). Following from Eq. (2.5) and Eq.
(2.6) where f(cij) = exp(−βcij), it can be shown that the share of flows from the origin
zone i to destination zone j is equal to:
Tij∑
j Tij
=
sjDje
−βcij
∑
j sjDje
−βcij
(2.8)
The functional form in Eq. (2.8) corresponds to the disaggregate multinomial logit
model form discussed further in Section 2.2.3 (Nijkamp and Reggiani, 1989). It is pos-
sible to use slightly different specifications of the entropy function for demonstrating the
asymptotic equivalence between random utility based multinomial logit models and en-
tropy maximization (Nijkamp and Reggiani, 1989). Gravity-based and entropy maximiza-
tion models were, however, often criticized for lacking behavioural realism in explaining
individual choices and reliance on aggregate zonal shopping flows (Ortu´zar and Willumsen,
1994).
In addition to transport researchers whose aims were to forecast travel demand be-
tween different zones, urban planners and retail location planners employed gravity-based
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models to assess the impacts of new developments on existing urban structure and fore-
casting sales for new retail developments (McGoldrick, 2002). In a shopping location
choice context, the attractiveness of a selected shopping zone have been characterised,
for instance, as a function of retail floor space and retail employment, as well as more
subjective measures of attraction such as assortment, speed of service, prices and quality
of products (Cadwallader, 1975). Competition and agglomeration effects can also incorpo-
rated in model formulations via the use of additional metrics of spatial proximity to other
shopping locations. Competition effects arise when near-by competitors draw a certain
proportion of the shopping demand, and result in decreasing traffic flows and sales to
the centre. Agglomeration effects occur when presence of complementary store and other
service providers in proximity increases the attractiveness of the shopping centre, thus
increase the in-flows and sales volume (Fotheringham, 1983; Guy, 1987; Fotheringham,
1988).
The applications of gravity-type models in the context of shopping location choice are
also discussed in Section 2.3.1.
2.2.2 Constrained Utility Maximization
Constrained utility maximization models have been developed based on consumer theory
(Mas-Colell et al., 1995). Consumer theory is concerned with how consumers make con-
sumption decisions where individuals choose among consumption bundles Q = q1, q2, ..., qL
where q1, q2, ..., qL represent non-negative continuous quantities of different commodities
l = 1, 2, 3, ..., L. The direct utility, Ui, derived by the consumer i is a function of con-
sumed quantities of each commodity. Different commodities lj in the choice set can be
defined by associated cost functions cj (e.g., prices for each commodity, time requirements
to purchase and consume the commodities). Rational consumers are assumed to select
the bundle that maximizes their utility subject to resource constraints, C (e.g. budget
constraints in terms of money and time). Demand functions for each commodity at equi-
librium conditions (i.e. optimal consumption bundle) can therefore be derived by solving
this optimization problem. Different formulations of the utility function allow for repre-
sentation of a variety of decision variables, where constraints and cost functions can be
used to impose relationships between decision variables.
maxU(x) subject to c(x) ≤ C (2.9)
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where
U(x) : utility of the decision maker as a function of decision variables x
x : decision variables
c(x) : cost function associated with decision variables
C : resource constraints
While the basic approach to modelling consumer behaviour relies on the idea that the
direct utility is derived from consumption of goods, different approaches for incorporat-
ing time in this framework has received significant interest. Jara-Diaz (2007) provided a
detailed review of the relevant literature with a focus on different time allocation theories
and corresponding modelling frameworks. Applications of constrained utility maximiza-
tion models where time is used both as a constraint and a decision variable in shop-
ping behaviour and store choice is limited (Blaylock, 1989; Bacon, 1995; Messinger and
Narasimhan, 1997; Bhatnagar and Ratchford, 2004). In these models, there is a trade-
off between allocating time to shopping and other competing activities which influences
shopping frequency. For example, in models developed by Messinger and Narasimhan
(1997) and Bhatnagar and Ratchford (2004), consumers choose where to shop, the num-
ber of items to purchase, and leisure time. There is a positive utility associated with more
leisure time and also consuming goods, and a disutility associated with time spent shop-
ping. Hence, there is a trade-off between more leisure time and spending time shopping
when maximizing overall utility. In store format choice, there is a trade-off between costs
associated with more frequent trips (i.e. increase in time spent for shopping, and higher
prices in smaller store formats that are typically chosen for smaller baskets) and stocking
costs (i.e. costs associated with stocking items at home). Jara-Diaz (2007) also presented
a discussion on how time allocation models relate to activity based models, which are
discussed further in Section 2.2.8 and can also provide a framework for studying shopping
related behaviour.
2.2.3 Discrete Choice
Basic Concepts
Building on consumer theory and the rational consumer assumption, as outlined above,
discrete choice models were developed to study individual choice behaviour in situations
where decision makers choose from a set of mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive
discrete alternatives. Rational decision makers are assumed to select the alternative with
the highest indirect utility. The concept of indirect utility is used in discrete choice models,
which is the maximum utility that a consumer can derive in the current income (wage)
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and price levels. Indirect utility can be derived from the optimization problem using the
direct utility function in Eq. (2.9). Note that the term utility used in discrete choice
literature and the remainder of this dissertation refers to the indirect utility.
Discrete choice models are developed based on the theory of random utility maximiza-
tion (RUM). The overall constrained (indirect) utility Uni derived by an individual n from
an alternative i is composed of a measurable (i.e. observed) component Vni and a random
error component εni.
Uni = Vni + εni (2.10)
The measurable (deterministic) component, Vni, is a function of observable and rel-
evant attributes of alternatives and individual tastes. Lancaster (1966) and McFadden
(1974a) proposed that it is the characteristics (or attributes) of the goods being consumed
and individual characteristics that gives rise to the utility. The utility, therefore, can be
represented as a function of its attributes and characteristics of the decision maker. The
random component of the utility captures uncertainties associated with unobserved at-
tributes and taste variations, proxy variables used in the measured part of the utility, and
measurement errors (Manski, 1977). The underlying assumption in random utility theory
is that the decision maker has complete information and is perfectly rational, yet it is
the analyst who has incomplete information which leads to uncertainties when modelling.
Decision makers always select the alternative that yields the highest utility. The error
(random) component in the utility function captures the uncertainties associated with
incomplete information from the analysts’ perspective. Since only the deterministic part
of the utility can be computed, the alternative which maximizes the utility is not known
for certain. The error component gives rise to the concept that choice behaviour being
modelled is probabilistic and not deterministic. The probability of alternative i being
chosen by among the set of available alternatives (i.e., within the choice set C) is equal to
Pni = P (Uni = max
j∈C
Unj) = P (Vni + εni > Vnj + εnj , ∀j "= i, ∀j ∈ C) (2.11)
Different assumptions on the observed (deterministic) part Vni and error terms εni
lead to specific model structures. Also note from Eq. (2.11) that the utilities themselves
are not relevant for choice probabilities, only the difference in utilities matter. Further,
assumptions on the decision maker and available alternatives need to be made for modelling
purposes. For instance, the decision maker can be specified as the individual, household,
or company depending on research aims and context. In most transport applications, the
decision making unit is the individual. The choice set is defined as the available options
to the decision maker at the time of decision making. Here, we provide an overview of the
most relevant forms and assumptions (for more general and detailed discussion of discrete
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choice models, see Ben-Akiva and Lerman (1985) and Train (2009)).
Deterministic term The deterministic (observed) part of the utility associated with
each alternative can be specified as a function of its attributes and characteristics of the
decision maker. In its simplest form, it is often assumed that observed utility function,
Vni is a linear function of attributes and relevant socio-demographics.
Vni = f(xni) = βxni (2.12)
where
Vni : determistic part of the utility
xni : vector of attributes of decision-maker n and alternative i
β : vector of taste parameters associated with each attribute
Non-linear effects can also be captured in linear in parameters function form. More
advanced models use non-linear specifications for the utility function can also be developed,
yet these models are more difficult to estimate. The coefficients associated with each
of the attributes in the utility function (β), which determines their relative importance
in determining the measured part of utility, are then estimated using observed choice
behaviour in a real or experimental settings using appropriate estimation methodologies
which are discussed further below in the relevant subsection.
Specification search in discrete choice models involves developing hypotheses about
potentially relevant attributes of alternatives and the decision maker, and testing them.
Non-linearities can also be tested using the linear-in-parameters form; for instance, log-
transform (log(xni)) or exponential (e
xni) of the attributes can be used.
Random term Many different model formulations have been derived in literature based
on different assumptions for the distribution of the random part of the utility. Here, we
describe the most relevant formulations for our application and potential extensions.
Multinomial Logit (MNL) Model
MNL model is based on the assumption that the error terms in Eq. (2.11) are independent
and identically distributed with Type I extreme value distribution with the following
cumulative distribution.
exp(−eεnj ) (2.13)
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This assumption is attractive as it gives rise to a simple closed form for the probability
function (see page 74 in Train (2009) for the derivation):
Pni =
eVni
∑
j∈Cn
eVnj
(2.14)
where
Pni : probability that decision maker n chooses alternative i
Cn : choice set of alternatives j available to decision maker n
Its simple form resulted in wide use of the MNL model in many fields despite its
undesirable property of independence from irrelevant alternatives (IIA), which might be
a significant restriction for some application areas. IIA implies proportional substitution
across alternatives. The independence assumption across error terms suggests that the the
unobserved utility for one alternative is uncorrelated to the unobserved utility of another
alternative. As a result, the ratio of probabilities for two alternatives l and k does not
depend on any other alternatives in the choice set.
Pnl
Pnk
=
eVnl/
∑
j∈Cn
eVnj
eVnk/
∑
j∈Cn
eVnj
=
eVnl
eVnk
(2.15)
This is potentially a significant restriction for some applications. The classical examples
often used to demonstrate the undesirability of IIA are blue/red bus in mode choice and
overlapping paths in route choice. For the former case, for instance, the commuters have
two travel mode alternatives: car and blue bus. Let’s assume that the choice probabilities
are equal for both modes (i.e., Pcar = Pbb = 1/2) and hence the ratio of probabilities
Pcar/Pbb = 1. When a red bus is introduced as a new alternative which has all the same
attributes as the blue bus, the logit model will predict Pcar = Pbb = Prb = 1/3 and the
ratio of probabilities remain unchanged Pcar/Pbb = 1. However, in reality, it is most likely
that the probability of taking a car will remain largely unchanged and the probability
of blue bus will get reduced. Hence, the ratio of probabilities will change as a result of
introducing a new red bus alternative. The MNL model is not capable of representing the
correlation among error terms and hence this change in the ratio of probabilities due to
its IIA property. The need to account for correlation among the random utilities led to
the development of more advanced model forms as described in following subsections.
Nested Logit (NL) Model
The nested logit model was developed to relax some of the restrictions of the MNL model
where the choice alternatives can be grouped into mutually exclusiveM subsets (i.e. nests)
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denoted Bm with increased correlation between unobserved utilities of alternatives that
belong to the same nest. Often, the substitutions patterns in a nested logit model is
depicted with a tree diagram. Figure 2.1 represents the case with two nests, B1 and B2,
with k and l− k alternatives respectively. IIA holds between alternatives within the same
nest (the same branch), but does not hold across nests. This means that the ratio of
probabilities for two alternatives in the same nest is independent of of other alternatives,
while the ratio of probabilities for alternatives in different nests can depend on attributes
of other alternatives.
nest A (B1)
alt. 1 ... alt. k
nest B (B2)
alt. k + 1 ... alt l
Figure 2.1: Two-level nested logit structure with two nests
The nested logit model is obtained by assuming a certain form of generalized extreme
value (GEV) distribution for the error terms, which is a generalization of Eq. (2.13) and
has the following cumulative distribution:
exp

−
M∑
m=1

∑
j∈Bm
eµmεnj


1/µm

 (2.16)
where
M : number of nests denoted Bm
µm : nesting parameter, providing a measure of correlation among unobserved utilities
The above assumption on the distribution gives rise to the following nested logit prob-
abilities:
Pni =
eµmVni
(∑
j∈Bm
eµmVnj
)
1/µm−1
∑M
l=1
(∑
j∈Bl
eµlVnj
)
1/µl
(2.17)
The nesting parameter, µm can be different for different nests and provides a measure
of correlation in unobserved utilities across alternatives within the same nest Bm. Nesting
parameters should be equal to or greater than unity, µm ≥ 1, to ensure consistency with
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utility maximising behaviour. The higher the value of µm, the higher the correlation among
alternatives within the nest Bm. If µm = 1 for all nests, it indicates no correlation among
alternatives within each nest and the nested logit model reduces to MNL. Hence, the NL
model is a generalisation of the MNL model and allows for a specific correlation pattern
in unobserved utilities. It can be further extended to allow for more subnests within each
nest leading to multi-level nested logit models. Nested logit models were widely applied
to joint destination and mode choice models in transport literature and also specifically
for shopping travel. In these models, the nesting structures are often specified with either
destination over the modes or vice versa.
Cross Nested Logit (CNL) Model
Cross nested logit model is an extension of the nested logit form, which allows for an
alternative to belong to more than one nest. An additional term is added to the utility
specification for each alternative that represents the degree of membership to different
nests. These models are appropriate for certain applications where some alternatives are
similar to different groups of alternatives in some way. One of the most popular examples
is from the mode choice context, where carpooling as an alternative might belong to the
auto alone nest and the public transport nest potentially with different degrees of mem-
bership. Such structure will indicate that unobserved utility of the carpooling alternative
is correlated with both the auto alone alternatives and public transport alternatives (e.g.,
bus, tube).
Generalised Extreme Value (GEV) Models
In the generalized extreme value (GEV) family of models, unobserved parts of the utility
for all alternatives are jointly distributed as a type I GEV. Hence, the general GEV form
allows for various correlation patterns across alternatives and the GEV family of models
include MNL, NL and CNL. For instance, if all correlations are zero, GEV model reduces
to standard logit. McFadden (1974b) proved that for any function G(Yi) where Yj = e
Vj
and Gi = ∂G/∂Yi which satisfies the following conditions:
• G(Y1, . . . , Yj) ≥ 0 for all (Y1, . . . , Yj) > 0
• G is homogenous of degree one: G(αY1, . . . ,αYj) = αG(Y1, . . . , Yj)
• limYi→∞G(Y1, . . . , YJ) =∞ for i = 1, . . . , J .
• Cross partial derivatives follow a certain rule where Gi ≥ 0 for all i, Gij =
∂Gi
∂Yj
≤ 0
for all j $= i, Gijk =
∂Gij
∂Yk
≥ 0 for all i $= j $= k and so on for higher-order cross
partials.
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Pi is the choice probability of choosing alternative i for a discrete choice model that is
consistent with utility maximization:
Pi =
YiGi(Y1, . . . , YJ)
G(Y1, . . . , YJ)
(2.18)
Such mathematical approach, while lack some economic intuition, allows analysts to
come up with numerous GEV models that allow for representing different substitutions
patterns across alternatives. All the different formulation presented above (MNL, NL,
CNL) can also be obtained under appropriate specifications of G (see Chapter 4 in Train
(2009) or Chapter 5.7 in Ben-Akiva and Lerman (1985) for the appropriate specifications
and also a more general and detailed discussion of GEV models).
Other Discrete Choice Model Formulations
Multinomial logit and nested logit models of the GEV family are the most widely applied
formulations due to relatively straight forward and widely available formulations and es-
timation softwares. As explained above, restrictions of these models resulting from strict
assumptions on the correlation patterns of the unobserved utility can be relaxed by using
more advanced and flexible covariance structures. Cross nested logit and many other GEV
family models have attempted to do so. Different specifications on the error terms lead
to numerous model formulations, which are fit for different purposes. We were not able
to estimate models with more advanced formulations as described in Chapter 5 and 6 due
to data limitations which we discuss later on in the thesis. Here, we provide a summary
overview of some of the proposed model formulations in literature.
Probit family of discrete choice models assume a multivariate normal distribution for
the unobserved utilities. Probit models are very flexible and allow for an unrestricted
covariance structure, yet are less popular than GEV family of models due difficulties in
estimation (see Chapter 5.7 in Ben-Akiva and Lerman (1985) or Chapter 5 in Train (2009)
for a detailed discussion of Probit models).
Mixed logit models are an extension of the basic multinomial logit models and are
also are highly flexible, which can in principle allow for unrestricted substitution patterns,
random taste variation across the population, and correlation in unobserved utilities over
time. Mixed logit models can be used to approximate any discrete choice model based on
random utility model assumptions. For instance, from a random coefficients interpretation,
mixed logit choice probabilities can be expressed as the integral of logit probabilities over
a density of parameters:
Pni =
∫
Lni(β)f(β)dβ (2.19)
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where
Lni(β) : multinomial logit probability presented in (2.19) evaluated at β
f(β) : a density function for the parameters β
Mixed logit probabilities do not have a closed form hence simulation based methods
are needed for estimation. Different assumptions on the density function for the βs can
be used; the parameters of the density function (e.g., mean and covariance) can then
be estimated. When the analyst has panel data (repeated observations from the same
individual), the term Lni in Eq. (2.19) is replaced by a product of logit probabilities
to represent the probability of a sequence of choices (Revelt and Train, 1998). Mixed
logit models can also be used for representing different correlation patterns for the error
terms without the random taste coefficients interpretations. Nested logit models, for
instance, can also be estimated using a particular specification of the mixed logit form
(see Chapter 5.7 in Ben-Akiva and Lerman (1985) and Chapter 6 in Train (2009) for a
detailed description of mixed logit models).
Latent variable models have also been proposed in literature to incorporate latent
factors as explanatory variables in the observed portion of the utility (Walker, 2001).
These models were developed to account for the effects of psychological factors (e.g.,
attitudes and perceptions) that are not directly observable but can be measured through
survey questions, which can then be used as indicators of latent factors in choice modelling.
Estimation and Data Requirements
Discrete choice models are estimated using disaggregate observed choice behaviour from
decision makers in a real or experimental settings. The basic data requirements include
information on relevant attributes of the decision makers and of all alternatives in the
choice set including both the chosen and non-chosen alternatives, and information on which
alternative was choosen for each observation. Such data can be collected through stated
preference (SP) (Timmermans et al., 1992; Timmermans, 1996) or revealed preference
(RP) surveys (Recker and Kostyniuk, 1978; Bhat, 1998c; Limanond et al., 2005). Further
discussion of SP and RP data is presented in Section 2.4.
For estimation, traditional maximum likelihood procedures can be used for models
that have a closed form including MNL, NL, and the GEV family. Assuming that we
have a sample of observations from N decision makers and that each choice observation
is independent, the probability (likelihood) of each decision maker choosing the observed
alternative in our observation sample can be expressed as:
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L(β) =
N∏
n=1
∏
i
(Pni)
yni (2.20)
where
β : vector of parameters to be estimated
yni : indicator value for i being chosen by n
equals 1 if i is the chosen alternative and 0 otherwise
∏
i
(Pni)
yni : probability of the chosen alternative at choice occasion n
For estimations, log-likelihood function given in (2.21) needs to be maximized. The
β values that maximize (2.21) are the maximum-likelihood estimates for the proposed
discrete choice model. Estimation codes are available for the widely used formulations.
We use Python Biogeme maintained by Michel Bierlaire for our estimations in Chapter
5 and 6 (Bierlaire, 2003). Python Biogeme uses the GEV form for estimations, and is
sufficiently flexible to also allow estimations with of additional model specifications using
the underlying model formulations, data structures, and optimization algorithms.
LL(β) =
N∑
n=1
∑
i
yni ln(Pni) (2.21)
The model formulations that do not have a closed form expression, like the mixed logit
and probit, must be approximated numerically using simulation procedures. We refer the
reader to Part II in Train (2009) for details of required procedures for estimating these
models.
Estimation becomes challenging when the number of alternatives in the choice set is
very high, even when using the MNL and NL specifications. The problem of large choice
sets is typical in applications such as the destination choice or route choice; hence proce-
dures were devised to overcome estimation challenges. When modelling shopping location
and store choice at the level of elemental alternatives (individual stores) in our context,
we also faced issues in estimation due to computational limitations. The background and
details of the procedures adopted to overcome these challenges are summarized in relevant
sections of Chapter 5 and 6.
Applications to Shopping Behaviour
In the context of shopping behaviour, numerous RUM based discrete choice models have
been developed for shopping location and store choice (Miller and O’Kelly, 1983; Rust
and Donthu, 1995; Timmermans, 1996; Bhat, 1998c; Sinha, 2000; Popkowski Leszczyc
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et al., 2004; Sua´rez et al., 2004; Tripathi and Sinha, 2008), channel choice (Hsiao, 2009;
Mokhtarian and Tang, 2013; Cao, 2012; Chintagunta et al., 2012), multi-purpose and
multi-store shopping choice (Arentze and Timmermans, 2001; Popkowski Leszczyc et al.,
2004), daily shopping activity patterns (Yun and O’Kelly, 1997), travel mode choice for
shopping (Recker and Stevens, 1976; Schmo¨cker et al., 2008), and joint choice of departure
time and travel time for shopping (Bhat, 1998c). We provide a detailed reviews of the
selected discrete choice models in Section 2.3.
Choice Set Generation
Discrete choice models can be developed using elemental alternatives at the most disag-
gregate level (e.g., dwelling units for residential choice and individual stores for shopping
location choice). It is, however, not always possible to find empirical data at the required
level of granularity to allow for their estimation. Therefore, analysts may choose to use
aggregated alternatives (e.g., residential zones and spatial analysis zones for shopping
destination). A review of aggregation of choice alternatives is provided in Section 2.4.2.
Depending on the decisions regarding aggregation of choice alternatives, the universal
choice set of alternatives in shopping location and store choice models can be very large,
up to several thousands, for example. In reality, however, decision makers do not evaluate
all alternatives in the universal choice set especially when the number of alternatives is
very large. An incorrect choice set generation (or formation) for the actual choice set is
therefore a form of model misspecification and might lead to biased model parameters
and inaccurate predictions. Hence, the problem of choice set generation has been subject
to much debate (Williams and Ortu´zar, 1982; Swait and Ben-Akiva, 1987a; Swait and
Ben-Akiva, 1987b; Swait and Ben-Akiva, 1986; Pellegrini et al., 1997; Kwan and Hong,
1998). In reality, information on the actual choice set (i.e. the set of alternatives that are
actually considered by the decision maker at the time of decision making) is almost never
available from revealed preference surveys unless specifically collected. Hence, the analyst
makes a decision, often based on research aims, on which alternatives to include in the
choice set for each of the observed choice occasions. The decision on availability for each
alternative will influence parameter estimates and their interpretation.
In models of spatial choice, in which universal choice sets are characteristically huge,
there are additional challenges associated with the large choice set. From an empirical
perspective, there are difficulties to collect data on all alternatives potentially in hundreds
of thousands and to estimate these models due to computational limitations. From a
behavioural perspective, decision makers do not consider all alternatives due to cognitive
limitations or other reasons leading individual to ignore some alternatives. For the former
issue, methods of sampling of alternatives from the choice set and correcting the likelihood
function if required (needed for model forms other than MNL) for the introduced bias
are proposed to overcome computational estimation challenges (Guevara and Ben-Akiva,
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2013a; Guevara and Ben-Akiva, 2013b). These methods are used for approximating the
parameter estimates for large choice sets based on assumptions for the true choice set,
hence do not address the behavioural aspects. For the latter issue, therefore, the decision
making is typically modelled as a two-stage process: first, the actual choice set is drawn
from the universal choice set following non-compensatory or compensatory rules; second,
one alternative from the actual choice set is selected using a utility based compensatory
model (Thill and Wheeler, 2000a). Here, we review the methodologies used for the first
stage, namely the choice set formation or choice set generation. Details of models in the
context of shopping location choice with different approaches to choice set generation are
presented in Table 2.1.
One approach is to use random sampling of alternatives from the universal choice
set when constructing the actual choice set (Bhat, 1998c; Limanond et al., 2005). This
approach provides a statistical solution for estimation, yet does not consider behavioural
aspects of choice set formation. A second approach is to make an informed assumption
on behaviour and use deterministic constraints on selected attributes of alternatives such
as a distance threshold (Black, 1984; Beynon et al., 2002). For instance, all grocery stores
within a given zone can be assumed to be the choice set for residents living in that zone
(Koppelman and Hauser, 1978; Rust and Donthu, 1995; Sinha, 2000); or the actual choice
set might be assumed to consist of n closest grocery stores to home (Schiraldi et al., 2011).
Alternatively, some studies assume that the choice sets consist of all stores that have been
chosen by any of the respondents in their sample (Miller and O’Kelly, 1983; Bell et al.,
1998; Bell and Lattin, 1998). Solgaard and Hansen (2003) defined the choice set for each
household based on their observed behaviour using historical data, hence the choice set for
each household consists of all stores that were visited by the household over the observed
period of time. Other studies have asked respondents to indicate the stores that they are
aware of through survey instruments (Reutterer and Teller, 2009). Importance sampling
is another approach that have been used in spatial choice models, where the choice set is
constructed by taking a certain percentage of a random sample from alternatives within a
distance threshold, and a lower percentage of a random sample from alternatives that are
outside that threshold (Farooq and Miller, 2012). These approaches assume that choice
set formation is exogenous, and do not incorporate uncertainty in the choice set generation
step, and do not to represent heterogeneity between decision makers. Fotheringham (1988)
and Scott and He (2012) proposed methods of hierarchical or sequential decision process
in the context of shopping destination choice.
More advanced models of choice set generation have been suggested, which do not
necessarily focus on shopping related behaviour, where the uncertainty involved and the
heterogeneity between decision-makers are better incorporated (Manski, 1977; Spiggle and
Sewall, 1987; Swait and Ben-Akiva, 1987a; Swait and Ben-Akiva, 1987b; Siddarth et al.,
1995; Mart´ınez et al., 2009).
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Multiple Discreteness
Traditional discrete choice models are used widely to study behaviour in choice situations
where a single alternative is chosen a set of among alternatives that are mutually exclusive.
Yet, in reality consumers are faced with situations where they are able to choose more
than one alternative. People hold multiple laptops, cars, clothes etc. and the choice
behaviour at each occasion is dependent on previous or anticipated decisions. A variety
of modelling frameworks have been suggested to analyse choice situations of such multiple
discrete nature.
Manski and Sherman (1980) estimated demand for car ownership conditional on the
number of units purchased, where the household choice behaviour is modelled using the
traditional discrete choice framework and there are three alternatives in their choice sets:
no cars, one car, two or more cars. The models proposed by Couclelis (2004) and Gentzkow
(2006) treat each potential bundle as a discrete alternative; these models however, are not
practical as the number of potential bundles explode with the number of alternatives.
Models developed by Hendel (1999) and Dube´ (2004) allows preferences to vary across
different consumption occasions (vertical variety) to explain purchase of a bundle of dif-
ferent products within the same category at a given shopping trip. As consumers shop
for several consumption occasions in a shopping trip, they end up buying a variety of
products with the expectation that their taste will vary at each consumption occasion.
The number of anticipated consumption occasions follows a Poisson distribution, and the
utility parameters vary following a normal distribution representing varying tastes across
consumption occasions.
Kim et al. (2002) proposed an alternative utility function based on the assumption that
the multiple-discreteness is caused by satiation effects, i.e. marginal utility diminishes with
increased consumption (horizontal variety seeking). The proposed translated non-linear
but additive form for the specification of the direct utility function allowed for multiple
discreteness and satiation effects. Building up on Kim et al. (2002)’s utility specification,
Bhat (2005) and Bhat (2008) introduced the multiple discrete-continuous extreme value
(MDCEV) model. Since its initial development, MDCEV model have been applied to a
variety of contexts (Bhat and Sen, 2006; Waller and Donald, 2006; Castro et al., 2012;
Richards et al., 2012)
In the area of grocery store choice, Smith (2004) developed a choice model building
on Dubin and McFadden (1984) where the model combines discrete store choice and con-
tinuous expenditure choice components for a given shopping occasion. Schiraldi et al.
(2011) extended these models to allow for multiple discrete choices and several categories
of grocery spending. In this model, shoppers allocate their weekly grocery spending be-
tween two stores across six broad expenditure categories (Table 2.1). The multiple-discrete
component in this model is however restricted to one or two stores per week.
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2.2.4 Conjoint Analysis
Historically, conjoint analysis and discrete choice methods co-evolved and influenced one
another. Both lines of research aimed to shed light on two interrelated issues in mod-
elling preferences or choice behaviour: model structure and data collection (Gustafsson
et al., 2013; Louviere, 1988; Louviere et al., 2000; Louviere et al., 2010). Initially, conjoint
analysis methods were used to elicit preference through stated preference surveys, where
respondents are asked to provide a rating of preference for a set of hypothetical alternatives
(e.g. stores) using a bounded integer scale. In these early models rating for each alterna-
tive was used as the dependent variable in the model for estimating taste coefficients for
different attributes (Louviere and Meyer, 1981). In later applications of conjoint analysis
respondents are asked to rank their preference for a set of hypothetical alternatives and
provide ratings of each alternative for selected attributes (e.g. layout of store, parking,
prices). The selected sets of alternatives that are being ranked presented to respondents
vary with respect to selected attributes (e.g. low price and average quality, high price and
average quality, high price and high quality etc.). Collected rankings data were then con-
verted to choice data with the assumption that a ranking of alternatives is equivalent to
the following sequence of independent choice tasks: the alternative ranked first is chosen
among all others, the second ranked alternative is chosen among all other expect the first
ranked, and so on (Ben-Akiva et al., 1991). The resulting choice data were then used to
estimate separate contributions (i.e. weightings) of different attribute levels (or collected
ratings data for attributes) to the overall utility. The underlying assumption in these mod-
els, similar to random utility maximization (RUM) based discrete choice models (DCM), is
that the overall utility derived from an alternative can be represented as an additive func-
tion of part-worth utilities associated with different levels of alternative attributes (e.g.
prices and quality of goods). Overall utilities associated with real-world alternatives can
therefore be calculated using corresponding sets of attribute levels or ratings characterising
each alternative. It is then often assumed that individuals will choose the alternative that
yields the maximum utility; the choices of individuals can be predicted based on different
assumptions on unobserved utilities and the decision rule (e.g., logit model). Conjoint
analysis methods, also called multi-attribute preference models, have been applied in the
context of store preferences and related choice behaviour (Koppelman and Hauser, 1978;
Recker and Schuler, 1981; Timmermans, 1982; Timmermans et al., 1982; Timmermans
et al., 1984; Timmermans, 1984). The main problem with using ranking data is, however,
that it is less reliable for lower-ranked alternatives; that is respondents will provide better
information on their most preferred alternative yet spend less effort with lower ranked
alternatives (Ben-Akiva et al., 1991). As a result a choose-one approach emerged as an
alternative survey format where respondents are asked to choose one alternative among
several alternatives (typically a couple and no more than three) they are presented with.
This latter approach have been argued to mimic the actual choice behaviour most closely
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(Boyle et al., 2001). Data collection methods used in conjoint analysis and stated prefer-
ence data collection methods that are widely used in RUM-based DCM (see Section 2.4.1)
share methods for experimental design and assumptions on utility maximizing behaviour
(Louviere et al., 2010).
2.2.5 Markov-Chain
Store loyalty or store switching behaviour can be formulated as a Markov-chain model.
Markov-chain models are used for modelling sequences of random variables that are rep-
resentative of states of a stochastic process X(t), t = 0, 1, 2, ... where the state at time (t)
depends only on the state at time (t − 1). In other words, the underlying assumption is
that only the previous state of the process being modelled is relevant for predicting future
behaviour. In a Markov-chain, the probability Pij that the process will make a transition
to state X(t+1) = i given the current state X(t) = j, can be specified to be dependent
on selected covariates including socio-demographics or situational factors. The resulting
Pij matrix is the transition matrix that describes the probabilities of transition between
different states (Bremaud, 2013).
In this context, the recurrent activity of grocery store choice can be considered as a two
state process (taking values from 0, 1) where X(t) = 1 if the consumer shops from the most
frequently visited store (e.g. may be defined by chain, format, specific store), and X(t) = 0
if any other store is visited in a given shopping occasion. Such representation can be used
to study adaptive behaviour of decision makers (Aaker and Jones, 1971; Burnett, 1977).
Extensions of the simple Markov-chain models can be used to allow for more advanced
representations of the transition probabilities (Burnett, 1978).
2.2.6 Hazard Based
Hazard-based methods have been initially developed for modelling time to failure or time
to some form of state change. These methods are often used in survival analysis in the
context of biological problems (e.g., expected duration of time to death or organ failure)
and reliability analysis for mechanical systems. The probability of an end-of-duration oc-
currence given the duration has lasted for some specified time is described by a hazard
function. Hazard-based models allow the modeller to represent the change in probabil-
ity over time using conditional probabilities, hence can be used for applications where
the end-of-duration occurrence is dependent on the length of the time duration that has
lasted since previous occurrence. Hensher and Mannering (1994) and Bhat and Pinjari
(2000) presented extensive reviews of hazard-based duration models and their applications
in transport research. These reviews highlight the potential value for using hazard-based
models in transportation relevant contexts especially for inter-trip duration modelling and
modelling the time it takes for adopting a new alternative (e.g., travel mode, telecom-
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muting). Vilcassim and Jain (1991) have provided a review of hazard-based models in
marketing and demonstrated their application to brand switching and purchase timing
decisions. In the case of online shopping behaviour, hazard-based models might be attrac-
tive for (i) modelling the time until adoption of online shopping as an alternative from the
time it first becomes available, and (ii) inter-shopping duration, i.e. time elapsed since the
last shopping occasion.
The hazard function, h(t), which is the conditional probability that an event (end-of-
duration occurance) will occur between t and t+ dt given that it has lasted until t can be
expressed as:
h(t) =
f(t)
1− F (t)
(2.22)
where
F (t) = P (T < t) : cumulative distribution,
i.e., probability of an event occuring before t
f(t) =
dF (t)
dt
: corresponding density function
The first derivative of the hazard function with respect to time, dh(t)
dt
, contains infor-
mation on duration dependence (i.e., whether the probability of an event is dependent
on the length of the duration since the previous event). If it is positive, the probability
(or risk) of an event increases over time. If negative, the risk decreases as time passes
since the last event. Intuitively, the former is likely the case for inter-shopping duration
as the probability of ending a duration with no shopping is dependent with a monoton-
ically increasing hazard on the length of the duration due to depletion effects (e.g. an
individual is more likely to go grocery shopping on any given day if s/he has not done
so for a longer period). The first derivative being equal to zero suggests that there is
no duration dependence and the probability of an event occurring is independent of the
time duration. Similarly, occurrence dependence (i.e. effects of previous experience on the
current duration) and lagged duration dependence (i.e. effects of habitual behaviour on
the current duration) could be included in the hazard function specifications.
Determinants of duration such as demographic variables and situational factors should
also be accounted for and often estimating effect sizes associated with selected covariates
are of interest when studying duration behaviour. Different approaches have been proposed
for the development of hazard-based models based on how covariates are incorporated in
the hazard function such as the proportional hazard and the accelerated lifetime. For
the former case of the proportional hazard model which are widely applied, it is assumed
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that the covariates act multiplicatively on an underlying hazard function, which can be
represented as Eq. (2.23):
h(t|Z) = ho(t) exp(βZ) (2.23)
where
ho(t) : baseline hazard
Z : vector of covariates
β : parameters to be estimated
The proportional hazard form presented in Eq. (2.23) is widely applied yet the pro-
portionality assumption limits the application set. Researchers have therefore studied
methods to relax the proportionality assumption. Hazard-based model specifications fur-
ther differ based on their assumptions on the distribution of the underlying hazard and
on how covariates interact with it (e.g. parametric, semi-parametric, non-parametric ap-
proaches). If there are multiple observations from the same individual over time, which
is typically the case for recurring events (e.g., inter-trip duration), heterogeneity across
individuals should also be accounted for.
Hazard-based duration models have been utilised to study inter-shopping duration (i.e.
shopping frequency) (Kim and Park, 1998; Popkowski Leszczyc et al., 2000; Schnfelder
and Axhausen, 2000; Bhat and Steed, 2002; Bhat et al., 2003; Bhat et al., 2004), departure
time for shopping trips (Bhat and Steed, 2002) and time-use in shopping (Bhat, 1996b).
A more detailed discussion of the most relevant literature in the context of our research
on inter-shopping duration is presented in Section 2.3.4.
2.2.7 Heuristics
Heuristic based models take an alternative approach to modelling the decision process,
where the decision makers may adopt rule based decision strategies to guide their decision
making (as opposed to utility maximization) that do not necessarily lead to selection of
the best (i.e. optimal) alternative. For instance, the decision making process can be
represented as a set of if-then rules (e.g. elimination by aspects proposed by Tversky
(1972)) that can then be expressed as a decision tree when modelling choice behaviour.
This approach is particularly attractive for complex choice situations involving a very high
number of alternatives (e.g. spatial choice, activity scheduling) where it is often cognitively
impossible for individuals to gather and evaluate detailed information on each alternative.
Heuristics methods also allow for modelling non-compensatory decision strategies where
negative attributes of an alternative cannot be compensated by its positive attributes
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(Recker and Golob, 1979; Johnson and Meyer, 1984).
In the context of shopping location choice, Thill and Wheeler (2000a) employed a de-
cision tree induction algorithm to produce spatial decision trees. The algorithm allows for
extracting behavioural heuristics from observed choice situations, and using it for mod-
elling shopping location choice for home-based shopping trips. Independent variables in
the choice model included travel distance and time, destination attributes (e.g. popula-
tion, employment numbers in retailing and personal services), zonal type (e.g. central
city, developed area, outlying business district), and socio-demographics (e.g. age, gen-
der, income, household size, presence of children, number of cars). It is also possible to
make use of a combination of heuristic methods and random utility based discrete choice
methods. For example, a deterministic rule based on a distance treshold (e.g., all stores
within a certain distance from home (Black, 1984; Beynon et al., 2002)) or a maximum
number alternatives considered (e.g., nearest n number of stores (Schiraldi et al., 2011))
can be used to define the universal choice set of alternatives. Based on such definition,
the individuals’ decision-making processes may be modelled using random utility based
discrete choice methods among the set of alternatives in the generated choice set.
2.2.8 Other Approaches
As indicated earlier, a significant proportion of studies that focus on online shopping and
how it interacts with in-store shopping are conceptual studies that aim to develop a frame-
work to analyse emerging issues (Salomon, 1985; Salomon, 1986; Thill and Thomas, 1987;
Mokhtarian, 2003; Broekhuizen and Jager, 2004; Mokhtarian et al., 2004; Mokhtarian et
al., 2006; Mokhtarian, 2009). These studies provide a solid basis for conducting empirical
studies, yet do not focus on methodologies for quantifying the relationships.
Regression models (including linear-in-parameters regression, binary logistic regres-
sion, Poisson regression) have also been developed to analyse spending across different
store formats (Fox et al., 2004), channel choice (Hsiao, 2009; Cao, 2012; Chocarro et al.,
2013), and frequency of shopping (Lundevaller, 2009).
Decisions regarding shopping activity behaviour can be viewed, more generally, in the
context of the activity scheduling problem. How people plan and schedule their daily
activities and trips have been studied extensively in transport literature for developing
activity based travel demand models. Bhat and Koppelman (1999) provided a compre-
hensive review of activity based models of travel demand. Activity scheduling models
aim to predict which activities are conducted where, at which sequence, for how long,
with whom etc. They also incorporate travel behaviour to link activities in space. Exam-
ples of activity-based models in transport include Albatross (Arentze and Timmermans,
2000), Famos (Pendyala et al., 2005), and Tasha (Roorda et al., 2008). In this context,
shopping activities compete with other activities and fit into individual daily schedules.
Hence, activity-based models offer a framework for studying how shopping activity in-
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teracts with other activities. In the case of online shopping, for instance, these activity
based models may incorporate both in-home and out-of-home shopping activity as part
of scheduling decisions of individuals to satisfy the need for shopping. Recently, Rasouli
and Timmermans (2013) demonstrated that shopping location choice can be analysed
using activity generation and scheduling models using Albatross (Arentze and Timmer-
mans, 2000), where shopping trips are embedded in the prediction of daily activity-travel
patterns using. Building on the activity-based ideas, Arentze and Timmermans (2009)
developed a need based modelling framework for activity generation, which is also rel-
evant for studying shopping behaviour. In this framework, the models aim to predict
the frequency of a certain activity using an underlying growth function for each of the
selected human needs. Need levels are reduced after completion of activities that help
satisfy the need, and grow again with time. Activities can impact multiple need levels,
for example shopping primarily satisfies the need for replenishing stock but also reduces
the needs for socialising, entertainment, and physical exercise etc. to some extent. Sec-
tion 2.3.4 discusses applications of activity-based and needs-based models for studying
shopping frequency.
2.3 Review of Application Areas
This section classifies the literature by application areas corresponding to different di-
mensions of shopping behaviour that are most relevant for mobility implications. The
application areas have been broadly classified into shopping location and store choice,
multi-purpose multi-stop shopping and trip chaining, channel choice, frequency of shop-
ping, and travel mode choice for shopping travel.
2.3.1 Shopping Location and Store Choice
Understanding the decisions regarding where people shop has been subject to numerous
research efforts in different fields. The vast literature in the area of shopping location
and store choice can be categorized broadly by the modelling methodologies as presented
in Table 2.1. Models within each methodology classification can be further differentiated
by other characteristics largely driven by research aims. Transport researchers, for in-
stance, are often primarily concerned with the geographic location of store alternatives
and resulting spatial flows. Market researchers and economists, on the other hand, are
more interested in store choice behaviour with respect to store formats, retail firms or
chains, and pricing strategies. Such differences influence modelling decisions with respect
to formulations, model structures, data collection, and explanatory variables considered
for inclusion.
Gravity-type models (Section 2.2.1) are estimated using aggregate data on expenditure
or trip flows between zones. The main assumption is that magnitude of the aggregate flows
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Table 2.1: Shopping location and store choice models by modelling methodology
Gravity-type Reilly, 1931; Casey, 1955; Reilly, 1959; Huff, 1963;
Lakshmanan and Hansen, 1965; Wilson, 1971; Gibson
and Pullen, 1972; Cadwallader, 1975; Timmermans,
1981; Fotheringham, 1983; Haynes and Fotheringham,
1984; Guy, 1987; Fotheringham, 1988; Porojan, 2001;
Gonzalez-Benito, 2005
Discrete choice Richards and Ben-Akiva, 1974; Koppelman and
Hauser, 1978; Recker and Kostyniuk, 1978; Miller
and O’Kelly, 1983; Borgers and Timmermans, 1987;
Rust and Donthu, 1995; Bell and Lattin, 1998; Bhat,
1998c; Sinha, 2000; Gonzalez-Benito, 2002; Sua´rez et
al., 2004; Limanond et al., 2005; Tripathi and Sinha,
2008; Reutterer and Teller, 2009; Schiraldi et al., 2011
Markov-chain Aaker and Jones, 1971; Burnett, 1973; Burnett, 1977;
Burnett, 1978; Popkowski Leszczyc et al., 2000
Conjoint analysis Koppelman and Hauser, 1978; Recker and Schuler,
1981; Timmermans, 1982; Timmermans et al., 1982;
Timmermans, 1984; Timmermans et al., 1984
Heuristics Thill and Wheeler, 2000b
Activity generation and scheduling Rasouli and Timmermans, 2013
are positively associated with shopping zones’ attractiveness (e.g., measured using floor
space, retail employment, parking facilities) and negatively associated with the distance
between the origin zone and the shopping zone. Early applications can be traced back to
Railly’s law of retail gravitation and aimed at computing the point of indifference between
two shopping centres (Reilly, 1931). Ortu´zar and Willumsen (1994) suggests that the first
application of the gravity-type models in transport for analysing shopping trips was the
model by Casey (1955), followed by Huff (1963) and Lakshmanan and Hansen (1965).
Extensions to the basic gravity-type models exist in literature for incorporating individ-
uals’ perception (Cadwallader, 1975), multiple attributes of shopping centre alternatives
(Timmermans, 1981), and competition effects (Gibson and Pullen, 1972; Fotheringham,
1983; Guy, 1987). More recently, Gonzalez-Benito (2005) utilised gravity-type models
for studying how different store formats compete over space. Model formulations also
vary in how they characterize attractiveness of shopping zones (e.g., retail floor space,
employment, number of stores). For models developed by transport researchers, the aim
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is to estimate spatial travel flows (Casey, 1955; Timmermans, 1981; Guy, 1987). Retail
location planners and economists, on the other hand, are more interested in predicting
sales volumes in addition to travel flows to shopping centres (Lakshmanan and Hansen,
1965; Gibson and Pullen, 1972; Porojan, 2001; Gonzalez-Benito, 2005). The gravity-type
models estimated using aggregate data often ignore the heterogeneity between different
decision-makers and do not incorporate consumer characteristics.
Discrete choice models based on random utility maximization (Section 2.2.3) are esti-
mated using disaggregate choice data from individual decision-makers. Numerous applica-
tions of discrete choice methods can be found in literature for studying shopping location
and store choice behaviour. Here, we present a more detailed review for these models as
we also utilise discrete choice methods in the main body of empirical work in this research.
Table 2.2 presents a summary of discrete choice models that were developed in the con-
text of shopping location and store choice behaviour. Differences result from modelling
decisions regarding:
Model formulation: Different formulations including the basic multinomial logit and its
extensions (e.g., nested logit, mixed logit) have been used in store choice modelling. Ear-
lier models have adopted the MNL model in its simplest form using a linear specification
for the utility function (Richards and Ben-Akiva, 1974; Koppelman and Hauser, 1978;
Recker and Schuler, 1981; Timmermans et al., 1984; Dunn and Wrigley, 1985; Fother-
ingham, 1988; Wrigley, 1988; Rust and Donthu, 1995). Linear utility specifications can
also allow for non-linear spatial effects of agglomeration and competition using different
definitions of proximity (Fotheringham, 1988; Bhat, 1998c). More advanced formulations
based on different assumptions on the random component of the utility function, such as
nested logit (Sua´rez et al., 2004), cross nested logit (Ding et al., 2014), and mixed logit
(Popkowski Leszczyc et al., 2004; Gijsbrechts et al., 2008) have been utilised for more
flexible formulations.
Aggregation of choice alternatives: Models of shopping location and store choice vary
in the level of aggregation of the choice alternatives. At the most disaggregate level it is
possible to model choice between elemental units (i.e. specific stores). It is also possible
to use aggregates of alternatives based on selected attributes (e.g. spatial proximity us-
ing analysis zones, pricing strategies, retail chains, store formats). The choice regarding
the aggregation of alternatives is mostly driven by research aims (see Section 2.4.2 for a
detailed discussion).
Explanatory variables considered for inclusion in the observed part of the utility func-
tion: For instance, transport researchers typically have a very detailed representation of
travel related attributes (e.g. in-vehicle and out-of-vehicle times, available travel modes,
travel costs) and a simpler representation of store attributes (e.g. floor space, retail em-
ployment) in their utility formulations. Socio-demographic variables used are also more
likely to include mobility attributes (e.g. availability of cars or vans) (Richards and Ben-
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Akiva, 1974; Miller and O’Kelly, 1983; Timmermans, 1996; Bhat, 1998c; Limanond et al.,
2005). Conversely, marketing researchers characteristically have a simplified representa-
tion of travel related attributes (e.g. physical distance) and a detailed representation of
store attributes (e.g. shopping basket characteristics, store format, promotions). Socio-
demographics might include variables related to consumer behavioural characteristics (e.g.
price sensitivity, large basket shoppers vs. small basket shoppers) (Aaker and Jones, 1971;
Bell et al., 1998; Gonzalez-Benito, 2002). Furthermore, explanatory variables may include
objective measures of store attributes and costs (e.g. physical distance, retail employment,
floor area, store type, presence of other stores within a mile), and/or subjective measures
based on individual perceptions of alternatives with respect to various attributes (e.g.
quality of products, cognitive distance to store, reasonable pricing, store atmosphere).
Data for the former is usually more readily available, while surveys should be conducted
for the latter to gather perception data for selected attributes of all alternatives. Percep-
tion data is considered valuable since decision makers are more rational with respect to
cognitive measures (e.g. perceived distances, perceived prices etc.) than they are with
respect to real measures of attributes (Cadwallader, 1975).
Data types and aggregation levels: Empirical data can be collected at the aggregate
or disaggregate level through revealed preference or stated preference surveys (see Section
2.4 for a detailed discussion).
Identification of the decision maker: The decision maker in the context of shopping
location and store choice is generally identified as the individual, the households (without
distinguishing between individual shoppers within the household), or as the main shopper
(household member who does most of the shopping, this is especially relevant for grocery
shopping) in the household (see Section 2.4.1 for a detailed discussion).
Definition of the choice situation: Discrete choice models can be used to model different
aspects of choice behaviour. In the context of shopping location and store choice, some
studies model the choice of most frequented store while others are interested in choice of
store at each shopping occasion.
Construction of the choice set: The universal choice set is defined as the set of all
alternatives. Individual choice sets are the sets of alternatives that are available to the
decision maker at the time of decision making. The definitions of both the universal and
the individual choice sets are driven by the nature of underlying behaviour, research aims,
data availability, and decisions regarding aggregation of choice alternatives (see Section
2.2.3 for a detailed discussion).
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2.3.2 Multi-Purpose Multi-Stop Shopping and Trip Chaining
Individuals may choose to combine purchases of different types of goods (e.g. groceries,
clothing, shoes, books etc.) when they go shopping (Baker, 1996; Arentze et al., 1993).
This type of multi-purpose shopping behaviour might involve single-stop or multi-stop
shopping trips (Brooks et al., 2008). Shopping activities might also be chained or combined
with other types of activities (e.g. work, recreational); these might result in trip chaining
(Thill and Thomas, 1987; Adler and Ben-Akiva, 1979; Strathman et al., 1994). Multi-
purpose multi-stop shopping and trip chaining behaviour is likely to influence store choice,
hence should ideally be incorporated in shopping location and store choice models (Arentze
et al., 2011). While most studies in the literature and the ones reviewed in previous sections
have studied each shopping occasion independently in isolation from other activities and
trips, researchers in the past have attempted to develop frameworks and methodologies
for modelling trip-chaining and multi-purpose shopping behaviour. While it is not the
main focus of our work, we present a brief overview of the relevant line of research in this
section.
In earlier aggregate gravity-type models the benefits of agglomeration for retail firms
resulting from a desire to do multi-purpose shopping was recognised. Ghosh (1986) sug-
gested a framework for studying the effects of multi-purpose shopping where shoppers
are allowed to combine trips to minimize the total cost of shopping for multiple goods.
The costs of shopping includes cost of travel, cost of goods, and cost of inventories. For
modelling trip-chaining behaviour in a discrete choice framework, Kitamura (1984) charac-
terised the prospective utility for each chain of destinations as the sum of their individual
utilities providing a framework for modelling multi-stop trips. Building on this framework
and Arentze et al. (1993)’s work on multi-purpose trip making, Dellaert et al. (1998) pro-
posed a utility based model for multi-purpose and multi-stop shopping. The utility for
each destination is computed as a weighted sum of individual store utilities based on types
of products and their frequencies of purchase giving them an order of importance. Yun
and O’Kelly (1997) used a three-level nested logit model in a different approach to model
three selected three dimensions involved in shopping: whether to participate in shopping
at all on a given day, scheduling of the trip, and the number of shopping stops. In a
similar vein, Arentze and Timmermans (2001) and Arentze et al. (2005) develop nested
logit models for trip purpose and destination choice where the purpose is defined based on
different product categories (e.g., groceries, clothing and shoes) to capture multi-purpose
shopping. Popkowski Leszczyc and Timmermans (2001) reported results from a conjoint
choice experiment for understanding how shoppers choose from different shopping strate-
gies when organising their weekly shopping allowing multi-stop multi-purpose trips to
smaller convenience stores and single-stop trips to larger stores, concluding the former is
preferred in the sampled set of consumers. Popkowski Leszczyc et al. (2004) show that
their multi-purpose shopping model outperformed the single-purpose model and the for-
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mer brought out effects were not revealed in the latter model. Rasouli and Timmermans
(2013) notes that a more general approach to study this behaviour is using activity-based
models where the aim is to predict the daily schedules of individuals including the details
such as activity type, location, other individuals involved, duration, and transport modes
used. The activity-based models do account for the interdependencies between different
activity types and multiple activity purposes combined in a single location, hence can be
used to study multi-purpose multi-stop shopping trips and chaining with other activities
(Arentze and Timmermans, 2000; Pendyala et al., 2005; Roorda et al., 2008).
The literature that focuses on multi-purpose multi-stop shopping and trip chaining
conclude that the assumption of shopping trips being single-stop single-purpose trips are
often violated in reality. Further, accounting for the often ignored dimensions related to
combining trip purposes and chaining of activities improves behavioural realism and help
reveal crucial effects. Ignoring such effects might also be crucial when studying the effects
of emerging online channels on activity and travel patterns of individuals. While we do
not incorporate these effects within the scope of this research, future work should aim to
explore these further.
2.3.3 Travel Mode Choice for Shopping Travel
There is a vast amount of literature that studies travel mode choice in general and for
specific activity purposes. One of the earliest applications of logit models was in commuters
mode choice by McFadden et al. (1977), and since then numerous studies have attempted
to model travel mode choice for work trips using the discrete choice framework (Bhat,
2000; Horowitz, 1993; Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1985; Train, 2009; Train, 1980; Swait and
Ben-Akiva, 1987a; Bhat, 1998b). Shopping trips, and non-work trips more generally,
have also been studied separately from work trips due to their comparatively flexible
nature (Kumar and Levinson, 1995; Koppelman and Bhat, 2006). It has also been argued
that transportation control measures (e.g. dynamic pricing, congestion pricing) have the
potential to influence non-work travel behaviour more significantly (Steed and Bhat, 2000)
due to its inherent flexibility.
Random utility based discrete choice models have been widely applied in the context
of travel mode choice for shopping trips (Recker and Stevens, 1976; Uncles, 1987; Ibrahim
and McGoldrick, 2003; Schmo¨cker et al., 2008). Variables frequently considered and found
to be significant include the socio-demographics (e.g. income, household size, employment
status, age), individual attitudes towards available modes collected through ad-hoc survey
instruments (e.g. value associated with the flexibility of the car mode, perceived safety),
and distinctive characteristics of available travel modes (e.g. travel times, costs). Tim-
mermans (1996) also developed a travel mode choice model for shopping trips using stated
preference data and a second model for sequential choice of mode and destination using
the basic multinomial logit form. Shopping centre attributes included in the model were
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prices, distance, size, and parking facilities; transport mode attributes included were travel
and parking, travel time, and frequency of service. Joint models of destination and travel
mode choice are common in literature. For instance, Limanond et al. (2005) developed
a mode and destination choice model specifically for shopping trips using a nested logit
form (Section 2.3.1).
Joint choice models for travel mode and departure time have also been developed
for shopping trips using alternative model structures such as nested logit, mixed logit,
and generalized extreme value (Bhat, 1998c; Bhat, 1998a). In these models, travel mode
alternatives included drive alone, shared ride, and public transport; time-of-day choice
was represented by five time periods within the day. Explanatory variables in the analyses
included socio-demographics, destination attributes, level-of-service variables.
2.3.4 Frequency of Shopping
One approach to studying shopping frequency is to assume that individuals allocate their
monetary and time budgets to competing activities where shopping is one of these com-
peting activities. In the framework suggested by Blaylock (1989), households maximize
their overall utility by allocating their monetary budgets to food and non-food purchases
and their time budgets to labour participation, grocery shopping, and other activities (e.g.
leisure, home production, other shopping). Grocery shopping is also treated separately
from other types of shopping, as non-maintenance shopping might have significant recre-
ational value for shoppers and it is assumed that grocery shopping has less recreational
value. In this framework, the trade-off is with more frequent shopping individuals reduce
the opportunity costs (i.e. costs associated with inventory holding and not having desired
products at a given time) yet increase travel costs and time spent shopping. Similar con-
strained optimization models of consumers optimizing shopping frequency as a function
of non-shopping trip frequencies, inventory costs, and travel costs have been suggested
by Bacon (1995) and Bawa and Ghosh (1999). These studies found that, as expected,
household size, access to stores and income level are all positively associated with shop-
ping frequency. Households with all adults employed have lower frequency of shopping
due to time constraints. Lundevaller (2009) used Poisson regression to study the effects
of travel costs, region, income, and frequency of conducting other activities (non-grocery
shopping, work, recreational) on frequency of grocery shopping. He found that there is a
negative correlation between number of shopping and recreational trips, potentially due
to time budget constraints.
The idea of allocating time between competing activities is also used in activity schedul-
ing models (Section 2.2.8). The activity-based approach in transportation and time-use
behaviour research suggests that individuals conduct a range of activities at different lo-
cations to satisfy their different needs over time. Activity scheduling, therefore, involves
individual decisions on allocating time between competing activities and organizing them
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over time and space, which also includes planning for trips between different locations
(Ortu´zar and Willumsen, 1994). In this framework, shopping is one of the competing
activities that fit in daily schedules. Rasouli and Timmermans (2013) suggests that shop-
ping behaviour can be analysed within an activity-based scheduling framework using one
of the existing activity generation models, Albatross (Arentze and Timmermans, 2000).
Other activity generation models of this kind include: Famos (Pendyala et al., 2005),
Tasha (Roorda et al., 2008), and Cemdap (Pinjari et al., 2008). These models offer a
framework for studying shopping frequency where shopping trips are embedded in the
prediction of daily activity-travel patterns, which will allow the models to account for
interdependencies between competing activities. Pinjari and Bhat (2011) and Bhat and
Koppelman (1999) notes that operational activity-based models in transportation utilise
a combination of rule based, hazard-based, and random utility maximisation models for
generating activity schedules and travel patterns of individuals. An alternative approach
to generating activity schedules in literature was the need based approach (Section 2.2.8).
This is also relevant for studying shopping frequency, where the underlying assumption is
that shopping activity results from the need for consumption. Hence there is a positive
relationship between the probability of shopping on a given time period and time elapsed
since last shopping activity due to replenishment need effects. Arentze and Timmermans
(2009) developed a need based model for activity generation, which predicts the frequency
of a certain activity using an underlying growth function for each of the selected human
needs. Need levels are reduced after completion of activities that help satisfy the need, and
grow again with time. Activities can impact multiple need levels, for example shopping
primarily satisfies the need for replenishing stock but also reduces the needs for socialising,
entertainment, and physical exercise etc. to some (Pattabhiraman, 2012).
In a similar vein to the need based approach, Kim and Park (1997), Schonfelder and
Axhausen (2001), and Bhat et al. (2004) have applied hazard based models (described in
Section 2.2.6) to analyse inter-shopping duration. The base line hazard function is used to
model the increasing likelihood of participation to shopping with increase in time passed
without participation due to inventory depletion effects. The models differ in how they
define the baseline hazard, selected explanatory variables, and in how they account for
heterogeneity across individuals (Section 2.2.6). Kim and Park (1997) and Bhat et al.
(2004) distinguish between regular (or routine) and random (or erratic) shoppers. For
erratic shoppers, the hazard function is constant over time hence the the probability of
a shopping event is independent of the time elapsed since the last shopping event. For
routine shoppers, on the other hand, the propensity to participate to shopping activity
increases as the time elapsed since last shopping increases. The explanatory variables that
were found to be significant in determining the inter-shopping duration, thus shopping
frequency, include: gender, age, employment details, income, household type, income,
number of vehicles, a binary dummy variable for car being the most frequently used mode
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for shopping trips, and percentage of shopping episodes chained with other activities. For
instance, longer working hours are associated with a lower hazard hence higher inter-
shopping durations in line with expectations. Shoppers that use cars as their primary
travel mode for shopping trips have larger inter-shopping durations potentially due to the
ability to carry and hence stock more items. Note that different variables are found to be
significant for erratic and routine shopper groups when separate models are estimated.
The needs-based and hazard-based models can be extended to incorporate online shop-
ping activity to understand the interrelationship between in-store and online shopping fre-
quency. Online shopping may be modelled as an alternative to satisfy the need to go for
shopping in a needs-based framework (Schonfelder and Axhausen, 2001) and as a shopping
event in a hazard-based model as an extension to existing models where online shopping
activity is not accounted for when estimating hazard models. We are however unaware
of such work in the literature, and have conducted some preliminary analyses to this end
using hazard-based models (Suel et al., 2016).
2.3.5 Channel Choice
Understanding channel choice behaviour have attracted increasing attention from re-
searches with the rapid growth of the online channel as a shopping alternative. Retailers
and market researchers are interested in understanding channel choice behaviour to de-
velop an understanding of optimal multi-channel marketing strategies as consumers use an
increasing variety of channels for shopping: traditional brick and mortar stores, websites,
smart phone applications, mail and telephone ordering, catalogue shopping, and interac-
tive television (Schoenbachler and Gordon, 2002; Dholakia et al., 2005). Urban planners,
on the other hand, are primarily interested due to potential negative effects of online shop-
ping on physical stores which might in turn have implications for land use patterns and
built environment attributes (Couclelis, 2009). As discussed in Section 2.1.2, potential
travel implications of online retailing have also attracted significant attention in transport
research due to potential effects on personal travel and freight logistics.
Researchers have developed a number of conceptual frameworks for understanding the
behavioural mechanisms involved in choice of shopping channel, i.e. choice between online
and in-store alternatives when shopping (Salomon and Koppelman, 1988; Nagurney et al.,
2001; Schoenbachler and Gordon, 2002; Broekhuizen and Jager, 2004; Balasubramanian
et al., 2005; Bosnjak et al., 2007; Couclelis, 2009; Dholakia et al., 2010). In this segment of
the literature, researchers identified distinctive benefits (e.g., reducing uncertainty, value
of physical assessment, recreational aspects, time savings, lower prices, comparison capa-
bilities, gratification for additional information) and costs (e.g., travel to store, delivery
costs, browsing time) associated with in-store and online shopping. Attributes of the avail-
able shopping channels (e.g. prices, quality, intra-personal service quality, store design and
ambiance, delivery service quality, user friendliness of the online interface, delivery times
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and windows) are also hypothesized to influence choice behaviour. The degree to which
shopping activity outcomes are impacted is also mediated by individual preferences and
recreational aspects of conventional in-store shopping.
Building on conceptual studies, empirical work in this area have focused on modelling
(i) the adoption of online-shopping and (ii) the choice of channel for a specific shopping
occasion. The focus of studies in the first group is to develop models for understanding
whether an individual adopts the channel (i.e., becomes an online shopper and does some
shopping via the online channel). Previous work that fall under the latter is rather limited
and has been largely separate from shopping destination and store choice literature that
was discussed in Section 2.3.1.
Adoption of Online Shopping
Chang et al. (2005) presented a comprehensive review of empirical studies that aim to
identify the determinants of adoption of online shopping. Variables frequently considered
include internet’s distinctive characteristics as a retailing channel (e.g. degree of privacy,
security, convenience, delivery service attributes, comparison capabilities, ability to access
additional information, prices, recreational value etc.), characteristics of individual retailer
websites and apps (e.g. available products, brands, reputation, website and app design,
payment options), and consumer socio-demographics (e.g. gender, income, age, experi-
ence with online shopping, internet use, time availability). For instance, Liao and Cheung
(2001) found that perceptions regarding transaction security, prices, level of internet usage,
and vendor quality significantly affect the initial willingness to shop online in Singapore.
Lee and Tan (2003) reported that consumers derive greater shopping experience utility
from traditional in-store shopping in comparison to online shopping, the perceived ser-
vice risks associated with online channel is higher, and there is no statistically significant
difference in perceived product risks between channels. Numerous other studies in mar-
keting and transportation literature use different statistical methods to explore potential
factors that derive the adoption of online shopping using ad-hoc survey data (Bellman
et al., 1999; Huang and Oppewal, 2006; Soopramanien and Robertson, 2007; Teltzrow
et al., 2007; Pauwels and Neslin, 2011; Schro¨der and Zaharia, 2008; Ha and Stoel, 2009;
Liu and Forsythe, 2011; Rhee et al., 2009). Most studies find a positive relationship be-
tween income, education level, and time pressure due to full time employment with online
shopping adoption. Males and younger adults are more likely to be online shoppers, while
most online grocery shoppers are female (Farag et al., 2006). Farag (2006) found that
accessibility to physical stores is found to be significant in addition for adoption of online
shopping in addition to socio-demographic and attitudinal variables.
In these models, the focus is in general to model whether an individual is an online
shopper (i.e. does any shopping online at all) or not, hence studies in this section of
the literature are not intended to identify how online shopping behaviour interacts with
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in-store shopping. Furthermore, findings regarding the impacts of specific co-variates are
frequently mixed or inconclusive (cf. Figure 1 in Chang et al. (2005)).
Channel Choice for Specific Shopping Occasions
A separate segment of the literature has investigated the choice of shopping channel (online
vs. in-store) for specific shopping occasions. Hsiao (2009), Cao (2012), and Chocarro et al.
(2013) used binary logit models for modelling online vs. in-store channel choice behaviour.
Data are either sourced from stated-preference experiments where respondents are asked
to choose between hypothetical online and in-store channels with simulated alternative at-
tributes (e.g. website design, in-store atmosphere, prices, travel and delivery costs, deliv-
ery times) and contextual variables (e.g. time pressure, presence of other decision makers)
(Hsiao, 2009; Chocarro et al., 2013), or from revealed-preference surveys in which respon-
dents are asked about their most recent purchase of a given product category and which
shopping channel they used (Mokhtarian and Tang, 2013; Cao, 2012). Additional data on
behavioural covariates (e.g. online purchase frequencies, choice of channel in pre-purchase
stages, experience with internet) and socio-demographics are also often collected, and have
been found to significantly correlate with channel choice. For instance, Mokhtarian and
Tang (2013) modelled the joint choice of pre-purchase and purchase channels for clothes
shopping using revealed preference data, where respondents were asked about the channel
choice for different shopping stages (i.e. purchase, information gathering, trial) on their
most recent purchase. Similarly, Weltevreden (2007) examines the links between channel
choice at information gathering and buying stages. Chocarro et al. (2013) reported differ-
ences in channel choice behaviour for different product categories (e.g., books, clothing,
IT, airline tickets). With a slightly different focus, Rotem-Mindali and Salomon (2007)
focused on choice between different delivery methods for online shopping.
Studies such as those listed above are in general based on ad-hoc survey data, which
are not always readily available or subject to rigorous data-collection and data-quality
protocols. Purely cross-sectional data where a single recent shopping occasion is described
using prompted-recall methods (e.g., Mokhtarian and Tang (2013)) are limited in that they
cannot account for possible behaviour where consumers make use of multiple shopping
channels over time to replenish their stock of products. A novel approach was introduced
by Chintagunta et al. (2012), who analysed channel choice for grocery shopping using
a bespoke dataset of shoppers scanner data from a single retail chain. The underlying
hypothesis that Chintagunta and colleagues reported support for was that people choose
the shopping channel for when it minimizes each shopping occasions total transaction costs
where transaction costs were represented as a function of basket attributes and situational
factors. They found that the choice of channel is significantly influenced by what is
being bought (e.g., total basket cost, presence of heavy/bulky or perishable items in the
basket) in addition to situational variables (e.g., weekday/weekend, time of day, weather
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conditions, delivery costs, and in-store promotions). A significant limitation, however,
was that the sample observations were restricted to shopping visits to the single retailer
chain where the scanner data was sourced from. The literature on channel choice for a
specific choice occasion, crucially, has largely focused on modelling the choice between
online and in-store using aggregated alternative categories (see Section 2.4.2). In reality,
however, shoppers choose from a set of alternatives that include both online and in-store
alternatives available to them. Using aggregated alternatives based on channel, therefore,
ignores the heterogeneity within each channel.
2.4 Review of Data Types and Aggregation Levels
2.4.1 Aggregation of Decision-Makers
Macro-level aggregate data
Gravity-based and entropy maximization models (Section 2.2.1 and 2.3.1) aim to model
macro-level aggregated flows between different zones (e.g. total number of trips between
zones, total number of trips attracted to a destination zone, total number of trips generated
from an origin zone). Hence they do not require data on behaviour of individual decision
makers; they typically make use of aggregated data sources for model estimations.
Micro-level disaggregate data
Other modelling methodologies discussed in Section 2.2 aim to model the behaviour of
individual decision makers, hence require micro-level disaggregate data sources. Disag-
gregate data can be collected through stated preference (SP) (Timmermans et al., 1992;
Timmermans, 1996) or revealed preference (RP) surveys (Recker and Kostyniuk, 1978;
Bhat, 1998c; Limanond et al., 2005). RP data describes actual choices from real life;
hence alternatives and attributes are restricted to existing choice sets. SP data, on the
other hand, is collected through controlled experiments where respondents are asked to in-
dicate their choices in hypothetical choice situations with real or hypothetical alternatives.
The principle benefit of SP is the ability to design statistically efficient data generation
processes that are not affected by unwanted correlations which typically is the case for RP
data. Furthermore, SP surveys provide opportunities to explore complex behaviours and
effects of potential changes in the choice environment. On the other hand, RP data benefits
from realism as people often behave differently in real life and when they are responding
to surveys. However, RP data often only includes attributes of chosen alternatives and
there is a challenge in collecting information on un-chosen alternative attributes. Further,
as opposed to SP data, the true choice set is not known to the analyst and assumptions
need to be made regarding the set of available alternatives to the decision maker for each
of the observations. SP and RP data can also be jointly utilised where special techniques
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need to be used for model estimations (Hensher and Bradley, 1993; Ortu´zar and Willum-
sen, 1994; Bhat and Castelar, 2002) Alternatively, it is possible to use synthesized data
for demonstrating successful application of suggested model formulations and frameworks
(Borgers and Timmermans, 1987).
2.4.2 Aggregation of Choice Alternatives
Models of shopping location and store choice vary in the level of aggregation of the choice
alternatives.
At the most disaggregate level, it is possible to model the choice of individual stores
(i.e. elemental units of attraction) (Recker and Schuler, 1981; Rust and Donthu, 1995;
Bell and Lattin, 1998). However, data on exactly which store was chosen and detailed
attributes of each alternative (e.g. exact location, store characteristics such as chain, size,
opening hours etc.) is rarely available especially as choice sets get larger.
Most studies in transportation research use zonal aggregates of alternatives (e.g. shop-
ping centres, transportation analysis zones) when modelling shopping location choice (Cad-
wallader, 1975; Koppelman and Hauser, 1978; Miller and O’Kelly, 1983; Thill andWheeler,
2000a). The choice of geographic zones as the unit of aggregation is consistent with the ul-
timate aim of travel demand models which is to predict spatial flows between zones. Such
aggregation is also driven by available data sources as most traditional travel surveys do
not contain detailed information on exactly what store was visited for each shopping trip.
Furthermore, data on attributes of alternatives is more readily available at an aggregated
zonal level (e.g. total retail employment, total retail floor space, population). The size
of the aggregation zones (i.e. level of aggregation) will vary based on data availability.
Studies in marketing, retailing and competition economics, on the other hand, typically
use aggregates of alternatives based on store types, retail chains, or formats (Aaker and
Jones, 1971; Burnett, 1978; Rust and Donthu, 1995; Messinger and Narasimhan, 1997;
Bell et al., 1998; Gonzalez-Benito, 2002; Bhatnagar and Ratchford, 2004; Fox et al., 2004;
Reutterer and Teller, 2009; Schiraldi et al., 2011). These approaches are consistent with
the aims of research in these fields where researchers are less interested in spatial flows but
more on understanding the influence of store format, pricing, branding and retail chains
on store choice as well as competition effects.
Models that focus on the choice between online and oﬄine channels use aggregates of
store alternatives based on channel. All types of conventional physical stores such as corner
shops, convenience stores, big-box stores are categories under a single in-store category.
Similarly mobile stores, web based stores of different chains, and other types of virtual
stores are categorised under a single online category (Section 2.3.5).
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2.5 Summary
The literature review presented a selection of relevant studies from the extensive literature
on shopping behaviour in different research areas. Travel implications of retail environ-
ments and increasing use online shopping in particular have attracted the attention of
transport researchers, from a number or perspectives. Researchers have attempted to de-
vise conceptual frameworks and conduct empirical studies to understand the net effects
in terms of travel miles and shopping frequency (Section 2.1). One other strand of the
transport and marketing literature has focused on gaining insights into decision-making
processes in the context of shopping. Conceptual frameworks and methodologies for de-
veloping empirical models were developed to study choice behaviour involved in shopping
(Sections 2.2 and 2.3). Our work aims to contribute to the latter group of literature and
aims to study choice behaviour in an increasingly complex retail environment with a focus
on emerging virtual retailing options. Highlights from our observations by reviewing the
literature that are key for this research are as follows.
While there is a rich literature on shopping location and store choice where the alter-
natives consist of conventional physical stores; the literature on channel choice is largely
separate from this body of work and has mostly focused on modelling whether an individ-
ual shops online at all (adoption behaviour). The models of channel choice in a specific
shopping occasion are limited and are developed at the level of aggregated alternatives (i.e.
the choice is between online and in-store channels). Hence there is a need to treat channel
choice as part of the shopping location and store choice problem, where the heterogeneity
within each of the channels is well-represented.
Conceptual studies acknowledge the links between consumption, choice of store and
channel, and personal mobility. Yet, empirical models have very little representation
of such interrelated yet separate dimensions of shopping. These dimensions include, for
instance, choice of store and channel, spending decisions, travel mode choice, multi-purpose
multi-stop shopping, choice of day and time for shopping. These different dimensions of
choice involved in shopping behaviour have been typically modelled separately as reviewed
in Section 2.3.
This research aims to contribute to the strand of literature that aims at modelling the
channel choice behaviour by representing channel choice as part of the shopping destination
and store choice problem. Modelling choice at the level of elemental alternatives (i.e.
individual stores) or some other aggregate level (i.e. based on store formats and chains)
will allow for representing the heterogeneity within each channel. Additionally, we aim to
incorporate the effects of spending decisions and choice of travel mode in models of store
and channel choice. Finally, we also note that finding appropriate datasets that will allow
for achieve these aims poses a significant challenge, and these issue are further discussed
in Chapter 4 .
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Chapter 3
Research Context and Conceptual
Framework
Shopping decisions are complex in nature with multiple choice dimensions. As the retail-
ing environment becomes more advanced with the growth in new channels and services
driven by digital innovation, shopping related decision making is becoming increasingly
complex. Our first aim here is to develop a framework for understanding of how different
agents’ decisions are influential on the retail environment and driving the transformation
in the industry. Building on this background, the second aim is developing a unified con-
ceptual framework for modelling individuals’ shopping related decision making processes
and understanding how consumers respond to shifts in the retailing environment with a
focus on implications for mobility.
3.1 Retail Market
The retail market is characterized by the complex integration of multiple agents who are
involved in different decision making processes. Changes in retailing is driven by the inter-
action of these agents, namely consumers, retailers, government; technology is also acting
as an agent of change. The conceptual framework presented in Figure 3.1 seeks to be
exhaustive in consideration of agents in the market and incorporate various factors and
processes that contribute to the transformation of the retail environment. Within this
broader context, we aim to conceptualise consumers’ decision making processes in consid-
eration of the different dimensions of choice with a focus on understanding implications
for mobility.
3.1.1 Retailers
Retail operations span a wide range of different academic domains including but not
limited to supply chain management, product portfolio and pricing strategy, branding,
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staffing, opening hours, parking management, logistics operations, marketing and brand-
ing, facilities management, store location decisions, store format strategies, and online
operations including website design, home deliveries and alternative collection offerings.
A comprehensive review of retailers’ decision making processes is beyond the scope of
this thesis. Here, we focus on a selection of these processes which are most relevant for
understanding choice behaviour in this context.
Pricing and product mix: Retailers have different strategies regarding which products
to offer and pricing based on their target audience, demand levels, profit margins, and
larger economic factors that influence the cost of supply and operations. Some retailers
focus on high quality products and offer enhanced customer services where prices are
typically higher in comparison to competitors (e.g., Whole Foods, Waitrose, Marks &
Spencer). At the other end, retailers may adopt strategies to compete on low pricing with
less importance given to quality and customer service (e.g., Aldi, 99p Stores). In terms
of pricing strategy in the grocery market, discounter stores focus on offering everyday
low prices (EDLP) where consumers don’t need to wait for sales or comparing prices.
Other retailers that make up the majority of the grocery market on the other hand adopt
high-low (Hi-Lo) pricing with fluctuating prices offering sale-shopping and offer dynamic
pricing where prices of products are determined at weekly cycles.
Store format decisions: Retail stores are often categorised based on store formats. The
grocery markets is often characterized by: (i) convenience stores that are often smaller
in size with limited product lines offering faster checkout, (ii) hypermarkets that are very
large in size stocking many different product lines and are often located at out-of-town
centres offering flexible parking, (iii) supermarkets that are the traditional format for gro-
cery retailing, and (iv) online and mobile channels allowing customers to order through the
internet. Different store formats are often subject to different regulations; for instance,
convenience stores are often not subject to restricted opening hours on Sundays in the
UK (IGD, 2015b). Over the past few years, grocery retailers have prioritized expanding
their convenience store portfolio in the UK (IGD, 2015b). This will have implications for
personal mobility as the shopping trip to the small local shop is different from the one to
an out-of-town hypermarket. From a logistics perspective, stocking a smaller inventory at
convenience stores that are located on high streets involves different operational processes
when compared to stocking larger inventories at traditional supermarkets. The grocery
market is also undergoing major changes with the growing interest in online retailing. The
grocery market was slow to start exploiting e-commerce opportunities due to difficulties
associated with delivering fresh and hard to carry shopping baskets. More recently, how-
ever, there has been a growing interest in this market from big retailers including Tesco,
Sainsbury’s, Morrissons, Ocado, Waitrose, and Asda. Amazon also announced entry to
the UK online grocery market with Amazon Fresh in Birmingham with plans to expand to
London (Hyslop, 2015). From a personal mobility perspective, this might lead to replace-
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ment of store trips with home deliveries or collections. Home delivery and click&collect
services also have different logistics requirements and requires a shift in operations.
Store location decisions: Retailers need to assess alternative locations to inform their
decision-making when investing in new stores. Developing models to choose the best
location for retail outlets has been a topic of research since the early 1980s (Wrigley,
1988). These decisions are also getting more complex with the additional formats and
channels. Retailers need tools to make informed decisions to answer questions of whether
to invest in expanding online delivery network or opening up more brick and mortar stores,
what is the optimal store portfolio with a mix of different formats based on demographics
profile of the city and the urban structure.
Multi-channel retailing strategies: In the early years of e-commerce, retailers often
managed their online channels separately from their in-store operations. As a result,
branding and operations were not always synched across channels. With the growing pop-
ularity of the online channels and increasing customer expectations, retailers increasingly
highlight the importance of multi-channel and omni-channel strategies that aim to offer a
seamless experience to customers across channels.
Utilizing new technology: Technology is a major driver of change in the retailing in-
dustry and disrupts the market and traditional business models (see Section 3.1.3 for a
detailed discussion). In the face of fast paced innovation, retailers face a challenge of
keeping up with the latest technology, making the optimal decisions whether to adopt and
how to adopt emerging ways of doing business.
3.1.2 The Role of the Government
The retail industry is overseen by a set of regulations and rules that affect various subsys-
tems in retail operations. Here, we provide a list of selected areas where the government
have a significant influence in shaping the retailing environment, which in turn have im-
plications on the consumer choice behaviour for channel, store, and mobility choice.
High streets and town centres: Town centres and high streets face significant compe-
tition from out of town retail centres and online retailing. In the UK, the government’s
view is that the decline of the high street will damage the social and economic value of
cities and local centres (DCLG, 2015a; Portas, 2011). In line with this view, the planning
authorities have developed policies and taken a number of steps to protect the high street.
These include supporting local shops by reducing business rates, putting restrictions on
out-of-town developments, promoting the use of technology in town centre stores to make
them more attractive, and relaxing some of the aggressive parking policies that were ini-
tially aimed at discouraging driving and was later seen as damaging the high street shops
(DCLG, 2015a; DCLG, 2015b). Such regulation has a direct influence on retailers’ store
location decisions, hence the availability and attractiveness of store alternatives. Addi-
tionally, land use policy has an influence on the urban form and spatial structure of retail
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amenities (Handy, 1992; Handy, 1996) Further, increasing accessibility to local shops is
also seen as a tool for reducing travel (Handy et al., 1998; Handy and Clifton, 2001).
Competition policy: The restrictions on planning permissions for out-of-town retail
development have been criticized for reducing competition within the big-box store format
by making it harder to build new stores to compete with existing large stores (Smith, 2004;
Schiraldi et al., 2012; Iaria, 2014; BBC News, 2009; Braithwaite, Tom, 2008). Competition
authorities make decisions regarding mergers and acquisitions using quantitative models
of store format competition and consumers’ store choice behaviour. The aim of these
models is to assess the impacts of new out-of-town store developments and mergers on
existing stores (Schiraldi et al., 2012). Understanding competition becomes even more
challenging with emerging channels and new services, e.g, assessing the impact of online
channels on local shops vs. out-of-town stores requires development of channel and store
format choice models. Additionally, new issues in competition for the e-commerce market
are becoming increasing important; concerns are largely driven by barriers to market entry
given the power of existing players (e.g., Amazon, Google, Alibaba, ebay). Government
competition policy will inevitably influence the retailing environment by imposing new
rules, restrictions, and also providing incentives for new entry.
Restrictions on freight operations in urban areas: Various regulations and restrictions
are in effect for delivery operations in urban areas (TfL, 2015). Heavy goods vehicle
(HGV) deliveries are often not allowed during out-of-hours to minimize nuisance to local
residents, which in turn results in increased congestion and emissions during peak hours
(DfT, 2011). Other initiatives are also implemented to reduce negative externalities (e.g.,
related to local air quality, emissions, road safety) of freight transport by policy makers
in many cities (Browne et al., 2012; Holgu´ın-Veras et al., 2014). With the expected
increase in online shopping in the near future, managing trucks on urban roads will become
increasingly challenging (Visser et al., 2014). More trucks on urban roads might lead to
higher congestion, reduced road safety, poor air quality, increased emissions and noise
nuisance. Potential restrictions on retailers’ delivery operations will have an influence on
which delivery services are available to consumers. This might also lead to innovative
business models where the retailers collaborate for making deliveries more efficient by
sharing resources.
Transport system supply: Transport network characteristics (e.g., cost of travel, traf-
fic conditions, frequency and quality of public transport options, accessibility to different
modes of travel, availability and cost of parking) will directly influence the mobility re-
lated decisions for shopping related travel. Local and national policy and public-private
partnerships are highly influential on determining characteristics of the transport system,
which in turn affect decisions by both individuals and logistics operators.
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3.1.3 Technology
Technology is altering the way consumers shop and also transforming the retailing market.
As the digital economy drives the emergence of new business models and services, retail
is getting more complicated. Here, the aim is to highlight a selection of the most recent
trends and innovation in retailing that are expected to change the attractiveness of different
shopping alternatives, create new ones, and transform consumers’ choice behaviour when
shopping.
In-store technology: Traditional brick and mortar stores are facing significant compe-
tition from online channels. Retailers are therefore making use of technology to transform
the in-store experience to attract consumers and offer a more personalized in-store expe-
rience.
• Beacon technology allows tracking consumers’ mobile devices and can be used by
retailers to track shoppers’ movements within stores and shopping centres (Skinner,
2014). They attract significant attention for their capabilities to push targeted pro-
motions and for guiding customers through aisles within the stores. Using collected
data can then also be used to understand personal tastes for making personalized
recommendations and assess performance of various marketing strategies (Clark,
2014).
• Payment technology is changing with the increasing use of digital wallets and digital
payment solutions (i.e., ApplePay, Google Wallet). These solutions claim to be
more secure than traditional credit cards. Technology and mobile apps are expected
to transform the way how retailers handle payments. For instance, it is possible
nowadays to skip the queue at a supermarket or avoid waiting for the bill at a
restaurant using digital checkout methods.
• The concept of the connected store is attracting attention as retailers aim to bring
the attractive features of the online channels into traditional brick and mortar stores.
Virtual aisles are being used to allow browsing available products for picking up at
checkout reducing the space requirements for physically displaying items. Advanced
displays and projection technology are also being used to enhance in-store experience
(Solo, 2014). Interactive displays are also used for displaying additional information
when a customer picks up an item, allowing access to social media and internet-based
personalized recommendations (Wohlsen, 2014). Virtual fitting rooms are offering a
new in-store experience and save time.
• On-street virtual stores allow shoppers to do their shopping when travelling, waiting
for the bus or the plane. For instance, Tesco experimented with the virtual store
idea at Gatwick that allows for ordering online using mobile devices (Daily Mail,
2012). Online-only retailers like ebay and Ocado have also been experimenting with
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the idea of using on-street virtual stores to build some physical presence. These
applications are effectively blurring the lines between the online and the in-store
channels.
• Using third party price comparison apps and in-store barcodes enpowers the con-
sumers enabling them to see prices offered by other retailers. Barcodes can also be
used to access online reviews for displayed products to inform decision making.
• Dynamic pricing have already been popular for some services and commodities such
as flight tickets and hotel bookings. With the emergence of enabling technology and
analytics, retailers are also interested in using dynamic pricing for other product
categories (e.g., higher prices for soft drinks on hot days when the demand is high,
competitive pricing based on competitor prices, personalized pricing aligned with
personal consumption habits). Inevitably, this will cause major shifts in consumer
behaviour in terms of what to buy, when to buy, where to buy from, and stocking
behaviour (Elmaghraby and Keskinocak, 2003).
• Space utilization by retailers is also being transformed. Retailers are increasingly in-
terested in sharing retail space not only for costs savings but also for attracting more
customers. For example, Amazon teamed up with Co-op stores for putting lockers in
stores where shoppers can pick up goods ordered online in London (Campbell, 2012).
Short-term pop-up shops in the UK is also becoming popular where retailers can rent
temporary spaces to sell their goods; new start-up companies (e.g., Storefront, We
Are Pop Up) act as the facilitators making temporary rental space accessible for all
kinds of products (Collins, 2014; Eliason, 2012).
Online channels and delivery services: While distance shopping is not new and have
existed in the form of catalogue based shopping through phone and television, the growth
in internet technology facilitated a transformation of how people shop. As technology
advances and competition becomes harsh, we continue to see innovative business models
and services in online retailing and delivery services.
• Designing consumers’ online experience has been critical for retailers to draw more
customers to online stores. E-commerce websites have benefited from increasing
design appeal and user friendliness, ability to benefit from reviews by other buyers,
and personalized recommender systems. Recently, there is a growing interest in
moving away from the catalogue style stores to designing virtual walk-in stores to
give the user a feeling of walking through a traditional brick and mortar store (Taylor,
2015; Chen, 2012; Prigg, 2012). This offers a business application for virtual reality
glasses.
• 3D models of the human body that can be constructed using home cameras offers a
way for the perfect digital fit for fashion items including shoes, clothes, glasses; such
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technology is expected to reduce the uncertainty associated with online shopping
and minimize returns (Levine, 2014).
• Innovative ways of ordering online are also attracting increasing attention. Ama-
zon introduced the Amazon dash button that enables pressing a button for Amazon
to reorder and delivery selected items from certain product categories that needs
frequent replenishment (e.g., washing power, soft drinks, toilet paper) (Rao, 2015).
Building on the same idea, Amazon also teamed up with manufacturers (e.g., Gen-
eral Electric and Samsung) to incorporate automatic reordering solutions in home
appliances. This will for instance enable automatic reordering of washing powder
without the need for human interaction when the washing machine of the future
have systems in place that sense that its running low (Hook, 2015). Using predic-
tive analytics and past purchase history, Amazon is also planning for anticipatory
package shipping to reduce delivery time where a process for delivery begins before
any purchase actually happens based on predictions (Ulanoff, 2014).
• Home delivery services and customer satisfaction are becoming increasingly im-
portant with increasing use of online services. Most retailers rely on third party
providers for home deliveries, yet delivery is vital for their business success. The
logistics companies offering home delivery services compete not only on prices, but
also on consumer satisfaction and technology enabled add-on services such as notifi-
cations, tracking, offering room for flexibility and same day rescheduling. Next-day,
same-day, and even one-hour delivery is also increasingly important. Recently, for
instance, Amazon introduced one-hour delivery in London (BBC News, 2015). Some
retailers choose operate their own delivery services with branded trucks and enhanced
customer service (e.g. John Lewis); this is often the case for grocery retailers (e.g.
Tesco, Sainsbury’s, Asda, Ocado). There are other start-up companies that focus on
express delivery services in city centres. For example, Instacart is offering one-hour
grocery delivery in some major US cities and their business model relies on employ-
ees picking items from supermarket shelves and delivering to customers, they do not
stock items themselves (Solomon, 2015).
• Click and collect services gives the ability to consumers to order online and pick up
their purchases from stores, pick-up lockers, post-offices and many other increasingly
innovative locations. For instance, Transport for London have started click and
collect trials at tube stations in partnership with major UK retailers (e.g., Amazon,
Asda, Waitrose, and Ocado) (Goldfingle, 2014). Volvo has experimented with the
idea of using parked cars as delivery locations (Winter, 2014). These services are
blurring the lines between logistics and personal travel as consumers are becoming
part of the logistics chain and take on some of the work load from home delivery
providers.
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• There is a potential to use unused fleets of trucks and cars for deliveries during the
day by making use of facilitating technology. For example, Uber has been experi-
menting with using its fleet of cars and drivers for same day delivery with UberRUSH
and UberEATS (Crook, 2015). Such facilitating technology will potentially allow for
anyone to deliver goods to their destinations as part of their personal travel route
(e.g., dropping a package off on the way to work for a fee). Furthermore, startup
companies such as Cargomatic and Convoy, who present themselves as Uber for
trucking, aim to pair shippers with local truckers (Lawler, 2015; Warren, 2015).
3.1.4 The Consumer
As the retailing environment becomes increasingly complex, the number of options a con-
sumer has when shopping is getting larger (e.g., online stores, mobile retailing, click&collect,
home deliveries, traditional local stores, out-of-town large stores, digital alternatives).
Further, equipped with new technology (e.g., smart phones, price comparison capabilities,
access to online reviews), consumers now have access to more information in real-time.
As a result, modelling choice behaviour becomes a challenge. Developing quantitative
models and predictive capabilities to understand behaviour in these emerging choice situ-
ations and potential impacts is of increasing value for retailers, transport researchers, and
policy-makers.
From the consumers’ perspective, researchers from different fields have recognized the
complexity in decision making and have devised conceptual and modelling frameworks for
studying choice behaviour. As presented in Chapter 2, transport literature is often focused
on joint choice of shopping location, transport alternatives, and time slots. Retailing
and marketing literature, on the other hand, is less concerned about the trip making
dimension and deals mostly with understanding consumption decisions, store format and
channel choice. Here, the aim is to develop a unified conceptual framework with a focus
on incorporating multiple dimensions and providing a comprehensive list of influential
factors. For this purpose, we categorize the dimensions of choice (see Section 3.2.2 for a
detailed discussion) as presented in Figure 3.1:
Consumption need and related choice behaviour: The individual has a need to con-
sume and makes a series of decisions to satisfy this need. This will typically involve
choices regarding what to buy, how much to buy, and which brand to choose. There is a
massive marketing literature that aims to understand and model purchase level decisions.
While the focus of this research is not modelling the consumption choice per se, decisions
regarding consumption will inevitably influence choice of channel, store, and mobility. For
instance, an individual may prefer buying highly standardized items like books from an
online store, while visiting traditional brick and mortar stores for fresh food shopping
where the value of physically viewing products before purchase is high. Similarly, indi-
viduals often visit out-of-town retail parks when they plan to buy more as they benefit
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from travelling longer distances with more options to choose from and lower prices. In
the context of grocery shopping, frequency of trips will depend on stocks at home and the
need to buy a specific product increases as time passes from the last purchase occasion
(Bhat et al., 2004; Bhatnagar and Ratchford, 2004; Arentze and Timmermans, 2009). The
decisions regarding the shopping basket are also influenced by choices regarding the store,
channel, and travel/delivery. For instance, basket sizes are typically influenced by mini-
mum delivery limits for online shopping occasions (Chintagunta et al., 2012) (See Section
3.3 for a detailed discussion).
Channel and store choice: The decision maker choses a store, which will involve a
choice of channel, format, and location from the choice set of available alternatives based
on attributes (Section 3.3.1) subject to constraints and influenced by individual prefer-
ences (Section 3.3.2). Different stores will satisfy different needs; not all stores will have
the products one needs to consume. Hence, store choice will be influenced by consump-
tion needs (Bhatnagar and Ratchford, 2004; Schenk et al., 2007; Schiraldi et al., 2012).
Additionally, travel/delivery choice will also have an effect on store choice (i.e. if travel
mode is car, there is more flexibility to visit stores that are farther away) (Bhat, 1998c;
Ibrahim and McGoldrick, 2003).
Travel or delivery choice: Shopping constitutes one of the many trip generating activ-
ities individuals perform during the day (Ben-Akiva and Bowman, 1998). In the context
of shopping, travel choices (e.g. mode, time of day, routing, trip chaining) are interrelated
with individuals’ daily scheduling decisions for activities they participate. Other shopping
related decisions (e.g. shopping basket characteristics, destination and store choice) would
also influence the travel or delivery choice. For instance, individuals might have a ten-
dency to drive to grocery stores for large basket shopping. In the case of online shopping,
personal travel to physical stores is replaced by deliveries or travel to collection points.
As a result of these decisions over time, the individual or the household will generate a
series of transactions from a single or multiple stores, deliveries, and personal trips, which
are observed by the analyst.
3.2 Issues in Modelling Choice Behaviour within a Discrete
Choice Framework
The aim here is to build on existing models of store location, destination and travel
mode choice (see Chapter 2) using the random utility maximization based discrete choice
framework (see Section 2.2.3 for a detailed discussion of the methodology). Here, we
continue our conceptual discussion of modelling choice behaviour and highlight some issues
from a discrete choice modelling perspective, followed by a discussion of factor influencing
choices in Section 3.3.
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3.2.1 The Decision Maker
Conventionally the individual, as opposed to the household, is the decision maker in
transport demand models. Each individual participates in a sequence of trip-generating
activities and shopping is one of these trip-generating activities. Based on task allocation
mechanisms in the household, the need to shop can be satisfied by other individuals to
some extent or household members may jointly participate to shopping (Arentze and
Timmermans, 2000). For instance, a particular household member may be responsible for
doing grocery shopping for the household. Hence, the observed frequency of shopping and
basket sizes will be high for that individual and significantly lower for all other household
members. Similarly, online grocery shopping is most likely conducted by one household
member and will most likely satisfy the needs of all individuals within the household. For
these reasons, scanner panels and other consumer behaviour research studies in marketing
identify the main shopper for each household and study their behaviour, rather than
collecting data on each individual in a given household. Identification of the decision
maker will also depend on the data availability (Bell and Lattin, 1998; Chintagunta et al.,
2012). It is however important to understand the implications of the decisions regarding
the decision maker for modelling to better interpret the results.
3.2.2 Dimensions of Choice
The individual will make a series of decisions when shopping, these include but are not
limited to: timing including time of day and day of the week (Kumar and Levinson,
1995; Yun and O’Kelly, 1997), choice of retail chain/firm (Sua´rez et al., 2004), choice
of channel i.e., online vs. in-store shopping (Salomon and Koppelman, 1992), choice of
store including store location and format (Richards and Ben-Akiva, 1974; Bell and Lattin,
1998), choices related to product purchases and shopping basket characteristics (Bell et
al., 1998), shopping alone vs. shopping with others (Limanond et al., 2005), the choice
of travel mode to store or home delivery vs. collection from store when shopping online
(Recker and Stevens, 1976; Rotem-Mindali and Salomon, 2009), route choice and trip
chaining (Adler and Ben-Akiva, 1979). It is often not possible to capture data on all these
different dimensions that will allow estimating models of joint choice. Further, treating
each dimension as endogenous will complicate the model structure, which will create issues
in estimation. The interdependencies between these different dimensions of choice are
also often unknown to the analyst; they may vary across individuals and across choice
occasions. As a result, models in practice often focus on modelling selected dimensions
of choice. Our aim when constructing a comprehensive conceptual framework and listing
factors influencing choice behaviour (Section 3.3) is to keep these linked dimensions of
choice in mind. There are, however, significant challenges in capturing detailed data and
estimating joint models that will account for all lf these interdependencies. Hence, data
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collection and modelling work is more focused on selected dimensions, specifically the link
between travel behaviour, choice of store and channel, and shopping basket.
3.2.3 Intra- and Inter-Personal Heterogeneity
Shopping activity is flexible by nature in comparison to work related activity, hence results
in highly heterogeneous behaviour. Heterogeneity is observed across individuals and across
choice occasions for the same individual. Both unobserved (e.g. habit persistence, variety-
seeking, temporal and spatial constraints) and observed factors (e.g. income, time of day,
promotions in store) might explain the heterogeneity in the context of shopping behaviour
(Popkowski Leszczyc and Timmermans, 2001; Schenk et al., 2007; Gijsbrechts et al., 2008).
We aim to identify the potential sources of heterogeneity within the conceptual framework
as part of the discussions in Section 3.3. It is, however, often not possible to account for all
influential factors in empirical models. Their recognition in the conceptual framework will
ensure accurate interpretations of model outcomes and help describe potential impacts of
omitted sources on study findings.
3.2.4 Defining the Choice Set
Store decisions involve a very large set of possible alternatives. For instance, the potential
choice set for a grocery store would include all the stores in the city where the decision-
maker lives (or even beyond) in addition to numerous online stores. The universal choice
set therefore contains a very large number of alternatives, hence it is challenging to form the
universal choice set for a given shopping trip using available data sources. When choice sets
are big, understanding how decision-makers process information also becomes important.
Since it is not possible for the individual to consider all alternatives in the universal choice
set, decision-makers typically follow some rules to limit their choice sets. Further, some
alternatives are not always available; for instance, online stores are not always an option for
shopping basket sizes lower than a certain threshold (Chintagunta et al., 2012). Similarly,
car is not an available travel mode for non-drivers. These rules can potentially vary across
individuals and choice occasions. When modelling choice behaviour, identifying the rules
to limit the choice set is critical (see Section 2.2.3 for a discussion of methodologies used
in literature for construction of the choice set). Estimation of parameters are highly
influenced by the analysts’ decisions regarding which alternatives will be included in the
choice set for each decision maker and for each choice situation, which often shaped by
research objectives and availability of data. It is therefore important to understand the
implications of how the choice set is defined when interpreting estimation results in choice
models.
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3.3 Factors Influencing Choices in Shopping
In this section, a comprehensive list of observed and unobserved factors that influence
shopping behaviour are presented. The focus is on the three selected dimensions of choice
in line with the research aims: channel choice, store choice, delivery and travel choice.
3.3.1 Attributes of Alternatives
Attractiveness of choice alternatives based on their attributes and the decision makers’
perception of these attributes play an important role in the decision making process.
The attractiveness of a store, channel, and travel alternative is a function of the factors
summarized below. The importance of these factors can vary across individuals and across
choice occasions for the same person.
Distance of the location from home or work: Individuals are most likely to shop from
grocery stores that are in close proximity to where they live or work. They are less likely
to travel long distances just to visit grocery stores unless they are particularly attractive
for their certain attributes or the individuals combine activities (e.g., go to the cinema
and do grocery shopping from a nearby store) (Bell et al., 1998), Huang and Oppewal,
2006, Chocarro et al., 2013.
Travel time to a store: Traffic conditions at the time of choice also influence the attrac-
tiveness of the store. Furthemore, travel time to a store using different travel modes will
have an effect on the attractiveness of the store and travel mode pair (Yun and O’Kelly,
1997; Popkowski Leszczyc and Timmermans, 2001; Ashish, 2004). During the evening
peak, for instance, store near home or work locations may be more attractive (Kumar and
Levinson, 1995; Ibrahim and McGoldrick, 2003).
Proximity to infrastructure: Accessibility to the store by public transport modes, avail-
ability of parking and parking costs will have an impact on store and travel mode attrac-
tiveness (Kumar and Levinson, 1995; Ibrahim and McGoldrick, 2003; Dellaert et al., 2008).
Store format: There are a variety of store formats in grocery retailing including conve-
nience stores, big-box stores, discounters, specialized food stores (e.g., ethnic food, butch-
ers, wine stores). Stores within a given format will share some attributes (e.g., floor space,
product range, product prices and deals) that will in turn influence the attractiveness of
the store alternative (Bell et al., 1998; Popkowski Leszczyc et al., 2000; Fox et al., 2004;
Jackson et al., 2006; Tang et al., 2001). For example, discounter specialize in products sold
at low prices and big-box stores typically stock thousands of distinct product lines. These
attributes may also include attributes that influence travel choice. For instance, big-box
store typically have free parking spaces increasing their attractiveness for car users (Bell
and Lattin, 1998; Popkowski Leszczyc and Timmermans, 2001; Dellaert et al., 2008).
Retail chains: Chain stores also share common attributes such as store design and
atmosphere, product range, pricing policies and deals. Furthermore, retailers sometimes
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specialize in certain product categories. For instance, Iceland in the UK specializes in
frozen foods while Marks & Spencer and Waitrose specialize in high quality food. Fur-
thermore, retail firms vary in the extent of product overlap. For instance, only a small
portion of Marks & Spencer products are available elsewhere, which is also the case for
specialized shops such as wine store or organic shops. Hence, each retail brand may be
attractive for its unique characteristics (Bhatnagar and Ratchford, 2004; Schenk et al.,
2007; Schiraldi et al., 2011). Further, online stores operated by the same retail chains
will also share many attributes including product ranges and proces with their traditional
brick and mortar formats (Sua´rez et al., 2004; Rafiq and Fulford, 2005; Schiraldi et al.,
2012).
Variety and quality of products: Number of distinct product lines being offered in a
store, as well as the quality of these products will influence store attractiveness (Timmer-
mans et al., 1982; Schenk et al., 2007; Chu et al., 2010; Chintagunta et al., 2012). Store
format and retail firm is also influential in these respects. For example, big-box stores typ-
ically stock thousands of distinct product lines, while discounters specialise in low-priced
products rather than quality. Retail firms are also share attributes related to perceived
quality of products they offer. Individuals, for instance, are more likely to buy known
brands when shopping online to reduce quality risks (Lee and Tan, 2003; Chintagunta
et al., 2012).
Product prices: Prices of products offered in a given store will most certainly influence
its attractiveness (Timmermans et al., 1982; Popkowski Leszczyc and Timmermans, 2001;
Schenk et al., 2007; Schiraldi et al., 2011; Schiraldi et al., 2012). As suggested above,
retailers generally have national pricing policies and hence the average product prices for
a given product sold at a chain store is typically the same regardless of the specific store,
format or region.
General atmosphere and service quality: The design and general atmosphere of a store
are likely to impact store choice. Perceived service quality will be influenced by availabil-
ity of products at all times, presentation and preservation of products, waiting times at
checkout, employee attitudes, and in-store congestion. Similarly, websites’ user experience,
experience with damaged or missing/substitute items, experience with on-time vs. late
deliveries, available payment options, integration with social networks are influential fac-
tors for online formats’ attractiveness (Lee and Tan, 2003; Ha and Stoel, 2009; Chocarro
et al., 2013).
Hours of operations and delivery hours: Hours of operation will influence a store’s at-
tractiveness. For example, stores that are open 24 hours will be highly attractive for
individuals that prefer or need to shop after midnight (Geiger, 2007). Similarly, delivery
hours will influence the likelihood of individuals choosing to shop online. For instance, if
a retailer offers delivery windows during working hours only, it will not be attractive for
individuals that are working during the day (Rotem-Mindali and Salomon, 2009).
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Delivery service attributes: Retailers vary in the services they offer for deliveries in
terms of delivery windows, prices and delivery options (Huang and Oppewal, 2006). For
instance, retailers that offer tighter delivery windows may be more attractive for individ-
uals with time constraints. Retailers that offer deliveries at a lower cost may be more
attractive for individuals with lower income. Similarly, emerging delivery options includ-
ing pick-up from stores and from dedicated delivery boxes will also influence virtual format
attractiveness (Rotem-Mindali and Salomon, 2009). Some retailers are also offering de-
livery services for goods purchased in store, which may be particularly attractive for the
elderly.
Deals and advertisements: Deals may influence the attractiveness of an alternative tem-
porarily. Advertisements are also effective in increasing awareness of alternatives, and can
decrease or increase attractiveness of alternatives (Popkowski Leszczyc and Timmermans,
2001; Mauri, 2003; Ansari et al., 2008; Rotem-Mindali and Salomon, 2009; Hsieh et al.,
2010; Dong and Stewart, 2012).
Experience: Individuals learn from experience of others and their own experiences.
Negative experiences with stores or news stories regarding bad experiences might decrease
the attractiveness of a store. Similarly, an exceptionally positive experience with a grocery
store that was visited spontaneously for the first time may increase its attractiveness for
future shopping occasions (Sua´rez et al., 2004; Chang et al., 2005; Mokhtarian and Tang,
2013; Cao, 2012). Increasingly today, online reviews by other users on previous experiences
are influential on choice behaviour.
Presence of near-by shops and other recreational venues: Individuals might combine other
activities with their grocery shopping. For example, one might meet with friends in a
shopping mall, shop for non-grocery items, and also shop for groceries from the mall’s
supermarket. Hence, near-by shops and other recreational venues might influence the
preferences of an individual (Timmermans et al., 1982; Sua´rez et al., 2004; Arentze et al.,
2005; Jackson et al., 2006).
Shopping basket and store characteristics: Personal cars are attractive for grocery shop-
ping especially where the basket sizes are large due to their carrying capacity (Chintagunta
et al., 2012). On the other hand, cars are not attractive for visiting near-by stores where
access by walking is less cumbersome for fill-in shopping.
Associated travel times, service quality and frequency for each mode: These attributes
of available travel mode alternatives (e.g. car, bus, walking, tube, train) will influence its
attractiveness (Richards and Ben-Akiva, 1974; Recker and Stevens, 1976; Bhat, 1998c;
Ibrahim and McGoldrick, 2003).
3.3.2 Individual Tastes and Situational Factors
Individuals have different tastes for stores, channels, and other attributes of locations or
formats. These could be result of several observed and unobserved factors, some of which
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might vary over time. The observed choice is not always a direct result of individual tastes
and attributes of alternatives. Individuals are influenced in their choices by situational
factors and constraints they face for each choice occasion. For instance, an individual might
be constrained to shop online due to an inflexible work schedule, whereas a student might
have fewer constraints. It is, however, often difficult to deal with these factors within
a discrete choice framework. We provide a discussion of these issues when describing
empirical model specifications in Chapters 5 and 6. A more comprehensive list of factors
that might determine individual tastes, situational factors and constraints are presented
below.
Socio-demographics: Socio-demographic characteristics of individuals (e.g. gender, age,
income, marital status, household size, employment status, and ethnicity) can influence
their preferences for specific stores, channels, formats, and attributes of stores (Gould
and Golob, 1997; Popkowski Leszczyc et al., 2000; Van Slyke et al., 2002; Ibrahim and
McGoldrick, 2003; Chocarro et al., 2013). For example, younger individuals may prefer
shopping online as they are more technologically inclined, and high-income individuals may
prefer certain retail chains for higher quality products. In large households, it might be the
case that only one individual is responsible for grocery shopping, hence other individuals
in the same household rarely visit grocery stores (Procher and Vance, 2013). Similarly,
personal travel preferences related to shopping activity participation can be influenced by
socio-economic characteristics. For example, high-income individuals might be more likely
to use personal cars and travel longer distances for shopping. Cultural differences may
have an influence on choice, for instance people are more likely to use cars for shopping in
the US compared to the UK (Uncles, 1987).
Home and work location: Home and work locations also influence store choice and
travel preferences, as individuals are likely to do their grocery shopping from near-by
stores and online retailers do not offer delivery services to all neighbourhoods. Some
neighbourhoods will have plenty of stores within a walking distance, while individuals
living in some neighbourhoods need to travel by car or take public transport to visit the
nearest grocery store. In the latter case, individuals might be more likely to shop online
due to limited physical alternatives (Kwan and Hong, 1998; Ferrell, 2005a; Weltevreden,
2007; Cao, 2012). Spatial temporal trajectories are also influenced by the location of the
individual when making the decision to visit grocery stores. For example, an individual
might choose to visit the store on the way back from dropping kids to school. Hence,
geographic locations of commonly visited places (i.e. work, home, school etc.) will have
an influence on store and travel preferences (Solgaard and Hansen, 2003).
Shopping basket characteristics: What individuals are planning to buy, i.e. shopping
basket size and characteristics, have an influence over shopping behaviour (Bell et al.,
1998; Tang et al., 2001; Dellaert et al., 1998). For instance, an individual may prefer
doing his weekly shopping from a big-box store on weekends, and visit the convenience
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store near his home for fill-in purchases during the week, and order bulky and harder to
carry items online once a month (Popkowski Leszczyc et al., 2000; Reutterer and Teller,
2009). Similarly, online shopping is only an option for sufficiently large basket sizes as
online grocery retailers typically have lower limits for delivering purchases (Chintagunta
et al., 2012).
Unobserved factors that influence taste: Individuals possess tastes for certain attributes
and stores that are unobservable to the analyst. For instance, some individuals enjoy the
Internet more and might prefer buying online, while others possess intrinsically higher
preference for physical stores, as waiting for deliveries at home is potentially more frus-
trating for them. Similarly, some individuals might prefer supermarkets for the wider
range of products, while others prefer convenience stores for quick and efficient purchases.
Individuals that eat out regularly might need to shop less often (Blaylock, 1989). People
with higher environmental concerns might choose to travel less often, buy online, and use
non-motorized modes when shopping (Bozkurt, 2010). Individual preferences will also
be influenced by the shopping occasion being planned vs. spontaneous, routing shopping
vs. shopping for a special occasion. For example, behaviours are likely to be different
for Christmas shopping and routine shopping (Kumar and Levinson, 1995; Popkowski
Leszczyc and Timmermans, 2001). Unobserved preferences would also influence travel
related decisions. Some individuals enjoy walking more than others, while some others
will have a desire for car travel, hence will get a positive utility from the mere activity of
driving.
Variety seeking: The degree of variety seeking varies across individuals and across
choice occasions. While some individuals prefer to shop at the same grocery store due
to habit persistence, others seek variety and utilise various stores and formats in their
grocery shopping (Mauri, 2003; Gijsbrechts et al., 2008). It might also be the case that a
visited store does not fulfil all needs of the individual, and he might wish to visit another
store on the next shopping occasion to satisfy those unfulfilled needs. For example, an
individual might travel longer distances to shop from an organic market or ethnic food
stores.
Shopping as a recreational activity: Tastes might be influenced by the desire to partici-
pate in recreational activities (Blaylock, 1989). Individuals might have a higher preference
for alternatives that are located in shopping malls, near cafes, cinemas and other recre-
ational venues that will allow them to combine other recreational activities with shopping.
Furthermore, some individuals might actually enjoy shopping. This is also encouraged by
retailers, which are offering new services to make the shopping experience more fun for
customers (Gijsbrechts et al., 2008; Chocarro et al., 2013).
Monetary budget: Individuals are restricted in their shopping related decisions by their
monetary budget (Bhatnagar and Ratchford, 2004). So depending on the available budget
for grocery spending, an individual may be more price-sensitive and react more readily to
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deals running in different stores. Similar budget constraints may influence the online be-
haviour, as price-sensitive individuals might be restricted in their delivery window choices
where retailers offer delivery windows at varying costs.
Time-budget: Individuals are restricted in their activity participation decisions by the
availability of time (Blaylock, 1989; Messinger and Narasimhan, 1997; Schenk et al., 2007).
Time budget constraints vary by time of day and day of week. For example, an individual
might be more flexible to travel longer distances to a grocery store and spend more time
shopping evaluating product alternatives on weekends. Online shopping behaviour and
delivery decisions are also influenced by time flexibility. An individual working from home
might be more flexible with delivery times, while others who need to schedule their time
around the selected delivery window will be less flexible. Similarly, if a person is restricted
to shop after midnight or very early in the morning she will be restricted to shop from
stores with convenient opening hours or shop online (Geiger, 2007; Chocarro et al., 2013).
Choice of travel mode: The choice of mode will constrain the choice of store. Indi-
viduals will be restricted to shop at locations that are accessible by public transport or
walking. The choice of mode will also influence the basket size, as individuals with cars
will have larger capacity for carrying purchased goods home (Chintagunta et al., 2012).
Storage capacity: Storage capacity at home will influence the basket sizes, hence the
frequency of shopping (Fox et al., 2004). For example, individuals living in smaller flats
with smaller fridges are more likely to shop more frequently in smaller amounts as opposed
to individuals living in larger houses with more than one fridge (Uncles, 1987; Messinger
and Narasimhan, 1997; Bhatnagar and Ratchford, 2004; Reutterer and Teller, 2009; Chin-
tagunta et al., 2012).
Trip-chaining behaviour: The decision to trip chain influences the choice of store, since
individuals select store locations so that they can conveniently participate in other activ-
ities during the day. For instance, if a person decides to combine his commute to work
with grocery shopping, he may choose to shop from a store near work or conveniently
located on his commute route (supermarket near the tube station he gets off when coming
back from work) (Bhat, 1996; Dellaert et al., 1998; Solgaard and Hansen, 2003; Popkowski
Leszczyc et al., 2004)
Mobility attributes: Preferences of an individual are influenced and restricted by their
mobility attributes. Individuals that have an access to a personal car are more willing to
travel longer distances to grocery stores. Individuals with no access to cars will be con-
strained in their store choice, unless they are travelling with others driving cars (Richards
and Ben-Akiva, 1974; Miller and O’Kelly, 1983; Timmermans, 1996; Bhat, 1998c; Li-
manond et al., 2005). Individuals with mobility constraints (e.g. elderly, disabled) on
the other hand might prefer to shop online due to the attractiveness of delivery services
(Beynon et al., 2002; Schmo¨cker et al., 2008).
Resources: The availability or lack of resources such as internet connection, personal
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computers, smart phones etc. restrains the choice of store channel and format. Individ-
uals without internet access or credit cards will not have the option to order groceries
online (Liao and Cheung, 2001; Chang et al., 2005). Furthermore, presence of household
members at home for deliveries or secure reception boxes will also influence the decision
to shop online (Gould and Golob, 1997). As retailers start integrating additional tools
and technology in their service and product offerings, consumers’ choice of adopting new
technology and access to tools will increasingly influence their behaviour.
Delivery location and windows: Online groceries do not deliver to all neighbourhoods.
Therefore, some individuals might be restricted to shop from physical stores if there are
no retailers that deliver in their area. Furthermore, not all delivery windows are always
available when ordering online, especially for next-day deliveries. One may be restricted
to choose from available delivery options, or if none is convenient he may be restricted
to shop from a physical store (Huang and Oppewal, 2006; Rotem-Mindali and Salomon,
2007; Rotem-Mindali and Salomon, 2009).
Other decision makers: Presence of other people with the main shopper (i.e. decision
maker) during grocery shopping will also influence the choice (Gliebe and Koppelman,
2002; Schenk et al., 2007). First of all, dynamics of the choice process will be different if
preferences of more than one people shopping are coming into play. Secondly, presence of
children or dogs for example, might impose further restrictions and influence the shopping
process. For instance, one might be more likely to travel by car in the presence of babies
and prefer to shop from larger supermarkets where it is easier to move around with buggies
(Steed and Bhat, 2000; Chocarro et al., 2013).
3.4 Summary
This chapter has characterised the complexity of representing the transformation of the
retail industry caused by technological innovation. The complexity results from integra-
tion of multiple agents in the market and interrelated decision-making processes they are
involved in. The first aim of this chapter was to propose a unified conceptual framework
for the retail market with some high level discussion of selected decision areas for differ-
ent agents. Secondly, this chapter explored the factors that influence individuals’ choice
behaviour for shopping related decision making and issues for developing empirical models.
The discussions in this chapter informed research design and focus, data collection,
and modelling methodology that are presented in the following sections. Furthermore, the
proposed conceptual framework gives rise to many research questions that are of potential
interest for retailers, policy-makers, marketing and transport researchers. This will shape
future work and highlights the need to develop empirical models to answer emerging
questions with the transformation of retailing.
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Chapter 4
Data Collection and Enrichment
The UK offers an opportunity for studying channel choice behaviour with its comparatively
developed online market for fast moving consumer goods (Kantar Worldpanel, 2015).
Finding an appropriate data source for this line of research, however, poses a challenge.
Apart from one-off data collection efforts, regional and national travel surveys (e.g., the
British National Travel Survey (NTS), London Travel Demand Survey) form much of
the empirical data base for analysing shopping related mobility. Data collected by these
surveys offer detailed information on destination and travel mode for in-store shopping.
Yet, they do not adequately capture online shopping. For instance, the British NTS asks
respondents whether they have internet access at home, whether they usually do their main
food shopping online or in-store, and whether they ever order groceries online. In contrast
to in-store shopping activities, specifics of online shopping activity are not recorded in
the NTS respondents’ week-long diary. Further, detailed information that is potentially
relevant (e.g., shopping basket characteristics) are not collected. A thorough investigation
of data sources outside the domain of transport was therefore required to gather empirical
data for this study.
The extensive review presented in Chapter 2 was informative and provided information
on a range of existing data sources that are already being used by researchers working on
similar topics. We found that existing studies largely rely on ad-hoc survey data collection
efforts, each with clear advantages and disadvantages. A major distinction exists between
stated preference (SP) and revealed preference (RP) based methods. Data can be sourced
from SP experiments where respondents are asked to choose from online and in-store
channels with simulated attributes (Hsiao, 2009; Chocarro et al., 2013). SP data has
certain advantages especially due to the fact that the analyst has full information on
the choice situation. There is no ambiguity around whether a particular alternative was
available to the decision-maker for a given observation and attributes data is available for
all alternatives including the un-chosen ones. However, SP methods are often criticized
because of the hypothetical nature of choice situations and potential lack of realism (see
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Section 2.4). Alternatively, RP survey methods can be used where respondents are asked
about their recent purchases for a given product category (Cao, 2012; Mokhtarian and
Tang, 2013). RP data is also available from other sources, for instance, Chintagunta et al.
(2012) used a dataset of shoppers scanner data available from a single chain collected via
their loyalty card program. Gonza´lez-Benito (2002) uses RP data from consumer panel
surveys for modelling store choice. RP data benefits from behavioural realism, yet major
challenges arise due to ambiguities regarding the actual choice set and low quality or
lack of data relating to unchosen alternatives. In this research, our aim was to find an RP
data source that is either repeatedly or continuously collected so that developed modelling
framework can be used in different spatial contexts with different samples. Replicating
model estimations with data collected from different time periods is especially valuable in
contexts where there is a rapid change in behaviour and choice environments such as online
shopping. We also wanted to explore emerging opportunities resulting from the increase
in free datasets available from various sources that are becoming more accessible with
API tools. Exploiting these data sources might be valuable for discrete choice modellers
for addressing the challenges involved in collecting high quality data relating to unchosen
alternatives.
Table 4.1 lists the data requirements for the ideal data source that will enable us to
study the multiple dimensions of choice discussed in the conceptual framework (Chapter
3). The criteria set was determined by the list of identified factors in Section 3.3 with a
focus on three dimensions of choice, channel, store and shopping location, and travel mode.
It was not possible to find or construct the ideal data set that will satisfy all the criteria.
We have, however, identified two sources that offered potentially valuable data suited for
this context. First is the UK’s annual household expenditure survey (Living Cost and Food
Survey) which record all expenditure including groceries at the product level together with
a store code in addition to details socio-demographics. The store code provides information
on channel (in-store vs. online), but no further details (e.g., retail chain, store format,
location) are available. It also lacks information on some of the critical aspects (e.g.
location, travel mode) for studying personal mobility. Second is consumer panel (in-home
scanner) data collected continuously by market research companies, which are widely used
in marketing science research. Consumer panels were attractive as they provide detailed
information on shopping baskets and some data on store attributes. More importantly, the
continuous and commercial nature of data collection offers an opportunity to collaborate
with data providers for running add-on surveys to collect desired additional data required
for this study. We have collaborated with Kantar, a large market research company in the
UK, for data collection. An augmented version of their consumer panel data (Worldpanel)
was used for the main part of the modelling work in this thesis. Complementary datasets
were also required to enrich the panel data for estimating choice models especially for
generating choice sets and gathering attributes data for chosen and unchosen alternatives.
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Table 4.1: Criteria set for an ideal data source
Requirement Details
Store attributes
Retail chain, store format, store location, spatial attributes (e.g. proximity to other
attractions and infrastructure, parking availability), product related information
(prices, variety and quality, deals), service quality for both in-store and delivery
experience, hours of operation
Travel attributes
Travel times and/or distances to/from the store by different modes, quality and
frequency of service for alternative modes, travel costs
Basket characteristics Shopping basket value, types and amounts of products
Other related factors
Presence of adults or children, trip chaining or spatial trajectory, time of day, day
of week, activity duration
Socio-demographics
Income, sex, age, household size, employment status, individual tastes (e.g. techni-
cally inclined, time constraints, variety seeking), relevant household resources (e.g.,
credit cards, internet, presence of household members at home to accept deliv-
eries), relevant mobility resources (e.g., car ownership, seasonal tickets for public
transport, licence holding, relevant disabilities)
Location
Geocoded location information for home, workplace, stores, and other relevant
places that might influence store choice behaviour
City region
A city region where a variety of store and travel alternatives are available to all
households including online channels so that choice is not constrained solely by
availability of alternatives. However, there is also a difficulty in constructing the
universal choice set of alternatives in a city region for practical reasons (limiting
data collection effort and computational issues for model estimations).
Multi-week data
Multi-week data (repeated observations from the same decision-maker) is needed for
capturing observed and unobserved intra personal heterogeneity and understanding
how people strategically choose a portfolio of stores for grocery shopping over time.
Large sample size
Sufficiently large sample sizes that will also capture adequate number of online
shopping instances is needed for reliable estimation results. This is especially chal-
lenging for emerging technologies and new alternatives.
Data enrichment stage involved investigating data sources available from websites and
API-based tools, national data archives, and relevant companies.
The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.1 presents an overview
of the preliminary analysis work conducted using the UK Living Costs and Food Survey.
Section 4.2 describes the augmented consumer panel data from Kantar Worldpanel includ-
ing details of data collection process, identified issues and challenges, and the design of an
add-on travel survey instrument. Section 4.3 discusses the complementary data sources
utilised and details of data enrichment. Finally, Section 4.4 concludes with a summary of
the efforts and findings to inform future work on designing datasets and data collection
methodologies.
4.1 Preliminary Analysis: Living Costs and Food Survey
The UK’s Living Costs and Food Survey (LCF, formerly the Expenditure and Food Sur-
vey) is collected continuously by the Office for National Statistics (ONS), and is tradition-
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ally used to track aggregate household expenditure patterns as well as to monitor price
inflation over time. The key component of the LCF of interest to this study is the 14-day
expenditure diary instrument, in which respondents record each item they purchase dur-
ing a two-week period including, crucially, whether each shopping occasion was in-store
or online (Figure 4.1). However, more detailed characteristics of visited stores (such as
format or retail chain) are not recorded. Further, the LCF dataset does not contain any
built environment or transportation system variables as the location of individual stores
where LCF respondents shopped is not recorded. We employed LCF to conduct some
preliminary analyses to inform data collection and modelling for the main body of work
in this thesis. Details of the analyses conducted and conclusions were discussed in the
following journal article: Suel, E., Le Vine, S., Polak, J. W. (2015) ‘Empirical application
of expenditure diary instrument to quantify relationships between in-store and online gro-
cery shopping’ Transportation Research Record 2496 pp 45-54. In this section, we aim to
give an overview of the preliminary analyses conducted using LCF data and summarize
results.
Figure 4.1: LCF Instructions for completing the expenditure diary
The empirical case study focused on grocery shopping activities by residents of London,
England. We sought to model two linked dimensions of shopping behaviour: (i) whether
or not a person engages in any online shopping (defined by whether they are observed to
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purchase any item online during their two-week expenditure-diary period), and (ii) whether
individual grocery shopping occasions take place in-store or online (conditional on a person
doing any online shopping). We hypothesised that people may tend to shop online when
purchasing bulky items that may be burdensome to transport, and also highly standardized
products (e.g. canned food, boxed cereals) where the risk of getting an undesired item is
minimal in comparison to less-standardized products such as fresh fruits and vegetables.
For such less-standardized items, there is high value to being able to visually inspect before
purchase. Details of data preparation and model estimations results are presented in the
Appendix, and further details are available from Suel et al., 2015.
The LCF is nationally representative of Britain as a whole, but this analysis drew
exclusively on the London subsample of the LCF. We analysed bi-variate correlations be-
tween online and in-store grocery shopping to see whether the data suggest substitutions
or complementarity effects at the aggregate level. We have also estimated straightforward
two-stage binary logistic models. In the first stage model the dependent variable is adop-
tion of online shopping, while in the second stage model the dependent variable is whether
specific shopping occasions took place online or in-store. Model results are presented in
Appendix A, and further details are available from Suel et al., 2015. The main findings
can be summarised as follows.
• Our results suggest, within the timescale observed by the Living Costs and Food
Surveys expenditure diary instrument (14 days), net substitution effects between
purchasing groceries online and in-store. All of the set of bi-variate correlations
between online and in-store grocery shopping that we analysed were negative (though
not all were statistically significant). This suggests that, in the context that we
studied (grocery shopping in Greater London, UK in 2011), there is a net substitution
effect between online and in-store grocery shopping. This is in contrast to previous
results in the literature (e.g. Cao et al., 2012; Circella and Mokhtarian, 2010), in
which net complementarity was found. Though we cannot say with certainty, it
is possible that this is due to differences in the type of shopping (groceries versus
clothing/shoes). Further research will be needed to better understand this finding.
• It was found that socio-demographic factors appear to relate in different ways with
adoption of online shopping in general and the choice of online versus in-store for in-
dividual shopping occasions. For instance, no statistically-significant ceteris paribus
relationship was found between car ownership and whether or not a person adopts
online shopping, but among online-shopping-adopters car ownership was found to
correlate negatively with choice of online shopping (versus in-store shopping).
• Beyond socio-demographics, the total amount spent and the distribution of spending
on online-oriented, neutral, and in-store-oriented products were found to be statis-
tically significant correlates of choice of online shopping for specific shopping occa-
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sions. This is consistent with findings by Chintagunta et al., 2012 where bulkiness
was associated with online purchases.
Findings from the preliminary analyses presented here had important implications for
data collection and modelling work for the remainder of the research presented in this
thesis. First, the results confirmed the need to find a dataset that captures basket char-
acteristics in addition to store and travel mode choice as shopping basket characteristics
were found to be significantly linked with channel choice. Second, results from simple
bi-variate correlations suggested a substitution effect that might seem contradictory to
previous findings. This highlighted the importance of differences in different types of
shopping and motivates the development of choice models to study this behaviour fur-
ther. Third, findings indicate travel diaries that do not record online-shopping activity
are neglecting relevant data that could potentially be collected.
4.2 Data Collection: Augmented Consumer Panel
Data from consumer panels are widely used in marketing literature mostly for studying
product level decision-making and category management, but also for store choice mod-
elling (Siddarth et al., 1995; Bell et al., 1998; Bell and Lattin, 1998; Gonzalez-Benito,
2002). Consumer panels are run by market research companies where participating house-
holds use hand-held optical scanners to record daily purchases of fast moving consumer
goods that are brought home (Figure 4.2). These are the products that are typically
bought frequently and at relatively low prices including groceries, toiletries, health and
beauty items you are likely to find in supermarkets. Panellists are also asked to scan and
send till receipts whenever they make a shopping trip. Consumer panels are often contin-
uous where households can participate for as long as they wish and receive incentives in
the form of redeemable points.
Panel data was identified as promising for our research objectives based on our criteria
for the following reasons:
• They track grocery products and other items typically found in supermarkets.
• Consumer panels are longitudinal studies where panellists stay on as long as they
satisfy the criteria and are willing to participate. Hence, data collection is continuous
and provide multi week data.
• Information on basket characteristics are available including the basket value and
total number of items purchased for every recorded shopping occasion. Further
details of products are also available through Universal Product Codes (UPC). While
full details (e.g., brands, promotions etc.) cannot be fully utilized, breakdown of the
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shopping basket by broader product categories is useful to explore potential linkages
between basket characteristics and store choice.
• Information on stores include retail chain information. This information was not
available from travel surveys or the LCF, and can potentially be used to identify the
specific store selected.
• Household characteristics including socio-demographics and home location at the
postcode level are collected at the initial interview and continuously updated every
six-months or annually.
Consumer panels, however, were found to have the following shortcomings:
• Information on the retail chain is available, but the specific store is not known. Spe-
cific store attributes, which are crucial in choice modelling, is not readily available.
Postcode level address information on some of the visited stores is available from till
receipts, however this data point is missing for most cases as store choice modelling
is not the primary aim of data collectors. No additional data on store attributes
(e.g., parking space, store hours, floor space) is available.
• It is not possible to observe the unchosen alternatives and their attributes that was
available to a consumer when making a decision. There is a challenge in identifying
the choice set and collecting attributes data for all alternatives in the choice set.
• Consumer panels do not gather travel related information. For instance, travel
mode choice for shopping is not collected. No data is available to extract spatial
and temporal activity patterns of shoppers, which are potentially influential on their
store choice behaviour (Chapter 3).
• These panels are run by major international market research companies including
TNS, Kantar Group, AC Nielsen, and IRI. Collected data is primarily shared with
(sold to) their retail and manufacturing consumers and not easily accessible for
researchers. Recently, in the US, The James M. Kilts Center for Marketing at
Chicago Booth and Nielsen joined together to make consumer marketing datasets
available to approved academic researchers (Nielsen, 2014). In the UK, academic
researchers can only gain access through collaborations with data providers or their
customers.
• Consumer panel data (or sometimes called scanner data) is a comparatively novel
source of data for academic research at least in the domain of transport. Several
studies in other domains have highlighted main issues related to data quality (Le-
icester, 2011; Einav et al., 2010). First, market research companies collect relatively
limited demographics information on respondents and transitions (e.g., changes in
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employment, income, marital status, children) are not always well recorded. Second,
non-probabilistic sampling methods are used that are not always openly disclosed.
This is different from traditional expenditure surveys that rely on random sampling
approaches. Hence, the samples are not always representative of the whole popula-
tion, which might be problematic especially for certain applications. Third, there
seems to be significant differences in recorded and true prices. Under reporting is
also observed in terms of spending when compared with expenditure surveys. Re-
spondents tend to fail to report non-barcoded items and top-up shopping instances
characterised by small baskets. The conclusion from the studies cited above is that
while non-traditional panel data offers significant advantages for research, potential
problems and biases should not be overlooked. For the context here, we acknowledge
that our sample is not representative of the population in London. While under-
reporting at the product level is less relevant for store choice modelling, unrecorded
smaller basket trips (i.e. top-up shopping) will likely influence estimation results.
The continuous and commercial nature of the panels offered an opportunity to col-
laborate with data providers to address some of the shortcomings listed above. A review
of academic studies in the UK (Leicester, 2013; Leicester, 2011; Seiler, 2013; Mhurchu
et al., 2011) suggested that Kantar Worldpanel is a market research company that might
be open to collaborating with academic researchers and specifically for this study. Follow-
ing preliminary discussions we have decided to work with them to design a travel add-on
survey based on recall questions. The following subsections provide details on data used
for this study that was obtained from Kantar Worldpanel.
4.2.1 Kantar Worldpanel Data
Kantar Worldpanel is an international market research company based in London and
operating in more than 50 countries around the world. They specialize in collection and
analysis of continuous consumer panel data. They currently cover 30,000 households
in the UK, 6,000 of which are in London. Kantar Worldpanel aims to keep the panel
demographically balanced to be representative of the population. As mentioned above,
they have previous experience in working with academic researchers. As it is very costly
to UK-wide surveys to collect multi-week data, the sample sizes and survey periods for
these ad-hoc studies are often determined by the available budgets.
Data collection process: Each participating household is given a scanning device that
household members use to scan all products that were purchased and brought home.
Non-barcoded items are also recorded using a booklet of barcoded categories. Detailed
information on product characteristics including prices and nutritional information are
recorded. Retail chain and total amount spent is also recorded using the booklet for each
shopping occasion (Figure 4.2). Households are also asked to send till receipts for each
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shopping trip, which are then used to match the prices paid and also record postcode level
information for some of the stores.
Figure 4.2: Scanning and data collection in consumer panels
Different types of retailers: Purchases from all types of stores and retailers including
supermarkets, local corner shops, specialist stores, online stores are collected. Much less
detail, however, is being recorded on independent smaller shops. Moreover, Kantar Worl-
panel policy does not allow asking recall questions for trips to shops other than the major
supermarket chains. Hence, it was not possible to collect additional information (e.g., lo-
cation of the store, store attributes) on smaller stores via the add-on travel survey. Trips
to smaller stores were excluded from the analysis. Potential bias from omission of these
trips should be taken into account when interpreting results.
Main shoppers: Kantar Worldpanel defines main shoppers as household members that
are responsible for the bulk of grocery shopping in their households. All household mem-
bers record their purchases separately. The dataset that we were provided with has an
indicator for main shopper only and does not distinguish between other household mem-
bers. Furthermore, it was not possible to include other household members in the add-on
survey due to company policies; we did not have the additional data on shopping trips
by other household members. Hence, for the present study, we use shopping occasions
recorded by main shoppers only. This will inevitably have an influence on parameter
estimates, which are further discussed in Chapter 5 and 6.
Definition of groceries: Fast moving consumer goods category includes products that
are typically bought frequently and at relatively low prices. Tracked categories by Kantar
Worldpanel include perishable food items, soft drinks, canned and packaged food, frozen
food, alcohol, toiletries, cleaning materials, household items, tobacco, magazines and news-
papers - i.e., mostly products that are typically available for purchase in supermarkets.
There is however a question of whether to classify baskets that contain items like household
goods only (e.g., books or electric light bulbs only) as grocery shopping. As grocery stores
and supermarkets stock an increasingly wide range of items (e.g., electronics, clothing), it
becomes difficult to define grocery shopping. For our analysis here, all shopping occasions
where the basket contains at least one food or drink item was included.
Store attributes: Information on retail chain is collected for major supermarket chains
in the UK. Smaller chain or independent store trips are recorded with no specific details on
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store names. Postcode level location information for major chain stores are also sometimes
recorded from till receipts, but not in a systematic way. As a result location information
was not available for the majority (60%) of recorded shopping trips to major chain stores.
When available, it contained many errors. For instance, till receipts may sometimes have
the head office address leading to error in store location information. Store location data is
crucial for the purposes of this study to identify the specific store visited. This is a major
limitation for using of consumer panel datasets in store choice modelling as acknowledged
in existing literature (Gonza´lez-Benito, 2002), as specific store information is crucial to
gather data on store attributes and distances or travel times to the store. Therefore,
location information was collected via the add-on survey as described in more detail in
the next subsection.
Additional notes on classification of trips: Trips to the same store on a given day by
the same shopper is recorded as one shopping occasion even if this involved separate trips
to the same store by the same person. It is expected that this assumption will have a
minimal impact on results, as discussions with Kantar Worlpanel and intuition suggests
that more than one trip to the same store by the same person on the same day is quite
uncommon. Purchases ordered online and collected from store or collection points using
click&collect services are recorded as in-store instances. We have added in a question to
re-classify them in the add-on survey.
4.2.2 Add-On Travel Survey
Kantar Worldpanel works with commercial and academic partners on an ad-hoc basis for
collecting additional data through online add-on surveys. Main shoppers from participat-
ing households are asked to respond to these additional online surveys that typically stay
online for a two week period, and they receive rewards in the form of discount coupons
for responding. For the purposes of this research, we were offered to collect the addi-
tional information needed using this process. Hence, an online add-on travel survey was
prepared where respondents were presented with additional trip-level recall questions for
each shopping occasion they recorded during the week prior to our survey.
Area selection: The initial aim for the sample size was 200 households. Due to budget
limitations, it was only possible to invite households from two selected boroughs in London.
A city region like London was ideal for data collection where a variety of alternatives and
online stores are available to households. From a practical perspective, limiting the number
of alternatives in the universal choice set was also important as data gathering for store
attributes required significant time and effort (Section 4.3). Hence it was decided to select
two boroughs that are geographically closer to each other and that would maximize the
sample size. Based on the numbers of panellists in each borough and Kantar’s suggestions,
Barnet and Enfield was identified as being suitable when combined. These boroughs are
neighbouring boroughs (Figure 4.3), hence households share many stores in their choice
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sets due to physical proximity reducing the burden of data collection for store attributes.
Figure 4.3: Selected boroughs in London for the survey sample
Timing: There are significant seasonal differences in shopping patterns especially dur-
ing the holiday season (Lee and Whang, 2001). Conversations with Kantar Worlpanel
suggested that the period between early September and mid-November will be ideal to
minimize the influence of changing patterns during the holiday seasons. Kantar World-
panel needs to ensure that the additional survey requests are kept to a minimum to
minimize the burden on panellists and maximize response rates. Hence, the timing was
also influenced by the availability of the Kantar Worldpanel for the selected panellists.
Pilot (first wave) survey: Initially, we were not planning to run a pilot survey due to
time and budget constraints. The first wave survey went live on 11th November 2013
covering purchases for the two weeks from 28th October 2013 to 10th November 2013.
A total of 171 households responded out of the 216 invited to participate with a 79%
response rate. This was an unusual project for Kantar Worldpanel as they usually work
with retailers or product marketing departments, and there were some unforeseen issues
with responses. Most critically, the location question was not included as we were initially
informed that postcode location information was already available for all stores from till
receipts. As a result, it was not possible to identify the specific store that was visited for
the majority of the cases from the pilot survey. Secondly, there was a limit of five to the
number of shopping occasions households were asked about due to company policies aimed
at reducing respondent burden. Initially, we wanted to collect information on shopping
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conducted within the previous two weeks, and there was many cases where household
recorded more than five trips in two weeks. The limit effectively meant that the survey
did not ask about the trips above the limit. As a result of discussions with the Kantar
Worldpanel team, it was agreed that the best way forward is to run another wave of the
survey with some changes to address the identified issues.
Final (second wave) survey: The changes for the second wave were as follows: (i) add
in a question for in-store trips that will help us identify the store location, (ii) add in
a question to re-classify click&collect instances that are recorded as in-store trips, (iii)
ask about one-week of shopping trips only to minimize the number of cases where main
shoppers log more than five trips. It was only possible to collect more information for trips
to 13 major supermarket chains in the UK, namely 99P, Aldi, Asda, Co-op, Iceland, Lidl,
Morrissons, M&S, Ocado, Poundland, Sainsbury’s, Tesco, and Waitrose. In case of more
than five recorded trips in one week, prioritise them based on the following logic - exclude
non-food non-drink only baskets and select the largest five baskets from the remaining
records. It was also agreed that we will be provided with historical purchase data up to
two years for the households in our sample to give us an opportunity to observe their online
shopping adoption behaviour and use additional observations in our forecasting examples.
Additionally details on shopping basket breakdowns was requested to investigate potential
linkages between store, retail chain, or channel choice and purchased items. The second
and the final wave of the add-on travel survey was online for two weeks between 26th
September 2014 and 10th October 2014, and collected information for recorded shopping
trips during the previous week between 19th September 2014 and 26th September 2014.
Survey questions: Questions in the final version of the travel add-on survey are listed
in Table 4.2. Example screen-shots from the introduction page (Figure 4.4) and selected
questions are also presented in Figures 4.5, 4.6, 4.7 (See Appendix for the full survey).
Questions for in-store shopping trips were aimed at identifying click&collect instances
(IN1) and the specific store visited (IN7), choice of travel mode (IN2), availability of
choosing the car mode for each of the observations (IN3b), capturing travel costs (IN3),
trip-chaining behaviour (IN5, IN6), and presence of other decision makers or children
that might have an influence on shopping behaviour (IN4). For recorded online shopping
occasions, the questions focused on capturing delivery costs (ON1) and problems with
deliveries (ON2, ON3, ON4) that might have an influence on future choices and help give
an overall idea regarding the quality of online grocery services in London. It was not
possible to include all the different dimensions in the specification for the choice models
developed in Chapter 5 and 6. For instance, the problems with deliveries and travel
costs relate to the chosen alternative on a given occasion and do not capture information
on unchosen alternatives. Data on a much larger scale is needed to use such data to
compute a quality of service metric, which might then be used as an attribute in a discrete
choice model framework. For some of the other questions, data collected was included in
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specification search (e.g., delivery costs, trip chaining, presence of other decision-makers),
but was not found to be significant and hence was excluded from final specification in
Chapter 5 and 6. This finding might be a result of limitations in collected data. Monte-
Carlo experiments conducted (Chapter 7) suggest that more data might be needed to find
significant effects.
Table 4.2: Add-on travel survey questions
For online shopping:
ON1: How much did you pay for delivery?
ON2: Was your delivery on time?
ON3: Did you receive your groceries at the first attempted delivery?
ON4: Did you have any problems with your delivery?
For in-store shopping:
IN1: Were you collecting groceries that you ordered online?
IN2: Which methods of travel did you use to go to/from the store? Please select all that apply.
If car is selected:
IN3a: Did you pay for parking during your visit, and if so what was the cost of parking?
If car is not selected:
IN3b: Did you have a car or van available to use for this shopping trip?
If taxi/minicab is selected:
IN3c: How much in total did you pay for minicab/taxi to or from the store?
If underground or bus is selected:
IN3d: How much did you pay in total to and from the store?
IN4: Which statement best describes your shopping trip?
(regarding travelling party characteristics - presence of other adults or children)
IN5: Just before I left for this shopping, I was at: home/work/social-recreational/other
IN6: Just after this shopping trip, I went: home/work/social-recreational/other
IN7: Please provide some description of the store location to help us identify the specific store visited.
Figure 4.4: Example screen-shot for add-on travel survey: introduction
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Figure 4.5: Example screen-shot for add-on travel survey: travel mode choice
Figure 4.6: Example screen-shot for add-on travel survey: shopping party
Figure 4.7: Example screen-shot for add-on travel survey: store location
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4.2.3 Characteristics of the Decision-Maker
Kantar Worlpanel collects demographics information on households including main shop-
per age, household size, social class (AB, C1, C2, DE)1, number of children, household
income, ethnicity, life stage (pre-family, young family, middle family, older family, older
dependents, empty nest, retired), household tenure, car ownership, highest qualification
in the household, terminal education age of the main shopper, and terminal education age
of the chief earner. Some variables including household income, however, is incomplete as
not all respondents share their information. Social class (or social grade) was used as a
proxy measure for income, which is a socio-economic classification used commonly in the
market research industry to study consumer behaviour. Social grade data is also available
for Census 2011 based on a method defined by Market Research Society. The social class is
determined based primarily on occupation, but also includes information on employment
status, qualifications gained, and tenure. Variables based on demographics information
were used in specification search as further explained in Chapter 5 and 6.
Kantar Worldpanel aims to keep the panel demographically balanced to be represen-
tative of the population. Our sample consists of 121 main shoppers from Kantar’s panel
who respondent to the add-on travel survey. Table 4.3 presents a comparison of demo-
graphics for our sample and Census data from Enfield and Barnet in 2011 (Office for
National Statistics, 2011). We note that no information is available from the Census on
main shoppers, hence age of household reference person is used as proxy for comparison.
The older age groups and highest social classes are overrepresented in our study sample.
Table 4.3: Household demographics: study sample vs. Census 2011 (Enfield and Barnet)
Age Groups Census Study sample Social Class Census Study sample
< 35 19.9% 14.5% AB 27.7% 31.5%
35-54 42.8% 40.3% C1 32.4% 41.7%
55-64 15.5% 24.2% C2 15.7% 13.1%
65+ 21.8% 21.0% DE 24.2% 13.7%
4.2.4 Final Dataset of Observations
Data used for the analyses carried out was obtained after matching and cleaning the
datasets obtained from Kantar Worldpanel, which included demographics information,
responses to the add-on travel survey, and purchase data from households that responded
to the add-on survey for up to two years. Data cleaning was carried out and some details
are provided below:
1AB: Higher and intermediate managerial / administrative / professional occupations; C1: Supervisory,
clerical and junior managerial / administrative / professional occupations, C2: Skilled manual occupations,
DE: Semi-skilled and unskilled manual occupations, Unemployed and lowest grade occupations.
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• It was not possible to collect additional location information on store that do not
belong to major supermarket chains in the UK due to panel restrictions. As listed
above, the retail chain included in the final dataset are as follows: 99P, Aldi, Asda,
Co-op, Iceland, Lidl, Morrissons, M&S, Ocado, Poundland, Sainsbury’s, Tesco, and
Waitrose. Among these Morrissons, Sainsbury’s, Tesco, Waitrose, and Asda operate
both online and in-store shops. Ocado operates only through the online channel,
and the others operated via traditional physical stores (in-store) only.
• Stores with no location information, which accounted for 12.5% of all recorded oc-
casions for the survey week and mostly consisted of smaller independent stores and
farmers markets, were excluded from our analysis.
• All shopping occasions where the basket contains at least one food or drink items
was included in the analysis. Other observations were excluded.
• Click&collect instances where the goods were ordered online and collected from a
local branch or collection point are classified as online shopping in our analysis,
which accounted for only two occasions. Ideally, the difference between click&collect
and home deliveries should be accounted for in the model specification. However,
it was decided to classify click&collect as online shopping due to lack of sufficient
observations.
• Recorded purchases by household members other than the main shopper were re-
moved from the dataset.
The final dataset used for model estimations consisted of 272 observations (shopping
occasions) for one week (19th September 2014 and 26th September 2014) from 121 house-
holds residing in Enfield and Barnet. An overview of survey responses with a breakdown
of observations by different questions are presented in Table 4.4. There were only 11 online
shopping instances including two click&collect out of 272 recorded shopping trips. The
limited number of observations mainly results from low adoption rates, as only 34 out of
the 121 households have done any shopping online for the two years we have purchase data
on. Data related issues for model estimation results are further discussed in Chapters 5,
6, and 7. For the observed online instances, issues with deliveries seems to be minimal.
In-store trips are mostly home-based where home is either the origin of the trip to the
store, or destination of the trip from the store. The most common travel mode for grocery
shopping trips was driving, followed by walking. Among the public transport modes, only
two included tube and all others were bus trips. None of the respondents chose the taxi
mode for their grocery shopping during the survey week.
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Table 4.4: Overview of add-on travel survey responses (numbers of observations)
In-store 261 Online 11
On my own 179 68.6% Delivery on time 11 100.0%
Other adults 50 19.2% Delivery not on time 0 0.0%
Children 23 8.8% First attempted delivery 10 90.9%
Other adults and children 9 3.4% Missed delivery 1 9.1%
Home-based 202 77.4% No problems with delivery 9 81.8%
Non-home-based 59 22.6% Other delivery problems 2 18.2%
Public transport 22 8.4% Single delivery fee 5 45.5%
Car 181 69.3% Membership fee 6 54.5%
Walking 58 22.2%
Taxi 0 0.0%
4.3 Data Enrichment: Generating the Choice Set
The augmented consumer panel data from Kantar Worldpanel included postcode level
location and retail chain information for the chosen alternatives. No other store attributes
are collected for visited stores. For estimating discrete choice models, detailed information
on attributes for all alternatives in the choice set (including both chosen and unchosen
stores) are needed. For determining the universal choice set, a deterministic choice set
generation process was adopted with a distance threshold for in-store alternatives permit-
ting the exclusion of alternatives that are far from home locations. The distance threshold
of 7.5 miles was used, which accounts for more than 95% of food shopping journeys for
London residents in the British National Travel Survey 2012 (DfT, 2012). All stores within
the distance threshold from any of the household home locations were included in the uni-
versal choice set. For online alternatives, six chains that offered home-deliveries in London
at the time of the survey (i.e., Asda, Sainsbury’s, Tesco, Morrissons, Waitrose, and Ocado)
were included.
4.3.1 Store Attributes
Characteristics of alternatives as perceived by the decision-maker at the time of decision-
making are required to develop discrete choice models. Hence, a dataset of store attributes
was needed for all grocery stores in London including both in-store and online alternatives.
As discussed above, collecting high quality data on unchosen alternatives for revealed
preference data presents a challenge especially with large choice sets. The aim was to find
publicly available sources that will enable replication of this study on a larger scale with
minimal effort.
For in-store alternatives, the list of potential datasets considered for our research is
presented below:
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• Ordnance Survey Points of Interest (POI) dataset2 was attractive as it contains in-
formation on places sorted into classifications by their use and functions, their postal
addresses and geocoded location. Ordnance Survey data is available free of charge
for research purposes. Three classifications of POI were found to be relevant for this
study: convenience stores and independent supermarkets, markets, and supermarket
chains. It is possible to get data on all grocery stores in London that will include the
exact location and retail chain of the store. This information is useful to compute
the choice set and identify all stores within the distance threshold. It can also be
used to compute travel times and also proximity indicators to nearby attractions.
However, it does not include information on any other attributes.
• API services offered by mapping providers (e.g. Google Maps, MapQuest) enable
access to their databases that include detailed information on places across differ-
ent classifications. These databases are attractive as they are available to everyone,
maintained and updated regularly, and the additional attributes information pro-
vided will increase over time. However, these are often run by commercial providers
making it difficult to retrieve data without incurring significant costs. Additionally,
at the time of this study the information available from API services on grocery
stores in London was limited to postcode level location and opening hours.
• Discussions with retail professionals suggested that IGD holds a complete dataset of
food and grocery store characteristics in Great Britain. However, when we contacted
IGD, we were informed that this dataset was no longer maintained and was outdated.
They provided us with contact details of companies in their network that might have
this data.
• Local Data Company (LDC) tracks a dataset of retail and leisure premises across
Great Britain including vacant units. They provide information to retailers to inform
their location decisions for opening new stores, identify opportunities and risks. They
have five categorizations for retail groups: out of town retail parks, shopping centres,
small high streets, medium high streets, large high streets. A health index3 then is
computed for each location based on vacancy rates, presence of other major and
minor retailers, department stores, cinemas, other attractions like coffee shops, and
catchment population. Store floor areas were also available for each store and are
sourced from UK Valuation Office Agency (VOA) website. VOA holds detailed data
on premises for valuations needed to support taxation and benefits, which includes
floor area information.
2Available from: http://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/business-and-government/products/points-of-
interest.html
3Details of their Health Index methodology is available from their website: www.localdatacompany.com
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LDC store characteristics dataset was attractive for the purposes of this study as it
included information for all grocery stores in London and covered all visited stores recorded
in Kantar Worldpanel observations. LDC dataset contained information on 41358 grocery
stores including postcode and retail chain data. Travel distances using MapQuest API were
then computed for a limited number of these home-store pairs. The distance threshold of
7.5 miles was used to generate the universal choice set, the union of all stores within a
7.5 miles distance threshold (using travel distances) was used. The final universal choice
set used for this analysis contained a total of 1095 in-store alternatives, in addition to six
online stores.
It was not possible to use data on health index, vacancy rates, and presence of other
attractions due to high numbers of missing data points. Similarly, retail group catego-
rization data was not available for the majority of grocery stores in London. These are
potentially influential attributes, and may be utilised in future research if data becomes
available. Floor areas were also missing for a significant proportion of the stores, missing
values were filled in manually from VOA website.
For online alternatives, the collection of data on attributes is more challenging. While
the attributes of in-store alternatives are often static over time (e.g., floor area, opening
hours, parking fees), virtual alternatives are often characterised by dynamic attributes.
For online shopping, availability of delivery slots are determined based on demand at
the time of purchase. Similarly, delivery fees are dynamically generated based on the
demand for available slots, time of placing an order, basket size, personalised coupons
and price matching offers. Therefore, there is a difficulty in capturing attributes of online
alternatives with traditional data collection methods. This poses a significant challenge
especially for unchosen alternatives (e.g., information on the next available delivery slot
from the online store for an observation where a shopper visited an in-store alternative).
The consumer panel surveys do not collect such information. Hence, the attributes of
online alternatives for our modelling work was rather primitive. We used average and
median delivery fees over one week for each of the six retail chains from their websites.
Additionally, we use information on the delivery windows where some of the chains were
offering one-hour delivery windows, while others offered two-hour windows. No crowd
sourced data source was available to provide a measure of service quality for online retailers
in London. The difficulties associated with capturing online store attributes are also
relevant for representing digital alternatives in discrete choice models for other contexts
(e.g., Uber’s dynamic pricing for travel costs, personalized promotions on certain product
categories resulting in different prices observed by different decision makers.). Hence, there
is a need to develop new data collection tools that will help address these challenges and
allow researchers to study choice behaviour among alternatives with dynamic attributes.
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4.3.2 Built Environment Characteristics
Spatial attributes can be used to account for competition and agglomeration effects.
Agglomeration effects occur when presence of complementary store and other service
providers in proximity increases the attractiveness of a store. Competition effects arise
when near-by competitors draw a certain proportion of the shopping demand. As men-
tioned above, LDC also uses similar information for computing their health index, yet
a significant proportion of the data was missing and we were not able to use the rele-
vant variables in our models. Therefore, we experimented with data points from different
sources to incorporate these effects in our model formulation.
First, we make use of a measure for walkability as a proxy measure for accessibility to
different services. Walk Score calculates a score based on distance to different categories
of amenities and has been increasingly used in academic research. While not officially sup-
ported in the UK, we thought it will provide useful information on spatial characteristics
of store locations. Walk Score provides a measure of walkability on a scale from 0-100
base and provide some categorization for score bands as presented in Figure 4.8. For this
research, we have computed walking scores for each store in the choice set using postcodes.
In the final model specifications, we use a dummy for the highest score category that we
label as high street dummy as a store attribute (Chapter 5 and 6). Secondly, using LDC
data set and GIS software, we calculated the number of competitor supermarkets within
a threshold distance. We experimented with different threshold values including 200m,
300m, 500m, 1 mile.
Figure 4.8: Walking score categories: screen-shots from WalkScore.com
We note that there are different ways that have been proposed by previous studies of
characterising built environment characteristics from different data sources as presented
in Chapter 3. For instance, it is possible to use retail space density and economic activity
indicators (Schiraldi et al., 2011). Other measures for measuring isolation or proximity to
competitors have also been proposed by previous work (Borgers and Timmermans, 1987;
Fotheringham, 1988).
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4.3.3 Pricing Strategies
Retail chains compete over prices and can be distinguished by the pricing strategies they
adopt. Moreover, retail chains might also have different pricing for different formats (e.g.,
Tesco Large vs. Tesco Small). Since prices are determined weekly and at the product
level, there is a challenge in quantifying price effects for a given shopping observation. We
have attempted to compute a price index for each retail chain to give an average measure
of price levels. Kantar Worldpanel holds detailed information on product prices, yet this
data was not available to us and no average price index was available.
The Grocer4 magazine in the UK publishes weekly pricing data for each retail firm
in the UK. Price information is collected from different branches in different parts of the
country on a range of 33 popular lines. The basket prices are published based on 33
products each week, and the 33 products included in the basket is different every week.
Figure 4.9 provides an example screen-shot from the Grocer magazine. For calculating the
price index, we use the Grocer 33 data for one year (i.e. 52 weeks of pricing data). The
average prices for Tesco were normalised to unity, and all other chain price indices were
computed by using Tesco average prices as reference.
Figure 4.9: Example screen-shots from Grocer 33
Representing delivery fees in the utility formulation is also challenging due to dynamic
delivery prices based on basket costs, time of delivery, and time of order. We experimented
with a few different definitions for delivery fees for each online store: maximum fee, mini-
mum fee, average delivery fee for all available slots across several weeks of observations.
We note here that none of the price index or delivery fee measures were found to be
significant in estimated models in Chapter 5 and 6. This might be explained by price
competition (price matching strategies) making the price difference between the same
products as measured by Grocer 33 negligible. Finding might be attributable to inefficien-
4http://www.thegrocer.co.uk/
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cies in computing price related variables, it might be that upscale retailers are different
not because of higher prices for the same products but fore stocking high-end products.
Similarly, characterising delivery fees are challenging due to the flexibility available to
users (opportunity to select the slot with lower/higher delivery fees) and dynamic nature
of pricing that makes it difficult to observe as an attribute of an alternative.
4.3.4 Travel times by different modes
Distances or travel times between the chosen and unchosen store alternatives and the
decision-maker is not known. We do not observe the exact origin location for the observed
shopping trip. Therefore, we use home location for computing the distances and travel
times used in the model specification. Yet, in reality, store attractiveness will depend on
the temporal spatial trajectory of the decision maker as discussed in Chapter 3. Table 4.4
shows that most (77%) of the observed in-store trips either started or ended at home in
our survey sample. Distances and travel times by different modes for a total of 133, 221
home-store pairs (121 households, 1101 stores) were computed using API tools. Potential
sources considered were as follows.
• The London Transportation Studies Model (LTS) is available for researchers. It is
possible to compute zone-to-zone travel time matrices for different travel modes in
London. There are however several potential challenges associated with using LTS
for computing travel times for the present study. First, the travel times are based on
spatial zones and hence each store and home location will need to be allocated to one
zone. The travel time between each home-store pair will then be computed based
on the average travel time computations between corresponding zones. This will
present some issues when many of the store and households are located within the
same zone, the travel time and distance computations will be the same for multiple
alternatives making it harder to distinguish alternatives. Grocery shopping trips are
often characterized by short trips to nearby stores, hence it is best to make use of
the postcode level location data for computing distances and travel times. Secondly,
access to LTS requires appropriate licensing permissions from TfL.
• Google Maps APIs (i.e., Google Distance Matrix and Google Directions) have some
tools for extracting travel times and distances data using postcode level location
information. We have experimented with using these API tools to get distances
and travel times by different modes for each of the home-store pairs. This involves
making a request to the Google Directions API for each of the home-store pairs
using Python. The JSON encoded response is then processed and the output is
saved in a csv file within the same Python script. There are restrictions to daily
quotas and some ambiguity regarding the use of the collected data for research
purposes. These API tools offer a rich source of data not only for this context but
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for researchers more generally. They are potentially useful especially for modelling
spatial choice behaviour for gathering alternative attributes data and reducing data
collection burden significantly. We have also contacted Google for understanding
more about using their web services for research, they have indicated interest in
working with researchers and suggested that the current version of usage terms are
intended for commercial users; hence do not directly apply to researchers, yet there
is still some ambiguity around how the rules apply.
• TfL’s Journey Planner API (TfL, 2011) offers a service for getting travel times for
public transport modes, walking, and cycling using Transport For London database.
Similar to Google APIs, getting travel times involve making requests to the Journey
Planner API and processing the response. Data collection often takes time especially
when the number of requests increased depending on service characteristics from
API providers and potential restrictions. Note that when using API tools, starting
journey time might make a significant difference in travel time estimations due to
peak times and based on service frequency for public transport modes. Hence, it
might be necessary to run several queries and taking averages if the time of journey
is not known, which is the case for our study, for computing travel time attributes.
• There are other mapping services that offer API tools with less restrictions. For
instance MapQuest Open Platform Web Services allows using OpenStreetMap data
to handle many useful web services features with few restrictions. Most importantly,
it is free of charge and there are no restrictions in terms of the number of request
sent per day as is the case with Google APIs. As part of their Directions Web
Service, it is possible to get travel times by different modes and also distances for all
home-store pairs in our dataset. The downside to using MapQuest is slower response
times which makes data collection more time consuming. More importantly, there
are some inconsistencies due to errors or missing links in the underlying data. For
example, we had some issues with some of the postcodes where the API did not
return a response as it did not identify the address from the postcode provided.
These cases need to be resolved manually.
For the purposes of this research, we have explored all mentioned sources. Python
scripts were prepared, distances and travel times were computed for home-store pairs using
different source of data. Distances between home-store pairs retrieved from MapQuest API
and Google API were mostly consistent. Hence, distances for all pairs were computed using
MapQuest APIs and were then used in choice set generation and models developed as an
attribute of stores. For public transport options, data from TfL’s Journey Planner was
used for travel times. For other modes, data from Google API and MapQuest API was
used by using averages across requests with different journey start times.
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4.4 Summary
In this chapter we highlighted the challenges in finding an appropriate dataset for mod-
elling the relationship between multi-channel retail and personal mobility behaviour. We
presented a summary of findings from preliminary analyses using UK’s household expen-
diture survey (LCF). This was followed by a detailed description of the data collection
process for gathering the three key datasets that were utilised for the main body of work in
this thesis: (i) revealed preference data on store choice for grocery shopping trips from an
augmented consumer panel from Kantar Worldpanel, (ii) store attributes data collected
from a variety of data sources, and (iii) distances and travel times by modes between
home-store pairs computed using different API tools. The discussions include details of
considered sources of data sources, which we ended up not using for this study but can
potentially be utilised in future work.
When exploring existing sources of data for this study, insufficiencies in traditional
survey based data collection methods became evident. Traditional nationwide surveys
such as NTS and LCDF are very attractive as they offer large sample sizes, historical
data, and are available freely to researchers. However, it is cumbersome and takes a long
time to make any alterations to these surveys. As a result, it is often not possible to use
these datasets for studying changes in choice behaviour in response to new technologies
and emerging products (e.g., online shopping, car sharing services). It is also striking
that even commercial surveys carried out by private companies rely on traditional sur-
vey methods only partially enhanced by early technologies (e.g., in-home scanner data).
Data collection methods can be significantly improved if the current level of technology is
utilised, for instance, by making use of digital traces of respondents from smart phones,
digital payments, browsing histories etc. Such improvements will enable applications of
advanced modelling methods to empirical settings to help us understand how behaviour
is changing in response to new technology and their implications. In this spirit, we have
focused our efforts to utilising some of the emerging sources of data often available through
APIs and have provided a discussion the challenges and opportunities for using them for
research purposes.
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Chapter 5
Modelling Store, Channel, and
Travel Mode Choice at the Level
of Elemental Alternatives
As presented in Chapter 2, there is an extensive literature that looks at potential impli-
cations of increasing use of technology on decision making and studying choice behaviour
between virtual and physical alternatives. Building on the conceptual framework devel-
oped in Chapter 3, this chapter aims to contribute to the strand of the literature that
aims at modelling choice between online and in-store alternatives for shopping. Shopping
destination choice models in transport research focus on spatial choice behaviour and typ-
ically exclude online alternatives. The literature on channel choice, on the other hand,
has largely focused on modelling the choice between online and in-store alternatives ig-
noring the heterogeneity within each channel. In this chapter, we aim to bridge this gap
by representing channel choice as part of the destination and store choice problem. We
develop a discrete choice model using elemental alternatives for joint choice of channel
and shopping destination. For the empirical analysis, we use consumer panel data from
a London sub-sample of participating household from Kantar Worldpanel (Chapter 4).
Secondly, we aim to incorporate the travel related dimension of mode choice and develop
a modelling framework for the joint choice of store, channel, and travel mode. Incorporat-
ing the travel mode dimension is important for studying potential mobility implications
of online retailing in more detail. We employ the augmented consumer panel dataset with
additional information on observed mode choice for shopping trips, which was collected
via the add-on survey instrument. Additional attributes data were also collected for travel
model alternatives, detailed descriptions are provided in Chapter 4.
The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. The next section describes the
data used in the analyses. In the second and third sections we present the joint model of
store location and channel choice and the joint model of store location, channel, and travel
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model choice respectively. The subsections cover model specification including details of
explanatory variables used in specification search as informed by the developed concep-
tual framework presented in Chapter 3 and discussions of alternative model formulations
suited for this context building on the review of discrete choice models in Section 2.2.3.
Further, estimation challenges and how they were addressed are discussed followed by
model estimations results. Section 5.4 focuses on validation of developed models using an
holdout sample from the panel. Section 5.5 demonstrates the use of developed models for
scenario analyses, and Section 5.6 summarises the findings of this chapter.
5.1 Data Preparation
The UK offers an opportunity for studying channel choice behaviour with its comparatively
developed online market for groceries (Kantar Worldpanel, 2015). Finding an appropriate
data source for this line of research, however, poses a challenge as discussed in Chapter 4.
In this chapter, we make use of three different datasets for model estimations: (i) revealed
preference data on store and travel mode choice for grocery shopping from the augmented
version of the consumer panel data collected by Kantar Wordpanel, (ii) store attributes
data gathered from Local Data Company and web-based services, and (iii) travel distances
and times for each of the home-store pairs retrieved from API tools offered by Transport
for London, MapQuest, and Google Maps. The details of datasets and data collection was
presented in Chapter 4, here we provide a brief description of data preparation for the
modelling work carried out in this chapter.
Revealed preference data on store choice observations were obtained from a consumer
panel run by Kantar Worldpanel that records daily purchases of fast moving consumer
goods (FMCG). Purchases from all retailers including online retailers are recorded together
with firm names for retail chains. The sample obtained from Kantar Worlpanel contained
store and channel choice data covering a one week period in September 2014 from a London
sub-sample of 121 households residing in Barnet and Enfield, the two selected boroughs
in London. This data set was augmented by data collected from the add-on travel survey
where the respondents were asked to report the travel modes used for the trip. For the
present study, we use shopping occasions recorded by main shoppers only (see Section 5.2.1
for a detailed discussion). Further details of on how the panel operates and our sample
selection are discussed in Chapter 4. After data cleaning, a usable sample of observations
for 273 shopping occasions from 121 households were obtained. Further details of our
sample are presented in Chapter 4. Further details on data preparation are presented
below:
• The post-code level location of visited stores are sometimes recorded in the panel
data using till receipts. As a result, location information was not available for
the majority of cases and contains errors. Therefore, in the add-on travel survey,
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panellists were asked to report the exact location of the store they visited during
the one week survey period. It was not, however, possible to collect additional
location information on stores that do not belong to major supermarket chains in
the UK due to panel restrictions. Stores with no location information were excluded
from our analysis, which accounted for 12.5% of all recorded occasions during the
survey week. As a result, we do not capture trips to smaller or independent chain
stores in our modelling, which are potentially relevant for understanding changes
in shopping behaviour. Such exclusion should be kept in mind when interpreting
results. Leaving out independent stores and smaller retail chains from the analyses
effectively means that our models explain the choice behaviour among major retail
stores only. As a result, some of the potential changes in behaviour when people
adopt online shopping will not be captured. For instance, one possibility when people
start ordering their groceries online from major retailers that offer online shopping
is that they will take the opportunity of a shopping trip to visit smaller specialty
stores such as small bakeries and farmers markets for fresh organic foods, which offer
items that are not available from major retailers. However, the models estimated
here will not be able to predict such shifts when used for forecasting as they do not
incorporate relevant alternatives. We also note that since visits to speciality stores
are rare events, estimation of underlying effects will be difficult to capture using one
week data only. Hence, including these smaller stores in choice models do not only
require detailed information on these rare occasions, but also requires more data
that will cover observations from a longer period of time.
• Fast moving consumer goods category includes products that are sold quickly and
at a relatively low price. The tracked categories used by Kantar Worldpanel in-
cludes perishable food items, soft drinks, toiletries, cleaning materials, tobacco,
magazines and newspapers - i.e. mostly products that are typically available for
purchase in supermarkets. Due to the wide range of items available from supermar-
kets, there are observations where shoppers purchased newspapers, books, vitamins,
or tobacco items only. There is some ambiguity regarding the classification of such
shopping occasions where non-grocery items are being purchased from supermarkets,
and whether to include these in our empirical analysis. As the focus here is limited
to grocery shopping, we have decided to include all shopping occasions where the
basket contains at least one food or drink item. Observations where recorded baskets
contained non-food non-drink items only were excluded.
• Click&Collect instances where the goods were ordered online and collected from a
local branch or collection point are classified as in-store shopping in the dataset.
In the add-on survey, we also aimed at capturing these. There were however only
two instances of Click&Collect during the survey week. We re-categorised these as
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online instances in our analysis. While it is of potential interest to differentiate
between online+delivery and online+collection alternatives for our modelling work,
the number of observations were too small.
• A dataset of store characteristics in London were compiled from a variety of different
sources including Local Data Company (which holds a database of all retail stores in
the UK), Valuation Office Agency (floor space for stores), WalkScore (accessibility
related characteristics of the store location), and the Grocer Magazine (product
prices) (Chapter 4). The choice sets were defined for each of the observations from
the panel and it was matched with the final store characteristics dataset (see Section
5.2.1 for a detailed discussion on choice set generation).
• Travel distances to each store from panellists’ home locations were calculated using
Mapquest Directions API. Resulting travel distances were then used for generat-
ing choice sets using a threshold distance value as further described in Section 5.2.1.
Distance to a given store from home location also served as an attribute of that store
alternative in the joint choice of store location and channel choice model (Section
5.2). Unlike other store attributes used in our model specification, travel distance
for a given store alternative varies for each of the decision makers due to differ-
ences in home locations. For the second model that incorporates travel mode choice
(Section 5.3), travel times from home to each store by different modes were used as
independent variables using API tools offered by TfL, MapQuest, and Google Maps
(Chapter 4).
Details of explanatory variables used for specification search and alternatives included
in the choice set are presented in the following section. Our results should be viewed with
some caution, keeping potential implications of the limited geography we have data on
and further details of the sample selection in mind.
5.2 Model M1: Store Location and Channel Choice
5.2.1 Model Specification
The description of the model specification is split into three parts. We first look at how we
define the decision maker. Secondly, we discuss the choice set generation process, i.e. how
we identify the set alternatives that are considered by the decision maker when making
a store choice decision. Lastly, we describe the specification search process with detailed
description of explanatory variables, followed by a short discussion on capturing attributes
of digital alternatives.
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The decision maker
Discrete choice models are disaggregate models that aim to model behaviour for each deci-
sion maker. The decision maker in a model may be assumed to be an individual (e.g., one
person) or a group of individuals (e.g., household, firm) depending on research context and
data availability. In the case of the latter, the interaction between each individual within a
group (e.g., sharing of roles and responsibilities of partners within a household) is ignored
and the focus is on understanding decisions by the group rather than the individual (Ben-
Akiva and Bierlaire, 2003). There are also models of group decision making, for instance
Zhang et al. (2009) proposed a discrete choice framework for modelling households decision
making for car ownership using latent class models to incorporate heterogeneous group
decision making mechanisms. In the context of modelling behaviour for store and channel
choice, the individual or the household may be used as the decision making unit. Kantar
Worldpanel (the market research company provided the consumer panel data we use here)
defines main shoppers as household members that are responsible for the bulk of grocery
shopping in their household. This information is collected when the household joins the
panel; the main shopper is the main point of contact and is responsible for filling in the
add-on surveys. All household members record their purchases separately, hence informa-
tion on all consumption by the participating household is available. However, the data
collected from individuals other than the main shopper is often incomplete. Crucially,
the following data issues were identified in the dataset used for this analysis: (i) there
is a binary indicator for the main shopper, yet it is not possible to distinguish between
shopping occasions recorded by other members of the household, (ii) socio-demographics
are collected at the level of the household and person level information such as age and
education level are available for the main shopper only, (iii) Kantar Worldpanel’s com-
pany procedures did not allow for running a survey that will collect information from
each household member, hence additional data collected from the travel add-on survey is
only available for main shoppers, and finally (iv) discussions with the analysts from Kantar
Worldpanel also revealed that there is a difficulty to capture high quality information from
other household members. In light of these data issues, we have decided to use shopping
data collected from main shoppers only. The decision maker in our model is assumed to
be the individual (i.e., main shopper for the household). The characteristics of the deci-
sion maker including socio-economic variables collected both at the household and person
level are included in model specification for explaining the interpersonal heterogeneity.
Importantly, the sample is not representative of the population in the selected boroughs,
as we only use data from main shoppers. This particular population segment will share
certain demographic attributes in terms of age, gender, employment status etc., which
are potentially also influential on their preferences for online shopping and other store
attributes. Further, main shoppers will have a higher frequency of grocery shopping as
they take on this responsibility within the household. The definition of the main shopper
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by the market research companies might also be problematic as roles and responsibilities
within the household might not be as distinct in reality. From our dataset, we observe
that more than 85% of logged shopping occasions were conducted by main shoppers. This
might be related to both responsibility sharing dynamics within the household and also
reduced reporting quality for non-main shopper members. It might be argued that using
data from main shoppers only is acceptable for understanding shifts in choice behaviour
as they predominantly account for the highest share in spending and shopping trips gen-
erated. This particular segment of the population, therefore, is most relevant for driving
change in resulting shopping patterns. However, if developed models are intended to be
incorporated into activity-generation or trip-generation models for predicting travel de-
mand or activity durations at the aggregate, the estimations will not be valid. Estimated
parameters should not be used for predictions using the whole population or a random
sample drawn from the population.
Choice set generation
In this chapter, the aim is to model the choice of individual stores (including both in-
store and online alternatives) at the most disaggregate level. Analysing decision making
behaviour requires information not only on the chosen alternatives, but also on the un-
chosen ones that were considered by the decision maker at each choice occasion. Hence,
there are significant challenges associated with modelling choice at the level of elemental
alternatives and the number of available alternatives being huge. First, the data detailed
attributes of all available alternatives (stores in this context) are rarely readily available
and cumbersome to collect. Secondly, deciding which alternatives should be available to
each individual becomes an issue. An individual can, in principle, choose to visit any
supermarket in London (or even in the UK). Yet, in reality a shopper will not consider all
stores due to cognitive limitations and lack of awareness. If the analyst includes all stores
that are ignored by the decision maker in reality, some will be given a non-zero probability
even though they have no chance of being selected in practice and this might lead to in-
accurate parameter estimates (Ortu´zar and Willumsen, 1994). For instance, consider the
case where online shopping option is included in the choice set for an individual for which
online delivery is not an option as no retailer serves the neighbourhood. The model will be
estimated based on the assumption that online channel was not chosen due to preference
effects and not due to unavailability, hence will underestimate the personal taste coeffi-
cients for online alternatives. However, the set of considered alternatives, i.e. the real or
actual choice set, when making a decision is often not known to the analyst. Therefore,
a set of assumptions are made by the analyst regarding the alternatives included in the
choice set. In models of spatial choice, in which choice sets are characteristically huge,
decision making is typically modelled as a two stage process: (i) the actual choice set
is generated from the universal choice set following deterministic or probabilistic filtering
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rules, and (ii) one alternative from the actual choice set is selected using a utility maximis-
ing compensatory framework (Thill and Wheeler, 2000b). Ortu´zar and Willumsen (1994),
in Chapter 8, presents a detailed discussion on potential ways to handle the problem of
choice set generation when the number of alternatives are very large. A more detailed
background and discussion is provided in Section 2.2.3. The procedure used in this study
for handling this problem was as follows:
For in-store alternatives: A deterministic choice set process with a travel distance
threshold was used permitting the exclusion of alternatives that are far from home loca-
tions. The distance threshold of 7.5 miles was used, which accounts for more than 95% of
food shopping journeys for London residents in the British National Travel Survey 2012
(DfT, 2012).1 The survey sample used consists of households residing in close proximity as
the respondents were drawn from Barnet and Enfield (two selected boroughs in London).
All chain stores within the distance threshold from any of the household home locations
were included in the universal choice set. The in-store alternatives exclude smaller chains
and independent stores as observations from Kantar Worldpanel data capture visits to
large chain stores only; hence we study the choice behaviour between these stores only.
The final universal choice set used for this analysis contained a total of 1095 in-store alter-
natives. All in-store alternatives in the universal choice set were assumed to be available
to each individual for model estimations.
For online alternatives: There were six chains that offered home deliveries through
their online stores in London in September 2014, namely Asda, Sainsbury’s, Tesco, Mor-
rissons, Waitrose, and Ocado. Online alternatives were only available to online shoppers
(34 out of 121). We define online shoppers as individuals who have done any shopping
from an online store during the two-year period prior to the survey week. In other words,
if the decision maker is not observed making use of the online channel for the past two
years, we assume that online alternatives are ignored by the individual when making a
store choice decision. It can be argued that individuals who don’t have a record of making
online purchases are making a conscious choice about rejecting it, and online alternatives
should be included in their choice sets for parameter estimations. Similar situations arise
in other familiar contexts such as travel mode choice, where driving licence holding often
determines the availability of auto drive alternative. The rationale behind this decision is
that the focus is not on understand the longer-term decisions associated with technology
adoption behaviour for online shopping, rather on analysing the daily decisions. Implica-
tions on parameter estimations and need to be considered for interpreting results. It is
most likely that individuals who adopt online shopping are the ones who already have a
positive attitude towards it. As a result, making online alternatives available to adopters
1The two instances were removed from the dataset where the respondents recorded grocery trips to
stores that were more than 7.5 miles away from their home locations, which potentially resulted from long
distance return journeys on weekends.
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only will potentially overestimate the taste parameters for the online alternatives as it
does not account for the individuals who consider and have the option to do online shop-
ping and choose not to. Secondly, the online channel was only available for basket sizes
over £25, as this was the minimum basket threshold required to qualify for home-delivery
in London for the period studied. We note that this procedure implicitly assumes that
the basket size is exogenous to the decision making processes for channel choice. Yet, in
reality consumers might add more products to their grocery basket when shopping online
just to match the minimum delivery limit. In other words, decisions regarding the basket
size are endogenous to the store and channel choice. Our assumption here is a potentially
important and restrictive one that is discussed here and needs to be addressed in future
work, for instance, by jointly modelling choice of channel and spending. One approach to
doing this will be using discrete-continuous modelling frameworks where the discrete part
is the channel and store choice and spending (or basket size) choice can be modelled as
continuous.
Explanatory variables used in the specification search
Each alternative in the choice set is characterized by a set of its attributes. The selected
set of attributes used in specification search depends on data availability (Chapter 4), pre-
vious research findings (Chapter 2), and analyst’s ideas on the decision making processes
(Chapter 3). Building on this background, we have identified a selection of observable
attributes and a list variables for inclusion in the initial specification search for the under-
lying utility function. Not all were included in the final specification.
For specification search, various approaches have been proposed each with certain
advantages and disadvantages (Studenmund, 2013). Here, we start from a minimal spec-
ification with chain specific constants (i.e. chain dummies) only. Then, we add variables
one by one to test whether the proposed variable improves the model fit and the esti-
mated coefficient is significant. If so, we keep it in the specification and move on to the
next variable. In cases where the new variable results in a situation where a previously
significant variable becomes insignificant, two separate models were estimated with only
one of these variables included in each of the specifications. The variable that offers the
best model fit is included in the specification and the other is dropped. These cases often
arise where the explanatory variables are correlated and their effects cannot be estimated
separately. An alternative approach to the incremental one adopted here would have been
to start from a richer specification and drop variables that are insignificant (Koppelman
and Bhat, 2006). We chose the former as the number of variables were too high and we did
not have solid theoretical grounds for the way in which they should be included in terms
of transformations and interactions with other variables. For continuous variables, the
exponential form, the log form, and the linear forms were tested at each step to capture
non-linear effects.
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Socio-demographic information on participating households including household size,
social class, number of children, car ownership, age, life stage, and education level were
available from the panel data. We did not have information on whether the main shopper
is male or female. Income was missing for majority of the cases, social class was used as
a proxy for income where higher social classes are assumed to be associated with higher
income bands. The highest social class dummy for Class AB interacted with upscale
chains and online channel were found to be significant. Socio-demographic variables do
not vary across alternatives and coefficients for these variables can only be estimated
when interacted with other factors. Hence, socio-demographic variables were included in
the initial specification search in various forms interacted with variables that vary across
alternatives. Household size, number of children, age, education level, and life stage
were not found to be significant when interacted with the online channel binary indicator
and were not included in the final specification. This finding might seem unexpected at
first; as further discussed in the results section it might be related to online alternatives
being available to households that have already adopted online shopping. As a result,
model coefficients do not reflect preferences for adoption of online shopping, i.e., do not
capture choice behaviour involved in individuals’ choice set generation. As suggested by
findings from our preliminary studies, socio-demographic factors relate in different ways
with adoption (i.e., being an online shopper) and the choice of online versus in-store for
individual shopping occasions (Suel et al., 2015). These socio-demographic characteristics
may be significant for the former, but not the latter.
Chain dummy variables were used for different firms (i.e., Asda, Morrissons, Sains-
burys, Tesco, Co-op, Waitrose, M&S, Aldi, Lidl, Iceland, 99p, Poundland, Ocado) that
allows chain stores to differ in their mean attractiveness. The dummy variable for Tesco
was normalized to zero for estimation. Some of these chains share similarities due to
their pricing strategies. For instance, discounter chains like Aldi, Lidl, Iceland, 99p, and
Poundland adopt every day low pricing (EDLP) strategy and are attractive due to low
prices yet often stock lower quality products. Upscale chains such as M&S, Waitrose, and
Ocado on the other hand offer higher quality products at higher prices and better service
(e.g., enhanced in-store experience, better home delivery services, investing in staff). The
majority of the market share is shared by the largest five chains (group-of-five): Tesco,
Sainsbury’s, Asda, Morrisons, and Co-op. These chains adopt high-low pricing, which
is characterised by decreased prices during promotions and sales. Income levels therefore
might influence preference for different chain types. To capture such effects chain dummies
and chain type dummies (i.e., discounters, upscale, group-of-five) were also interacted with
social class dummies since they are used as proxy to income.
Online channel dummy was used as a nest specific parameter and was included as a
binary variable for six online stores in the choice set. It was also interacted with socio-
demographic attributes (e.g., age, social class, household size, presence of kids, car own-
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ership) and situational factors (e.g., basket size).
No alternative specific constants (ASCs) enter the utility function due to the high num-
ber of alternatives. Alternative-specific constants are typically not included in estimation
of spatial choice models for practical reasons as there are usually a large number of alterna-
tives involved (Anas, 1982). We note that this might lead to some endogeneity problems
caused by the omission of unobserved (by the analyst) attributes specific to each store
alternative (Guevara, 2010). Chain store and online channel dummy variables capture the
mean effects of some of these unobserved attributes. Similarly, we explored using other
dummy variables associated with certain groups of alternatives (i.e., area type, pricing
strategy, store format) as they are also potentially useful for absorbing the bias associated
with omission of alternative specific unobserved attributes. It was, however, not always
possible to estimate the coefficients separately due to multi-collinearity issues resulting
from certain chains operating through certain store formats with strategic locations (e.g.,
Co-op focuses on small stores with convenient location, Aldi is a discounter store and all
stores will adopt the same pricing strategy).
Travel distances were calculated for each home-store pair. The decision to include
distances from home location was taken as work locations or other visits before or after the
shopping occasion is not observed from the consumer panel data. In reality, the decision
to trip chain might have an influence on the choice of store as individuals will select store
locations so that they can conveniently participate in other activities during the day. For
instance, if a person decides to combine his commute to work with grocery shopping,
he may choose to shop from a store near work or conveniently located on his commute
route (supermarket near the tube station he gets off when coming back from work). Trip
chaining behaviour for grocery shopping trips is less common in comparison to non-grocery
shopping trips (DfT, 2012), hence the potential influence of the restrictions imposed when
using home to store distances as the only explanatory will be less significant. We also used
distances interacted with a dummy variable for non-home based trips (neither trip end
is home) and separately for home-store-home trips to capture potential effects, yet these
were not found to be significant. Using the log-transform for travel distances improved the
likelihood significantly suggesting presence of non-linear response to increase distances as
expected. Distance variable is also included in the final specification in interaction with
car ownership binary.
Floor area for in-store alternatives were available from Local Data Company, yet the
data was incomplete. For the missing values, a complementary dataset was used from the
UK Valuation Office Agency website. Using the log-transform for floor area improved the
likelihood significantly suggesting presence of non-linear response to increase floor areas
as expected and in line with findings from previous research.
Spatial attributes can be used to account for competition and agglomeration effects.
Agglomeration effects occur when presence of complementary store and other service
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providers in proximity increases the attractiveness of a store. Competition effects arise
when nearby competitors draw a certain proportion of the shopping demand. We exper-
imented with two variables to incorporate these effects in our model formulation. First,
we make use of a measure for walkability as a proxy measure for accessibility to different
services. Walk Score calculates a score based on distance to different categories of ameni-
ties and has been previously used in academic research (Manaugh and El-Geneidy, 2011).
While not officially supported in the UK, we thought it will provide useful information
on spatial characteristics of store locations. In the final specification, we use a dummy
for the highest score category that we label as high street dummy. Secondly, using GIS
tools, we calculated the number of competitor supermarkets within a threshold distance.
We experimented with different threshold values (e.g., 200m, 300m, 500m, 1 mile) and
found that using the number of competitor stores within 200m of each store location gives
the best model fit, which was in line with Local Data Company definition of competitor
threshold.
Pricing strategies and delivery fees influence the attractiveness of stores and channels.
However, representing prices of products offered poses a challenge as its influence on choice
behaviour will depend on many other interrelated factors including sales, promotions,
range of products in store, products the individual is interesting in buying on any given
shopping occasion etc. Still, our hypothesis was that consumers will have some expectation
for price levels for stores they visit based on previous experience and chain marketing
strategies. As a proxy price expectation variable, we calculated a price index for each
firm using pricing data published weekly by The Grocer magazine in the UK as explained
in Section 4.3. The coefficients estimated for the calculated price index, however, were
insignificant. Representing delivery fees in the utility formulation is also challenging due
to dynamic delivery prices based on basket costs, time of delivery, and time of order. We
experimented with a few different definitions for delivery fees as detailed in Section 4.3
for each online store, but none of the associated parameters were significant. No price or
delivery fee related variables were included in the final specification. We note, however, the
mean attractiveness captured by the chain dummies will account for some of the pricing
and delivery fee policy affects.
Basket characteristics are treated as exogenous in the presented models. This is a
potentially restricting assumption and will be addressed in future work. In reality the
choices regarding what to buy is interrelated with channel and store choice. Number of
items in the basket was not included in the final specification of the utility for online al-
ternatives only. We have also experimented with different explanatory variable definitions
using basket level information. For example, presence of fresh food items in the basket
(i.e. the number of items, share of items within the basket, monetary value, share in terms
of monetary value) were included in specification search with the expectation to find fresh
food items being less associated with online channels. Other product categories that are
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of potential interest as presented in Chapter 3 were also tested including bulky items and
non-food items.
Final specification of the utility function
Specification search was conducted using the MNL formulation (Section 5.2.2). The final
specification of the utility function included the following terms:
• Chain specific constants, with Tesco as the reference chain
• A constant associated with the interaction term for households in the social class cat-
egory with the highest income (Class AB) and upscale ratail chains (M&S, Waitrose,
Ocado)
• A constant for in-store alternatives where the associated walk-score is greater than
90 (i.e. high street dummy)
• Taste coefficients associated with in-store attributes of number of competitive gro-
cery stores within a 200m radius, natural logarithm of floor area (square meters),
and natural logarithm of distance between home and store location (miles)
• A taste coefficient interacting with natural logarithm of distance between home and
store location (miles) and car ownership binary
• Channel (online and in-store) specific constants, with in-store as reference
• A constant associated with the interaction term for households in the social class
category with the highest income (Class AB) and the online channel
5.2.2 Model Formulation
For the joint model of channel and store location, we use discrete choice models that belong
to the family of random utility models (RUM). An overview of discrete choice methods,
existing model structures, and estimation procedures are presented in Section 2.2.3. In
this section, we discuss potential applications of different model structures within the
generalised extreme value (GEV) family (the multinomial logit (MNL) model, the nested
logit (NL) model, the cross-nested logit (CNL) model) as well as the mixture models.
We assume that at each of observation n, the decicion-maker chooses one store alterna-
tive i from all available in-store and online options (from the choice set Cn) to maximize his
overall utility Uni. The utility Uni is composed of the observed part Vni and the unobserved
part (error term) εni. The observed (deterministic) part of the utility, Vni, is a function
of taste parameters, β, and selected explanatory variables, xni including attributes of al-
ternatives, socio-demographic characteristics of shoppers, and situational factors (Section
5.2.1). The probability that the decision maker chooses store i for a given choice situation
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n can therefore be represented as Pni = P (Vni + εni > Vnj + εnj , ∀j "= i, ∀j ∈ Cn). Differ-
ent assumptions about the distribution of error terms εn lead to different model forms for
capturing various correlation structures among alternatives. Higher complexity of formu-
lations, however, often poses challenges for estimation due to computational limitations
and insufficient data. We further investigate the difficulties in retrieving parameters with
limited data for the more advanced formulations in Chapter 7.
Multinomial logit model
In the MNL model, the assumption on the error terms of being identically and indepen-
dently distributed following type I extreme value distribution leads to a convenient from for
choice probabilities (McFadden, 1974a). The resulting form is attractive as it offers signif-
icant advantages for estimation. However, independence from irrelevant alternatives (IIA)
property is potentially restricting when correlation exists between the random utilities
associated with alternatives in the choice set. This might lead to unrealistic substitution
patterns. In the context of store and channel choice for instance, some stores might be
similar to each other in ways that are not fully captured in the observed utility and their
utilities will share many unobserved attributes. The MNL form will fail to account such
correlation due to its assumption of independent random terms.
The model structure for MNL is described in Figure 5.1. In this tree, all alternatives
belong to the root and hence IIA holds across all alternatives. There is a proportional
substitution across all branches (all alternatives).
online
st. 1
... online
st.6
in-store
st. 7
in-store
st. 8
... in-store
st. 1101
Figure 5.1: MNL structure for channel and store choice
Nested logit model
Correlation across alternatives may be accounted for using joint distributions for the error
terms. The NL model is widely used, where the choice set is assumed to be divided
into mutually exclusive subsets (nests) where there is an increased correlation among
alternatives within the same nest. In the context of channel and store choice, alternatives
can be partitioned into two nests: online (mon) and in-store (min). The three diagram in
Figure 5.2 describes the model structure we adopted. Each branch represents a nest of
store alternatives within which IIA holds. There is proportional substitution across stores
within the same nest but not across nests.
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online mon
store 1 ... store 6
in-store min
store 7 store 8 ... store 1101
Figure 5.2: Two-level nested logit structure with online and in-store nests
For the NL model, two additional logsum parameters associated with each nest, µon
and µin, were estimated. These provide a measure of the degree of correlation between
alternatives in the respective nest; the higher the value of µm, the higher the correlation
between the unobserved utilities of alternatives in the same nest. The logsum parameters
are restricted so that µm ≥ 1 to be consistent with utility maximization, and if µm = 1, ∀m
the NL reduces to the MNL model as depicted in Figure 5.1.
In the analysis of store and channel choice, other nesting structures are also plausible:
nesting by chain (retail firms such as Tesco, Asda, Sainsbury’s etc.), nesting by pricing
strategy (i.e., chain types including group-of-five, discounters, upscale retailers), nesting
by store format (e.g., convenience, supermarket, hypermarkets based on floor area). The
NL model can also be extended to allow for higher-level nesting to allow for correlation
among multiple dimensions. For example, Figure 5.3 presents a representation of two
potential three-level nested logit model formulations. In Figure 5.3a, the channel nests
are further partitioned into subnests for different retail chains. Alternatively, in Figure
5.3b, the stores are first partitioned into chain nests at the top, and then to channel nests
at the bottom.
There are two main problems with using higher-level nesting in this context. First, new
parameters are introduced for estimation to account for the degree of correlation among
alternatives for each level of nesting. This complicates the model structure and estima-
tions of such complex forms is not always possible with limited observations. Secondly,
the multi-level nesting will only accommodate correlation along selected dimensions. For
example, in the structure presented in Figure 5.3a, it will not be possible to account for
heightened correlation among stores that are in different channels nests but operated by
the same firm (e.g., Tesco online and Tesco in-store).
Cross nested logit
Issues in accounting for correlations along multiple choice dimensions (e.g., channel, store
format, chain) in higher level nested logit models can be addressed by utilising the cross
nested logit structure. CNL models allow the alternatives to be allocated into multiple
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online mon
Tesco kt
store 1
...
...
Waitrose kw
store 6
in-store min
Tesco kt
store 7 ...
Asda ka
... ...
...
... ...
Waitrose kw
... store 1101
(a) Three-level nested logit structure with channel on top
Tesco kt
online mon
store 1
in-store min
store 2 ... ...
...
online mon
...
in-store min
... ... ...
Waitrose kw
online mon
...
in-store min
... ... store 1101
(b) Three-level nested logit structure with retail chain on top
Figure 5.3: Alternative three-level nested logit structures for store choice
nests (Section 2.2.3). For instance, building from Figure 5.3, the CNL structure will allow
for the store alternative to belong to both a channel nest m and a chain nest k. Ad-
ditional parameters that represent the degree to which each alternative belong to these
nests will also be estimated. Using the CNL structure, correlation among additional mul-
tiple dimensions can also be accounted for, e.g., store format (convenience, supermarket,
hypermarket), pricing strategy (discounter, up-scale, high-low), location (high-street, out-
of-town, shopping mall). Similar to multi-level NL, the analyst might face challenges
in estimation for CNL due to the complex model formulation, the need for estimating
additional parameters, and limitations in empirical data.
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Mixture models
Consumer panel data is characterised by repeated choices, where the same set of individ-
uals (i.e., members of the panel) are observed over time at multiple choice situations. In
our dataset, for instance, we observe 121 main shoppers over one week for a total of 273
store choice occasions. Incorporating panel effects by accounting for correlation between
repeated observations from the same individual requires estimation using mixture models
(Section 2.2.3). The coefficients for the selected explanatory variables may be specified
to vary over decision makers and to be constant over observations from the same person
(Train, 2009). Mixture models can also account for taste variation over choice occasions
(e.g., resulting from variety seeking or other situational factors); by specifying the taste
coefficients to vary over choice occasions as well as over decision makers following some
correlation structure. In this context, mixed-GEV models building on the proposed NL or
CNL structures can be formulated. Simulation is required for estimating mixture models
including mixed logit and mixed-GEV models. Further burden is placed on simulation
for estimating models that allow for both inter- and intra- personal taste heterogeneity.
Estimating mixed logit models where choice sets are large requires significant computa-
tional power and are often problematic for practical applications. Methods for sampling
alternatives from the large choice set to allow for practical estimations were suggested in
literature (Guevara and Ben-Akiva, 2013a).
5.2.3 Model Estimation
We use maximum likelihood estimation methods (Section 2.2.3) for estimating the param-
eters for the model formulations proposed in Section 5.2.2. There were two main challenges
when calibrating models using elemental alternatives with our dataset. First, there were
computational challenges associated with the large choice set with the number of store
alternatives in the choice set being over a thousand. Secondly, identifiability problems
were encountered due to data limitations and lack of variability in our observations for the
more complex forms; hence we were not able to empirically test them using our dataset.
We report empirical results for the basic multinomial logit and two level nested logit mod-
els, no results are reported for more complex forms (multi-level nested logit, cross-nested
logit, and mixture models).
In the following subsections, we first give a brief introduction to sampling of alter-
natives methods developed to overcome challenges associated with large choice sets in
MNL and GEV models (Section 5.2.3). For the application here, it was possible to esti-
mate parameters for the basic MNL structure using readily available routines in python
BIOGEME (Bierlaire, 2003). However, it was not computationally feasible to estimate
parameters for the two-level nested logit formulation presented in Figure 5.2 using the full
choice set. In Section 5.2.3, we provide a description of the applied methods for sampling
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of alternatives to estimate the proposed NL model, formulation for the corrected likelihood
function which was used in the respective python code for BIOGEME.
Sampling alternatives for choice model estimation
When modelling store choice at the level of elemental alternatives, the number of alterna-
tives becomes so large (i.e., n > 1000) that achieving convergence for estimation within
a sensible time-frame becomes a computational challenge. In addition to computational
challenges, it may sometimes be impractical or impossible to collect information on at-
tributes of all available alternatives in large choice sets. Similar challenges associated with
huge large sets arise in many empirical applications such as route choice and destination
choice. In these cases, the analyst may want to estimate a model using a subset of all
alternatives. Challenges associated with large choice sets create problems especially for
the more advanced formulations of GEV (i.e., NL, CNL) and mixture models for which
estimation needs significant resources and time even for small choice sets. Sampling of
alternatives from the true choice set for estimation offers a practical solution, yet intro-
duces bias in parameter estimations that needs to be addressed with a correction to the
log-likelihood function for maximum-likelihood estimation (McFadden, 1974b).
For the MNL model, McFadden (1974b) proposed a correction approach to obtain con-
sistent estimators when sampling alternatives, the modified log-likelihood function is given
in Eq. (5.1).
LL =
N∑
n=1
ln
eVin+lnpi(Dn|i)∑
j∈Dn
eVjn+lnpi(Dn|j)
(5.1)
where
i = chosen alternative
N = number of observations
Vjn = observed component of utility for alternative j, observation n
Dn = sampled set of alternatives with J˜n elements
pi(Dn|j) = probability of sampling Dn given j is the chosen alternative
The correction to the log-likelihood function in Eq. (5.1) depends on the sampling
method used. If pi(D|i) = pi(D|j) for all i, j ∈ D ⊂ C, then the correction terms cancel
out from Eq. (5.1). For instance, when sampled subset includes the chosen alternative
(for estimation purposes) and draws randomly from the set of non-chosen alternatives
without replacement, no correction is needed (Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1985). This makes
MNL estimation with sampling alternatives relatively straight forward as the correction
can simply be ignored.
For the GEV models, Bierlaire et al. (2008) presented a brief discussion of correction
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for sampling alternatives as a potential interpretation of their proposed estimator for GEV
models for choice-based samples. Later, Lee and Waddell (2010) presented results from
an application of their proposed correction approach for nested logit. Their approach was
later criticised by Daly et al. (2014) as the formula they suggest for the corrected utility is
different from the McFadden (1974b)’s formula for the MNL case. More recently, Guevara
and Ben-Akiva (2013b) proposed the correction (i.e. the GBA correction) in Eq. (5.2) to
the log-likelihood function for estimating GEV models with sampling of alternatives2.
LL =
N∑
n=1
ln
eVin+lnGin(Dn)+lnpi(Dn|i)∑
j∈Dn
eVjn+lnGjn(Dn)+lnpi(Dn|j)
(5.2)
where
i = chosen alternative
N = number of observations
Vjn = observed component of utility for alternative j, observation n
Dn = sampled set of alternatives with J˜n elements
pi(Dn|j) = probability of sampling Dn given j is the chosen alternative
Gin(Dn) = derivative of the GEV generating function G
with respect to eVin calculated over the subset Dn
In the case of NL, as Guevara and Ben-Akiva (2013b) show, lnGin corresponds to Eq.
(5.3) when all alternatives in nest m(i) (i.e. choice set Cm(i)n) is considered:
lnGin = (
µ
µm(i)
)(ln
∑
j∈Cm(i)n
eµm(i)Vjn) + lnµ+ (µm(i) − 1)Vin (5.3)
In the case of sampling alternatives, if a subset Dm(i)n is drawn from the full choice set
of alternatives in the nest Cm(i)n, the only term affected and hence need to be approximated
in Eq. (5.3) is the logsum (the term Bin =
∑
j∈Cm(i)n
eµm(i)Vjn). This logsum term can
be approximated with sampled alternatives for estimation using Eq. (5.4).3
Bˆin =
∑
j∈Dm(i)n
wjne
µm(i)Vjn =
∑
j∈Dm(i)n
n˜jn
E(n˜jn)
eµm(i)Vjn (5.4)
2Daly et al. (2014) pointed out that this approach can be seen as an extension of Ben-Akiva and Lerman
(1985)’s findings that show the utility equation used here (i.e., Uin = Vin + lnGin) without sampling can
be use to represent any GEV model.
3Note that, if the sampling protocol and the nesting structure adopted do not require any logsums to
be approximated (i.e. if all alternatives in a nest are included), then no correction is needed for lnGin
(Daly et al., 2014). To illustrate this point, Daly et al. (2014) gives the following example: ”For example,
with a mode-destination choice model with destinations above modes (i.e., the destination utility contains
a logsum over modes) for which destinations are sampled but not modes, there is no approximation of
logsums.”
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where
wjn = expansion factors required for an unbiased and consistent estimator
n˜jn = number of times j is included in the sample for observation n
E(n˜jn) = expected number of times j might be sampled to construct Dn
For logit mixture models, Azaiez (2010) and Guevara and Ben-Akiva (2013a) findings
suggest that some of the proposed corrections offer a suitable and practical solution to
estimating mixed models with sampled alternatives, however the behaviour of suggested
estimators depend on the underlying data.
GBA correction for NL: application to joint choice of channel and store
For estimating the nested logit model for joint choice of channel and store (Figure 5.2), the
sampling protocol adopted was stratified sampling by nest to simplify the correction term.
The chosen alternative is always included for estimation purposes. For the online nest,
all alternatives are included as there are only six online alternatives (i.e. Jon = ˜Jon = 6).
From the remaining set of non-chosen in-store alternatives, a random sample was drawn
without replacement to make a total of J˜in = 200, 300, 500, 700 alternatives.
When the nesting structure presented in Figure 5.2 is considered with the sampling
protocol adopted, logsum correction is needed for the in-store nest only for approximating
lnGin. For the online nest, no correction is needed as all online alternatives are always
included in the choice set. The sampling protocol is without replacement, therefore n˜jn = 1
and E(n˜jn) is equal to the probability of sampling alternative j for observation n (Guevara
and Ben-Akiva, 2013b). We have full control over the true choice set, and therefore the
re-sampling approach proposed by Guevara and Ben-Akiva (2013b) was adopted. In re-
sampling, the setDn used for calculating the sampling correction term pi(Dn|i). A different
set, D˜n, is drawn from the true choice set for Eq. (5.4). The former (Dn) is required to
contain the chosen alternative for estimation, while the latter (D˜n) has no such restrictions.
For the application here, the term pi(Dn|i) will correspond to:
pi(Dn|i) =


(
Jin − 1
J˜in − 1
)
−1
(
Jon
˜Jon
)
−1
if i ∈ min
(
Jon − 1
˜Jon − 1
)
−1
(
Jin
J˜in
)
−1
if i ∈ mon
(5.5)
We can show, following Guevara (2010) that
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(
Jm − 1
J˜m − 1
)
=
(Jm − 1)!
(J˜m − 1)!(Jm − 1− (J˜m − 1))!
=
J˜m
Jm
(
Jm
J˜m
)
(5.6)
Therefore
pi(Dn|i) =


Jin
˜Jin
(
Jin
J˜in
)
−1
(
Jon
˜Jon
)
−1
if i ∈ min
Jon
˜Jon
(
Jin
J˜in
)
−1
(
Jon
˜Jon
)
−1
if i ∈ mon
(5.7)
From Eq. (5.7), the second and third terms are equal for both nests. They do not vary
over alternatives, hence drop out as they appear within the ln function when calculating
the sampling correction term as shown in Eq. (5.8).
lnpi(Dn|i) =


ln Jin
˜Jin
if i ∈ min
ln Jon
˜Jon
if i ∈ mon
(5.8)
As Jon = ˜Jon, no correction term is added for online alternatives in Eq. (5.2). For
the instore alternatives, the correction term is calculated for J˜in = 200, 300, 500, 700 and
Jin = 1095.
Model estimations were carried out using python BIOGEME. The data file was pre-
pared so that it contains two subsets of alternatives drawn from the full choice set, Dn
and D˜n. The former set is used for calculating the denominator of the likelihood function,
while the latter is used for approximating lnGin in Eq. (5.2).
5.2.4 Results
This sections describes the estimation results from the basic MNL model (Figure 5.1)
using the full choice-set and the NL model (Figure 5.2) with sampling of alternatives,
using 273 observations from 121 individuals. The nesting parameters for the online and
in-store nests in the NL model were both insignificant, and the NL model did not provide
a significantly better fit than the MNL model. Estimations were purely cross-sectional.
It was not possible to test more complex model forms (i.e. three-level nested logit, cross
nested logit, mixed logit). Therefore, we discuss findings from the basic MNL specification.
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Multinomial logit
It was computationally feasible to estimate the MNL model without using sampling alter-
natives, we report results from the MNL model that was estimated using the full choice
set in Table 5.1. Note that only the estimated parameters in the final utility specification
are shown and normalised parameters are also listed explicitly.
All chain dummies were included in the final specification, albeit only some were
significant. Dummy for Tesco, which has the highest market share, was normalized to
zero. The lack of significance may be caused by lack of enough observations for the
corresponding chains. The coefficients for chain dummies that were significant all have
negative signs as expected in line with their lower market shares with respect to Tesco. The
dummy for the highest social class category (AB) enters the utility function for upscale
chains (i.e., Waitrose, M&S, Ocado) and online alternatives. Separate coefficients were
estimated and both were positive as expected. Households in higher social class categories
are more likely to visit upscale stores and shop from online stores.
The online dummy (nest specific) coefficient was positive and significant. This suggests
that the mean attractiveness of the online channel for online shoppers and basket sizes
over £25 is positive. This potentially results from the fact that adopters are already
have positive attitudes towards the online channel. Since the online alternatives were only
made available to adopters, the corresponding taste coefficient captures their preferences
and does not necessarily reflect the preferences of the full sample. It might, however, also
indicate that once people adopt online shopping and become aware of the services offered,
it becomes an attractive alternative. This would suggest that while the online channel in
the grocery market today is small and the adoption rates are low, as more people adopt
online shopping we might see that the online channel will draw a significant market share
from in-store alternatives. When the model is estimated with online alternatives available
for all basket sizes, the coefficient for the number of items in the basket interacted with
online channel dummy was positive. It was no longer significant when the availability
conditions are set so that there is a minimum basket value threshold. This suggests that
among basket sizes over £25, there is no significant association between online channels
and larger baskets. Since online shopping and deliveries is not an option for smaller
basket sizes due to supply side limitations, data was not available to study preferences
for different channels for smaller baskets. This is a form of selection bias where the
estimations are carried out where no observations are available from subsamples with
certain characteristics (Train, 1986). This is potentially an interesting area of research for
retailers to understand the demand if they reduce delivery tresholds for online orders.
As expected, longer distances are associated with declining utilities. The farther the
store is from the home location, the smaller is its utility. Owning a car will reduce the
negative effect of longer distances on the utility. Larger stores are more attractive.
The coefficient estimated was negative for the high street dummy and positive for
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number of competitors in close proximity. This finding might be seen as counter intuitive
as the expectation is for agglomeration to have a positive and competition to have a
negative effect on utility. This finding reveals a potentially interesting aspect of choice for
grocery store choice. People are less likely to go to the city centre (e.g. Oxford Street) with
many attractions (e.g., non-grocery shops, theatres, pubs) to do their grocery shopping.
However, if the retail mix design includes and multiple supermarkets (e.g., leading to a
less dense centre design such as High Street Kensington) it will become more attractive.
Nested logit
Table 5.1 summarizes results from the NL model (Figure 5.2), which was estimated using
sampling alternatives where Jon = 6, J˜in = 500 following the sampling protocol described
in the previous section. The likelihood function included the sampling correction described
in Section 5.2.3. The nesting parameters were insignificant (not significantly different from
one) both for the in-store nest, µin, and the online nest, µon. The chi-square test revealed
that we cannot reject the null hypothesis that the unrestricted NL model does not provide
a significantly better fit than the restricted MNL model. For comparing model fits, the
MNL model was estimated using the same sampled set with the correction factor proposed
by McFadden (1974b) (we do not present the results here).
In Table 5.1, null likelihood values for MNL and NL models are different. This results
from the different choice sets used for estimating these models. The full choice set, Jon = 6,
Jin = 1095, was used for the MNL model, whereas a sampled choice set, i.e. Jon = 6, J˜in =
500, was used for the NL model. The direction and magnitude of estimated coefficients
for the NL model estimated using the sampled set are consistent with the MNL estimates.
The minor differences also result from the differences in the estimation samples used.
We expected to find heightened correlation between alternatives that are either of the
same channel (in-store vs. online), belong to the same chain (Tesco vs. Waitrose) or
same type of chain (upscale vs. discounters). However, none of the alternative nesting
structures presented in Section 5.2.2 were found to offer a significantly better fit than the
basic MNL structure and estimated nesting parameters were not significantly different
from one. This finding might suggest that there exists no heightened correlation among
unobserved utilities. It might also be related to sample size issues and our empirical
data set not being sufficiently large to enable identification of nesting parameters. To
investigate and better understand these issues, we conducted Monte Carlo experiments
using simulated data presented in Chapter 7. Our findings suggest that while it is possible
to retrieve taste parameters with lower number of observations, severe identification issues
arise for nesting parameters with limited observations even when heightened correlation
exists in the sample between the unobserved utilities. We conclude that a larger sample is
needed for testing whether more advanced model formulations provide a better explanation
to the underlying choice behaviour involved in store and channel choice.
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5.3 Model M2: Store, Channel, and Travel Mode Choice
5.3.1 Model Specification
The aim in this section is to build on the choice model developed in Section 5.2 and
incorporate travel mode choice dimension. Three travel modes are available to decision
makers for the 1095 in-store alternatives: driving, public transport, and walking. We do
not distinguish between different public transport options due to the limited number of
observations and lack of variability in our dataset. Similarly, due to data limitations,
we do not distinguish between home deliveries and click&collect for the six online store
alternatives. The resulting universal choice set consists of 3291 alternatives, n = 3 ∗
1095+6. Driving for in-store alternatives is only available to people who selected ‘car was
available for this shopping trip’ option in response to the relevant question in the add-on
survey (Chapter 4). As before, online alternatives are only available to online shoppers
and for basket sizes over £25. The same definitions and procedures were used for the
decision maker, choice set generation, and specification search.
Explanatory variables used in the specification search
The list of explanatory variables considered for inclusion in the utility function are largely
similar to Section 5.2.1. In the interest of space and to avoid repetition, here we only
describe the additional variables associated with the travel mode alternatives.
Mode specific constants were used where the constant associated with the driving mode
was fixed. Dummies for different modes were also interacted with socio-demographic
variables (e.g. social class, number of adults and children in the household) and situational
factors (e.g. number of items in the basket, presence of adults and other children when
shopping).
Travel times associated with different modes were available for each home-store pair.
In the final specification, log-transform of travel times by different modes was used. Dif-
ferent coefficients were estimated for each mode to capture the differences in how people
value travel time by different travel modes. We have also tested to see if the travel time
coefficients for different modes are statistically different from each other.
Trip chaining effects can partially be captured by the additional data available from the
add-on travel survey that collects information on whether the recorded shopping trip was
home-based (i.e., the decision maker was at home just before and just after the recorded
grocery shopping activity). We hypothesise that people might be more willing to visit
farther stores if shopping activity is chained with other travel purposes like work or social
activities. Public transport mode, for instance, might be more often used for grocery
shopping trips that were conducted on the way from work to home. To capture these
effects, we included a home-based indicator variable in the utility function, interacted
with different travel modes and also travel times. However, none of the coefficients were
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significant hence home-based indicator variables were excluded from the final specification.
Additional interaction terms were used where the travel mode specific dummies were
interacted with demographics variables (e.g., age, social class, household size) and situa-
tional factors (e.g., basket size). For instance, higher social class dummy was interacted
with the car mode and the public transport mode separately. The basket size variable
measured by either the monetary value of the basket or the number of items in the basket
was also interacted with different travel modes.
Final specification of the utility function
Specification search was conducted using the MNL model. The final specification of the
utility function included the following terms:
• Chain specific constants, with Tesco as the reference chain
• Mode specific constants for home deliveries, public transport, walking, with driving
as the reference travel mode
• A constant associated with the interaction term for households in the social class cat-
egory with the highest income (Class AB) and upscale ratail chains (M&S, Waitrose,
Ocado)
• A constant for in-store alternatives where the associated walk-score is greater than
90 (i.e. high street dummy)
• Taste coefficients associated with in-store attributes of number of competitive gro-
cery stores within a 200m radius and natural logarithm of floor area (square meters)
• A constant associated with the interaction term for households in the social class
category with the highest income (Class AB) and the online channel
• Taste coefficients associated with natural logarithm of travel times between home
and store locations (minutes) for each travel mode (i.e., walking, public transport,
driving)
• A taste coefficient interacting with the number of items in the basket and the walking
mode
5.3.2 Model Estimation
In destination and mode choice models, alternative nesting structures with destination
over mode and mode over destination are often tested. In a similar vein, we have also
experimented with multinomial logit and alternative nesting structures as presented in
Figure 5.4.
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walking driving public t.
(c) Nested logit structure with store on top
Figure 5.4: Alternative logit structures for channel, store, and travel mode choice
The MNL model was estimated with the full choice set, without the need for sampling
alternatives. The decision makers choose between 3291 alternatives among which six
are online stores offering home deliveries. For the NL models, methods for sampling of
alternatives presented in Section 5.2.3 were used for estimations where in-store alternatives
were sampled but not modes. As in Section 5.2.3, all online alternatives and a randomly
sampled set of in-store alternatives were included in the choice set used for estimations.
For the NL structure with stores over modes depicted in Figure 5.4c, there is no logsum
term that needs to be approximated, hence no correction is needed for estimations. For
the case with modes over stores as in Figure 5.4b, the logsum term that appears in the
probability functions (Eq. (5.3)) of in-store alternatives needs to be approximated due to
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sampling of alternatives. No correction is needed for online alternatives and delivery mode
nest since all relevant alternatives are included in the estimation choice set. For in-store
alternatives, as in Section 5.2.3, the re-sampling approach was adopted. The correction
term is computed with J˜in = 200 using Eq. (5.8). Model estimations were carried out
using python BIOGEME. Two choice sets, Dn and D˜n, were drawn from the actual choice
set for estimations. The former is required to contain the chosen alternative and used
for computing the denominator of the likelihood function; the latter has no restriction
regarding the inclusion of the chosen alternative and used for approximating lnGin.
5.3.3 Results
Table 5.2 shows the estimation results for Model M2, both for the MNL model with the full
choice set and the NL model depicted in Figure 5.4b with sampling alternatives. Neither
of the NL models offered an improvement over the basic MNL form. Estimated nesting
coefficients were not significantly different from one. We did not find the expected height-
ened correlation among virtual alternatives and among alternatives that share a common
travel mode. To explore potential reasons behind our results, we looked into potential
identifiability problems arising from issues with small sample sizes and low adoption rates
for certain groups of alternatives. Our findings and details are presented in Chapter 7. We
conclude that it might be possible to retrieve taste coefficients even with limited sample
sizes, it is highly unlikely to identify heightened correlation among unobserved utilities
(i.e. nesting parameters) using small samples. Hence, our sample limitations might ex-
plain our findings for the nesting parameters. Here, we present our estimation results for
the MNL model.
Most variables from Model M1 were included in the final specification for Model M2.
Travel distance variables were left out and the travel times by different modes were intro-
duced. A comparison of Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 shows the estimated coefficient values
and significance levels for all of the shared variables are largely similar.
Travel mode dummies were included in the final specification where the dummy for
the driving mode was normalised to zero. The only mode available for online alternatives
was home deliveries, hence only one mode dummy was used for all online alternatives.
Coefficient for the walking mode was positive and this positive utility effect declines with
the number of items in the basket (i.e. walking mode becomes less attractive for large
basket shopping). Similarly, coefficient for the public transport mode was also positive with
a smaller magnitude. This suggests that walking and public transport modes are preferred
to driving mode after other effects in the model are accounted for. This result might seem
counter intuitive especially as the driving mode accounts for 53% of the observed shopping
trips. We did not have information on travel costs associated with different modes, hence
travel costs were excluded from the analyses. Hence, coefficients associated with the
public transport and walking modes also capture travel cost effects. Therefore, the size
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and direction of the mode dummies might partially be related to lower costs associated
with the walking and public transport alternatives. Further, the hassles associated with
the driving mode due to parking availability and fares might be influential. Also, public
transport modes might be attractive for certain routes that are not captured by the utility
specification.
Travel time coefficients were estimated separately for each mode. As expected, all
were negative. In terms of magnitude, the largest effect is for public transport. This is
in line with intuition as the time spent in public transport is often associated with more
discomfort when compared to driving and walking. The travel time coefficients estimated
for driving and walking were not significantly different from each other. We have also
estimated the model with time coefficients for driving and walking are restricted to be
equal, the non-restricted model presented in 5.2 did not offer a significant improvement
over the restricted model.
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5.4 Model Validation
Model estimations reported in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 were performed using observations from
the survey week provided by Kantar Worldpanel collected via the add-on travel survey.
This estimation sample included information on the exact location of each visited store and
observed travel mode choice for each of the recorded in-store trips. For model validation,
however, no additional dataset was available which contains information on store locations
and mode choice. Therefore, we use data collected over four weeks from the original version
of the consumer survey for validating estimated models. This holdout sample consists of
observations from the same households as the estimation sample for the one month period
prior to the survey week. Given the discrepancy in level of detail in the estimation and
holdout samples, it was not possible to compare predictions with observed choices at the
most disaggregate level using store and travel mode pairs. However, comparison at the
aggregate level was possible and carried out.
The data preparation process explained in Section 5.1 was followed, where trips to
smaller independent stores and shopping baskets that include no food or drink items were
excluded. The final holdout sample included 628 observations from 121 households. For
each of these observations, estimated models M1 and M2 were used for predicting store
and mode choice. Predicted market shares for elemental alternatives were aggregated for
computing predicted market shares for in-store and online channels and retail chains. This
allowed comparing model predictions with actual observations. A total of 18 categories
of retail chains and channels were used for model validation and comparisons. Table 5.3
shows the actual vs. predicted market shares using M1 and M2 for each of these aggregate
categories.
We quantified the discrepancy between the observed and predicted market shares for
the 18 aggregated categories shown in Table 5.3. We used two different performance
measures for this purpose: Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Cross Entropy (CE).
Formulations for both RMSE and CE are provided below.
RMSE =
√√√√ 1
J
J∑
j=1
(Pˆj − Pj)2 (5.9)
CE = H(P, Pˆ ) = −
J∑
j=1
Pj log Pˆj (5.10)
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where
J = number of alternatives
Pj = observed market share for alternative j
Pˆj = predicted market share for alternative j
Both measures quantify the amount of discrepancy thus, smaller values indicate higher
predictive performance. RMSE measures the average discrepancy between prediction and
observation. Although useful, RMSE does not quantify percentage of error. It treats
errors in rare events the same way as in frequent events. For instance an error of 0.01 for
a rare event with observed value 0.02 is more crucial than for an even with an observed
probability of 0.42. RMSE treats these differences equally. Using Mean Absolute Percent
Error (MAPE) offers an alternative, yet there are issues with using MAPE if any of the
observed values are zero, which is the case here. CE is another alternative that emphasizes
the differences for rare events and it is frequently used in rare event analysis. In addition,
the market shares, whether predicted or observed, add up to one and therefore, can be
Table 5.3: Comparison of predicted and observed market shares
Observed Predicted Predicted Predicted
% M1 % M2 % M Naive %
Instore 95.54 95.59 95.96 99.46
99P 0 0.64 0.6 2.45
Aldi 0 2.23 2.25 0.73
Lidl 0 2.14 2.15 2.63
Iceland 0 1.66 1.7 6.27
Poundland 0 1.43 1.4 3.54
Asda 7.32 6.82 6.94 2.36
Sainsburys 24.52 20.13 20.77 21.07
Tesco 44.9 38.55 38.42 31.61
Morrissons 7.17 7.19 7.36 2.45
Co-op 3.98 4.37 3.77 11.81
MS 0 4.09 4.15 7.45
Waitrose 7.64 6.35 6.46 7.08
Online 4.46 4.41 4.04 0.54
Asda Online 0 0.26 0.23 0.09
Sainsburys Online 0.48 0.44 0.39 0.09
Tesco Online 1.59 0.43 0.36 0.09
Morrissons Online 0.16 0.56 0.52 0.09
Waitrose Online 0 0.3 0.3 0.09
Ocado 2.23 2.42 2.25 0.09
Statistics
RMSE 0 2.3 2.26 4.86
Cross Entropy 1.6 3.19 3.18 4.47
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seen as probability distributions. RMSE does not take this fact into account, while CE
is defined for probability distributions. Since in our case online shopping is a rare event,
i.e. market shares are low, and the market shares are essentially probability distributions
cross-entropy might be a more appropriate metric for comparing different models. For
computing CE, we use a slightly modified version to Eq. (5.10) with actual probabilities
in the log function for better treatment of rare observations. Here we add 1e-6 to the zero
observed values.
In Table 5.3 in the last rows we present RMSE and CE measures comparing observed
values4 with predictions for all models: M1, M2 and MNaive. To understand these errors
in context we also performed a “naive” prediction of market shares, where individuals
randomly choose one store among all available alternatives. In other words, each store has
the same probability of being chosen. Hence, the shares in Table 5.3 for MNaive are simply
the ratio of the number of stores in each aggregate category to the total number of stores.
One point to note is CE measure attains its minimum value when Pj = Pˆj ∀j, however
this value is not equal to zero but to the entropy of P , i.e. H(P ) = −
∑
j Pj log (Pj).
In order to interpret the CE measures for the predictions we also present this minimum
value of CE in the observed column. The absolute values and the differences between CE
measures between different models can be interpreted based on this minimum value. For
instance, we see that a CE difference between M1 and M2 is small. On the other hand,
the difference between MNaive and the other models are much larger.
Results in Table 5.3 show that both M1 and M2 were able to estimate the market
shares with prediction error lower than 2.5% in RMSE. We observe that both M1 and
M2 halve the RMSE prediction error compared to the naive method. Similar behaviour
can also be seen for the cross-entropy. This improvement in prediction demonstrates the
power of the proposed methods in capturing choice behaviour.
Comparing M1 and M2 we notice that both models have similar error prediction in both
RMSE and CE. Model M2 performs slightly better in both measures. This improvement
might be due to the additional dimension, i.e. travel mode, incorporated in the model.
However, it might also be due to the specific sample and more tests and larger samples
are necessary to reach a conclusion.
5.5 Forecasting Analysis
In this section, we present brief examples for demonstrating how the estimated models of
store, channel, and travel mode choice can be used in forecasting under hypothetical future
scenarios. The aim here is purely illustrative and findings from scenario analyses are also
4In the holdout sample, we have no observed visits for some of the chain and channel categories (e.g.,
99P, Aldi, Lidl, Iceland, Poundland, M&S, Asda Online, Waitrose Online). While we had at least one
observation from each of the categories in the estimation sample, the number of observations were very
small, each accounting for less than 2% of all trips.
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helpful for model interpretation. Model estimations will need to be carried out using a
larger representative sample of the population to carry out forecasting for the purposes
of guiding decision making for retailers or policy makers. Our forecasting examples make
use of the same four weeks of observations used in model validation. The final set used
for forecasting consisted of 628 observations from 121 households.
In the forecasting exercise, we use the estimated parameters from M2 developed in
Section 5.3 to calculate probabilities for each store and mode pair (elemental alternatives)
using MNL for each of the recorded shopping occasions. The market shares here represent
the share of trips, not the share of spending. Note that the IIA properties of the MNL
model apply to individual probabilities, and not the population shares. The heterogene-
ity in the population and also across choice situations is accounted for via the included
explanatory variables in the final specification, i.e., social class, car ownership, and basket
size. The underlying and restricting assumption here is that the patterns of shopping in
terms of frequency and basket sizes will remain the same under the selected hypothetical
future scenarios. Yet, in reality, shopping patterns will also shift. For example, when con-
sumers adopt online shopping they might start to shop less frequently with larger basket
sizes. Further, the retail environment is likely to respond to changes in shopping behaviour
with closures and new store openings across formats. This would effectively mean a change
in the set of available alternatives, yet we keep the universal choice set fixed for forecasts.
There is another strong assumption here that the taste parameters estimated will stay
unchanged in these future retail scenarios. Limitations of this approach therefore should
be acknowledged when interpreting findings, which we discuss when presenting forecasting
results.
The examples are not necessarily intended to be a realistic representation of any actual
future scenario. However, they are useful in illustrating the changes in market shares
that occur in response to changes in retail environment and household characteristics.
We report the aggregated market shares for each travel mode, store format, and retailer
type. Store format categories are determined based on store size. The size categories
used follow the store format definitions used in the UK retail sector (see Appendix):
convenience stores - small (S) with floor area less than 280m2, supermarkets - medium
(M) with floor areas between 280m2 and 2300m2, hypermarkets - large (L) with floor areas
above 2300m2. We also three categories of chain types based on pricing strategies: group-
of-five G5 (Asda, Sainsbury’s, Tesco, Morrissons, and Co-op), discounters (99P, Aldi,
Lidl, Iceland, Poundland), and upscale retailers (MS, Waitrose, Ocado). Discounters are
characterised by their low prices and the upscale retailers offer higher quality products at
higher prices. The output tables shows the aggregate probabilities (market shares) and
the percentage change from the base case for different adoption scenarios. For the base
case, we use the probabilities using the original availability assumptions used in model
estimations.
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5.5.1 Scenario Analysis: Adoption of Online Shopping
Our first set of examples makes use of different adoption scenarios for online shopping.
The aim of the scenarios is to examine what would happen if more people in our sample
adopted online shopping. In our estimations, the online alternatives were made available
only to shoppers who have already adopted online shopping and for basket sizes over £25.
For the different adoption scenarios presented in this section, the online alternatives are
made available for more decision makers and basket sizes.
• Adoption scenario A: Some additional attitudinal information towards online
shopping collected by Kantar Worldpanel via their annual Shape of Britain ques-
tionnaire was made available to us. The respondents are asked to express how much
they agree to the following statement using a likert scale5: I think I will be doing
more of my grocery shopping online in the future. Among the non-online shoppers in
our sample the ones who selected (1), (2), or (3) accounted for 27 individuals out of
87. For the adoption scenario A, we assume that the online channels are available to
them for basket sizes over £25, in addition to the 34 online shoppers in our original
sample.
• Adoption scenario B: All shoppers adopt online shopping and online alternatives
are only available for basket sizes over £25.
• Adoption scenario C: All shopper adopt online shopping and online alternatives
are available for all basket sizes (i.e. there is no restrictions on the minimum basket
size for home delivery).
The outputs are summarized in Table 5.4 and 5.5. Figure 5.5 also provides a summary
of the results using different aggregation categories. In all adoption scenarios, the online
channels draw more from the large hypermarkets and driving mode as expected. This
result is in line with both large stores and online shopping being associated with large
basket shopping. In scenario A, the percentage changes are marginal. This suggests that
a modest adoption is not likely to lead to major shifts in shopping related mobility patterns
and market shares. Under an aggressive adoption scenario where everyone (including the
reluctant segment) starts shopping online (scenario B), the online channels replace mostly
the large basket shopping trips to large stores. When we look at percentage change, we
observe that online shopping replaces both driving and public transport trips. Overall,
driving trips lose most, as their share was high to begin with. This would suggest a
significant reduction in car journeys for shopping. As expected, online alternatives are
a poorer substitute for trips to the small convenience stores and walking trips (that are
often associated with smaller basket sizes) especially when delivery is not an option for
5(1) Agree strongly, (2) Tend to agree, (3) Neither agree nor disagree, (4) Disagree strongly
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small basket sizes. If we look at percentage of changes across formats in more detail,
online channels draw more aggressively from the upscale stores as expected as higher
income groups are associated with a higher preference for both online and upscale stores.
Overall, trips to the big players in group-of-five lose most of the share of trips due to their
high market share to begin with. Most of these trips are replaced by online shopping
from upscale stores. This suggests that group-of-five players will lose their market share
to upscale competitors as more people adopt online shopping. These forecasts, however,
might be overestimating some of the effects as taste coefficients for online alternatives
capture preferences of adopters only. Their attitudes will not necessarily represent the
preferences of the full sample or the population in general as early adopters are a specific
group with already positive attitudes to virtual channels. Furthermore, Ocado, which is
an upscale retailer in our models, is among the first players in the online grocery market
in the UK. Their first mover advantage may diminish over time, hence the forecast might
be overestimating the share of up-scale retailers in future adoption scenarios.
Figure 5.5: Forecasting results from adoption scenarios
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Table 5.4: Forecasting results from adoption scenarios: travel modes and store formats
AGGREGATE SHARES CHANGE IN SHARES
BASE A B C A B C
Driving 56.94% 56.42% 51.51% 44.20% -0.91% -9.53% -22.38%
Large 36.85% 36.51% 33.40% 28.81% -0.90% -9.36% -21.81%
Medium 17.73% 17.54% 15.94% 13.59% -1.06% -10.08% -23.31%
Small 2.36% 2.37% 2.17% 1.79% 0.11% -8.03% -24.16%
Public transport 5.50% 5.45% 5.03% 4.37% -0.93% -8.57% -20.56%
Large 3.22% 3.18% 2.93% 2.53% -1.22% -8.98% -21.34%
Medium 2.07% 2.06% 1.91% 1.68% -0.54% -7.90% -19.10%
Small 0.21% 0.20% 0.19% 0.16% -0.39% -8.88% -23.12%
Walking 33.52% 33.38% 31.97% 26.87% -0.42% -4.62% -19.84%
Large 20.67% 20.51% 19.76% 16.83% -0.80% -4.39% -18.57%
Medium 11.44% 11.47% 10.87% 8.98% 0.20% -5.02% -21.52%
Small 1.41% 1.41% 1.34% 1.06% 0.03% -4.73% -24.93%
Online 4.04% 4.75% 11.49% 24.57% 17.59% 184.26% 507.87%
Table 5.5: Forecasting results from adoption scenarios: retailer types and channel
AGGREGATE SHARES CHANGE IN SHARES
BASE A B C A B C
G5 78.74% 78.57% 75.98% 70.97% -0.22% -3.51% -9.87%
In-store 77.25% 76.83% 71.65% 61.87% -0.55% -7.25% -19.91%
Online 1.49% 1.74% 4.33% 9.10% 16.72% 190.24% 509.47%
Upscale 13.16% 13.38% 16.54% 22.80% 1.67% 25.74% 73.30%
In-store 10.61% 10.37% 9.39% 7.33% -2.27% -11.51% -30.88%
Online 2.55% 3.01% 7.16% 15.47% 18.10% 180.76% 506.93%
Discounters 8.10% 8.05% 7.47% 6.23% -0.57% -7.72% -23.10%
5.5.2 Scenario Analysis: Superstore Closures
The second set of scenarios focus on understanding the impacts of superstore closures and
retailers’ focus on smaller store formats. Currently, large store formats (i.e. hypermarkets
and superstores) represent the highest market share in terms of spending in the UK (IGD,
2015e), and are also visited most frequently for grocery shopping trips as evident from
our consumer panel data (accounting for 58% of shopping trips in our survey week).
Retail analyses, however, show that the superstores’ performances are on the decline and
forecasts suggest closure of increasing number of superstores in the near future. The
expected decline in the performance of superstores is associated with increasing adoption
of online shopping in addition to life style shifts (IGD, 2015b; IGD, 2015a; Javelin Group,
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2015; Ruddick, 2015; Ruddick, 2014).
The selected scenarios are simplistic, yet are useful in examining what would happen
if more people adopt online shopping and superstores close down. In our forecasting
examples we use the adoption scenario A in combination with different superstore closure
scenarios.
• Closures scenario A: 30% of superstores in the choice set becomes unavailable, i.e.
close down. The selection of the stores are random, and the simulations for market
share were repeated five times with a different random set of superstores that are
made unavailable, and we report market shares based on average results from these
different runs. In line with adoption scenario A, online alternatives are available to
61 out of 121 decision makers.
• Closures scenario B: 50% of superstores in the choice set becomes unavailable.
Similar to closures scenario A, we report market shares based on average results
using different choice sets resulting from random closures. In line with adoption
scenario A, online alternatives are available to 61 out of 121 decision makers.
• Closures scenario C: All superstores close down and online alternatives are avail-
able to 61 out of 121 decision makers in line with the adoption scenario A.
The outputs are summarized in Table 5.6 and Table 5.7. When large stores become
unavailable, the percentage changes are most striking for small convenience stores and
online channels. This finding confirms the observed trends in the UK where the retailers
are increasingly investing in their online and convenience formats. The shares of different
travel modes do not change much for public transport and walk modes, and there is
a marginal decrease in driving trips. It is also possible to also add more convenience
stores in the choice set for more realistic future scenarios as the number of convenience
stores are expected to grow as we have done in Chapter 6. However, forecasting of the
exact location of future stores and their attributes will require development of additional
predictive models for store location decisions based on firm decision making and availability
of space. Alternatively, new smaller stores may be randomly allocated for future scenario
analysis. We do not have additional convenience stores in our future scenarios. This would
practically mean a higher share of trips to be allocated to smaller formats. Currently, the
predictions are potentially underestimating the shares of smaller convenience store formats
and overestimating the shares of medium sized supermarkets as well as online stores. The
results also indicate a reduction in shares for the group-of-five stores, this is due to the
fact that large stores are mostly operated by these retailers. Hence, store closures in large
formats mostly affect shares of these retailers and are getting replaced by trips to medium
or small sized stores to upscale retailers. In reality, the allocation of superstore trips will
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depend on new store openings; the current forecasts are potentially overestimating the
future shares for upscale retailers.
Figure 5.6: Forecasting results from store closure scenarios
Table 5.6: Forecasting results from store closure scenarios: travel modes and store formats
AGGREGATE SHARES CHANGE IN SHARES
BASE A B C A B C
Driving 56.94% 56.50% 56.50% 54.60% -0.77% -0.77% -4.10%
Large 36.85% 30.93% 25.87% 0.00% -16.06% -29.80% -100.00%
Medium 17.73% 22.62% 27.03% 48.03% 27.59% 52.46% 170.95%
Small 2.36% 2.96% 3.61% 6.57% 25.00% 52.67% 177.84%
Public transport 5.50% 5.57% 5.69% 6.00% 1.30% 3.44% 9.10%
Large 3.22% 2.74% 2.32% 0.00% -14.81% -28.01% -100.00%
Medium 2.07% 2.57% 3.05% 5.36% 23.84% 46.94% 158.61%
Small 0.21% 0.26% 0.32% 0.64% 26.28% 57.35% 210.52%
Walking 33.52% 33.32% 32.65% 32.50% -0.61% -2.60% -3.06%
Large 20.67% 17.32% 13.78% 0.00% -16.22% -33.31% -100.00%
Medium 11.44% 14.27% 16.71% 28.42% 24.75% 46.07% 148.37%
Small 1.41% 1.73% 2.15% 4.08% 22.63% 52.64% 189.62%
Online 4.04% 4.61% 5.16% 6.90% 14.04% 27.76% 70.80%
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Table 5.7: Forecasting results from store closure scenarios: retailer types and channels
AGGREGATE SHARES CHANGE IN SHARES
BASE A B C A B C
G5 78.74% 75.59% 74.08% 61.89% -4.00% -5.92% -21.40%
In-store 77.25% 73.85% 72.12% 59.17% -4.40% -6.64% -23.41%
Online 1.49% 1.74% 1.96% 2.72% 16.54% 31.37% 82.27%
Upscale 13.16% 13.86% 13.29% 14.70% 5.33% 1.04% 11.72%
In-store 10.61% 10.99% 10.09% 10.52% 3.60% -4.87% -0.86%
Online 2.55% 2.87% 3.20% 4.18% 12.57% 25.65% 64.08%
Discounters 8.10% 10.55% 12.62% 23.41% 30.26% 55.87% 189.05%
5.5.3 Scenario Analysis: Increasing Congestion
The third scenario example is aimed at understanding the implications of increased conges-
tion with longer travel times to grocery stores making the in-store channels less attractive.
Congestion only affects the public transport and driving modes (not walking). For rep-
resenting increasing travel times in scenario analysis, the travel times associated with all
stores are increased. It is a simplistic characterization of increasing congestion, yet offer
some insights to potential implication of decreasing accessibility to traditional in-store
formats.
• Congestion scenario A: The travel times for driving gets doubled, and the public
transport times get multiplied by a factor of 1.5 for representing the fact that con-
gestion will most likely affect the driving alternative more strongly than the public
transport alternative due to tube network being separated from the road network
and bus lanes. The baseline scenario for online shopping adoption is used, where
there is no further adoption of online shopping (i.e., online alternatives are available
to 34 out of 121 decision makers for basket sizes over £25).
The outputs are summarized in Table 5.8 and Table 5.9. Congestion will reduce the rel-
ative utilities associated with in-store alternatives for driving and public transport modes.
As a result, the share of the walking modes and online alternatives increase significantly
even with no further adoption. In reality, the percentage increase will be even higher for
online alternatives as more people are likely to start shopping online. The largest effect is
on the large stores that are associated with larger travel distances due to their out-of-town
locations. The upscale store shares increase slightly due to shifts to online channels where
the upscale stores are more attractive.
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Figure 5.7: Forecasting results from store congestion scenarios
Table 5.8: Forecasting results from congestion scenario: travel modes and store formats
AGGREGATE SHARES CHANGE IN SHARES
BASE A A
Driving 56.94% 23.44% -58.84%
Large 36.85% 15.14% -58.90%
Medium 17.73% 7.29% -58.86%
Small 2.36% 1.00% -57.72%
Public transport 5.50% 4.00% -27.24%
Large 3.22% 2.34% -27.47%
Medium 2.07% 1.51% -26.97%
Small 0.21% 0.15% -26.30%
Walking 33.52% 66.05% 97.05%
Large 20.67% 40.07% 93.87%
Medium 11.44% 22.96% 100.67%
Small 1.41% 3.02% 114.30%
Online 4.04% 6.51% 61.10%
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Table 5.9: Forecasting results from congestion scenario: retailer types and channels
AGGREGATE SHARES CHANGE IN SHARES
BASE A A
G5 78.74% 77.26% -1.88%
In-store 77.25% 74.68% -3.33%
Online 1.49% 2.58% 72.96%
Upscale 13.16% 14.40% 9.46%
In-store 10.61% 10.47% -1.28%
Online 2.55% 3.93% 54.16%
Discounters 8.10% 8.34% 2.93%
5.6 Summary
In this chapter we developed two choice models for the choice of channel, store, and travel
mode for grocery trips. Prior work on shopping destination choice in transport research
and store choice models in retailing neglected virtual alternatives. Models of channel choice
in retailing and marketing literature, on the other hand, ignore the heterogeneity within
each channel and do not consider travel related choices. The first contribution here is
expanding the store and destination choice models to incorporate online alternatives. This
allows for understanding the effects of increasing use of online shopping on different store
formats and retail segments. Further, these models can be used to quantify the impacts
of different future scenarios on individual stores as choice probabilities are computed for
each elemental alternative. Second contribution relates to integrating travel mode choice.
Joint choice models for destination and travel mode choice for shopping trips in transport
literature are common yet neglect emerging virtual alternatives. With the increase in
online channels and new services such as home deliveries and click&collect, the store and
travel mode combinations available to decision makers are increasing. Here, we build on
existing store location and mode choice models to include online alternatives with home
deliveries for grocery shopping trips. These models allow for understanding travel mode
choice related implications of future retail scenarios and increased online shopping. It was
not possible to estimate models where collection from stores or designated collection points
using traditional travel modes are available for online alternatives due to data limitations.
The framework developed here, however, can easily accommodate these alternatives if
empirical data becomes available.
One of the main barriers in developing choice models where online alternatives in-
cluded in the choice sets together with elemental in-store alternatives is lack of suitable
datasets which will allow empirical estimations. To address this challenge, we make use
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of consumer panel data, which is not commonly utilized in transport studies yet widely
used in marketing research. The dataset was augmented via an add-on travel survey as
described in Chapter 4. The augmented panel data was merged with store characteristics
datasets and travel times data by making use of emerging API based tools. However, as
it is commonly the case with RP data, there is a challenge in collecting high quality data
on attributes of all alternatives especially given the huge choice set. Another contribution
here is the use of non-traditional yet readily available data sources that have not been
used in this context to collect attributes data. We believe that the API based tools that
are becoming increasingly accessible might play a significant role and have potential value
for overcoming data challenges in discrete choice modelling. However, due to budget and
time limitations, it was not possible to fully exploit the potential of the identified sources
of data. For instance, it was not possible to utilize the data collected to study price effects
as derived variables were not significant. Yet, understanding price sensitivity for delivery
fees and windows is crucial for retailers especially in online grocery market characterized
by high logistics costs. We demonstrate and provide preliminary results from potential
datasets that will address identified data challenges. Wider and organised data collection
efforts will be required in the future to exploit the full potential of existing data sources.
Further, ambiguities around data usage rules need to be resolved to enable researchers
to access and utilise data collected by market research and technology companies that
are not always readily available for research purposes. We also highlight data collection
on digital alternative attributes poses further challenges due to their highly personalized
and dynamic nature. Data collection methods will need to be improved for capturing at-
tributes of online alternatives at the time of decision making. Alternatively, methodologies
may be developed to account for errors in selected attributes data for digital alternatives.
Such difficulty arises in many choice situations that are increasingly important with the
growth in digital economy. Hence, future work on analysing choices that involve digital
alternatives will need to address these challenges.
The methodological aspect of this work involved using well established techniques in
discrete choice modelling and sampling of alternatives methods to address computational
challenges associated with huge choice sets. Alternative methods to overcome some of
the computational challenges and also potentially reducing data collection burden will be
further discussed in Chapter 6. The novelty of this work did not involve development of
new methods. However, we realize that in situations where the interest lies in studying
rare events in particular, significant identifiability issues arise when applying existing tech-
niques especially where data is scarce. This was a significant limitation for our empirical
studies to explore application of advanced model formulations. We further investigate
these issues in Chapter 7.
Our results provide evidence that virtual alternatives currently offer an attractive sub-
stitute among early adopters for large basket shopping mostly for high income groups. This
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might suggest a significant reduction in shopping trips to hypermarkets and supermarkets
that are often associated with large basket shopping in aggressive adoption scenarios which
might lead to store closures. Currently, up-scale chains are stronger in the online market,
hence a wider adoption might potentially mean shifts in spending shares. Further, online
deliveries mostly draw from driving trips and less so from walking and public transport
trips. Forecasting examples demonstrated that developed models can be used to quantify
effects for policy and business decisions. It should however be noted that the forecasts
might overestimate the effects of increased online adoption, as the early adopters likely
have positive preferences towards virtual channels and chain types that is not necessarily
reflect preferences of the whole population.
The limitation of this work includes the limitations with the dataset resulting from
small sample size and few online shopping observations. Coefficients of parameters that we
expected to be influential on choice behaviour such as pricing strategies, delivery prices,
types of products in the basket were found to be not significant at the 0.05 level. Im-
portance of some parameters and nesting structures might become evident with larger
sample sizes. Other limitations resulting from the sample selection being limited to se-
lected London boroughs and not representative of the whole population should also be
noted, estimations with larger representatives samples are required for guiding decision
making for business or policy applications. Basket characteristics and shopping frequency
is treated as exogenous in the models developed in this chapter, an endogenous treatment
of these dimensions is required for a realistic representation. Future work should address
the limitations.
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Chapter 6
Modelling Store, Channel, and
Travel Mode Choice Using
Aggregated Alternatives
In Chapter 5, a model for store and channel choice was developed at the level of elemental
store alternatives. As discussed in the previous chapter, estimating choice models us-
ing elemental alternatives poses significant computational challenges when choice sets are
very large. To address these challenges, we employed methods for sampling alternatives
for estimation in Chapter 5. There are two main challenges for estimations at the level
of elemental alternatives: (i) collecting data on all attributes for each of the elemental
alternatives requires significant effort especially for collecting store level travel time data
for each of the alternative modes, and (ii) applying methods for sampling alternatives be-
comes even more challenging for testing more complex model formulations (e.g. NL, CNL,
ML) and requires computational power and further data preparation effort with poten-
tially limited benefits. An alternative approach to deal with the issue of huge choice sets
is to use aggregated alternatives. Alternatives can be aggregated based on major selected
characteristics suitable for the research context (e.g., geographical zones for destination
choice models, make and model for choice of vehicle choice). Aggregation will significantly
reduce the number of alternatives resulting in computational gains and reducing data re-
quirements. The downside of using aggregated alternatives, however, is that the accuracy
of the choice model will be reduced due to aggregation bias. Aggregated alternatives
will include a heterogeneous set of elemental alternatives and measuring attributes will
inevitably contain measurement errors (e.g. travel time to each store vs. travel time to an
aggregated set of stores), which can only be partially accounted for in model specification
(Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1985). Additionally, potential effects of future scenarios on a
particular alternative cannot be predicted since the unit of analysis is not individual but
aggregated alternatives. For example, effects of increased online shopping on a particular
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out-of-town superstore cannot be assessed that might be of interest. Choice models devel-
oped using aggregated alternatives can, however, be sufficient depending on the research
question. For instance, if the focus is not necessarily on understanding the choice between
individual stores but only on types of stores based on selected characteristics, use of ag-
gregation over alternatives might be suitable. This will have significant benefits due to
reduction in data requirements and computational requirements for estimation. The ex-
tent to which the aggregation bias will effect estimation results and predictive capabilities
need to be understood.
In this chapter we use aggregated alternatives based on retail chain and store format for
our empirical analysis. Using aggregated alternatives required further specification search
and a limited set of attributes data is used for characterising each alternative. Since
computational time for estimations were significantly reduced, nested logit estimations
were achieved within shorter time frames and using the universal choice set without the
need for sampling alternatives. Modelling the same choice behaviour as in the previous
chapter by using an alternative approach allows us to assess the benefits and disadvantages
associated with both approaches.
The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. The next section summarises
data preparation and aggregation of elemental store alternatives, and also provides a brief
background to use of aggregated alternatives in a discrete choice context. Section 6.2
describes model M3 estimations for joint choice of store and channel, similar to M1 pre-
sented in Section 5.2 by using aggregated alternatives instead of elemental alternatives.
In Section 6.3, the aim is to add the travel mode dimension and report on model develop-
ment M4 for the joint choice of channel, store, and travel mode similar to M2 presented
in Section 5.3. Finally, Section 6.4 presents a comparison of predicted trip shares using
developed models and observed shares in the holdout sample similar to Section 5.4.
6.1 Aggregation of Alternatives
6.1.1 Data Preparation
The same datasets described in Chapter 5 was used for estimations here. A usable sample
of 273 shopping occasions from a London sub-sample of 121 households (main shoppers)
were used for the modelling work in this chapter. Additional data preparation was required
to define aggregate alternatives and compute their attributes from store level data, which
were then used in specification search. Further details on data preparation are presented
in the following paragraphs.
In travel demand applications for destination and spatial choice, the alternatives are
often aggregated using geographical zones (see Section 2.4.2 for a detailed review). In
other applications, alternatives can be aggregated based on major characteristics depend-
ing on research questions (Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1985). In car type choice modelling,
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for instance, main characteristics such as make, model, body and fuel type have been
used to group alternatives in aggregate categories (Choo and Mokhtarian, 2004; Habibi
et al., 2015). In the context here, we use retail firms (i.e. different chains such as Tesco,
Asda, Waitrose etc.) and store formats (e.g. convenience, supermarkets, hypermarkets,
superstores) for grouping alternatives into aggregated categories. This approach might at
first seem unusual in the context of transport research, yet is commonly used in marketing
and retailing research (see Section 2.4.2 for a detailed review). Stores operated by the
same retailer within the same format category share many characteristics including prod-
uct portfolio, pricing, store atmosphere and consumers’ store choice behaviour is highly
influenced by these attributes (Chapter 3). Compared to aggregation by spatial zones,
grouping by chain and format is more suitable for our context. The use of selected cat-
egories will account for some of bias introduced by aggregation. The difficulty with this
approach, however, is representing the heterogeneity in spatial characteristics of individ-
ual stores in each category (e.g. travel times by different modes, near-by competitors and
other attraction centres) as discussed further in the following specification search subsec-
tions. Kantar Worldpanel collects retail firm information only for large retailers in the
UK; in our dataset 13 chains are represented. Store format categories can be used as
defined by retail firms (chains) themselves. Not all firms operate through multiple store
formats; for instance, discounters focus less on differentiating their stores by formats1. The
ones that do (e.g., group-of-five, M&S, Waitrose) often use store sizes to define different
formats, yet the format categorizations do not always precisely follow floor size threshold
values. Format definition for each of the stores is often available from retailers’ websites
which contain information on individual stores. However, scraping this data from chain
websites is difficult and time consuming as each firm has their own website infrastructure.
Therefore, we use the format definitions by the Institute of Grocery Distribution (IGD)2
for aggregation (IGD, 2015e) as described below. Following IGD definitions were largely
consistent yet not always fully in line with firm definitions.
• Convenience stores (format small - S) have a sales area of less than 280m2 that are
often open for longer hours and sell products across many grocery categories,
• Supermarkets (format medium - M) are defined as food focused stores with sales
areas between 280m2 and 2300m2, and
1Very recently, discounters in the UK have also started trialling with new formats to attract different
population segments (Holland, 2014; Wilmore, 2015). These strategies are still in their early days, however,
with a limited operations in new formats.
2IGD is a research and training charity in the UK that focuses on food and consumer goods industry with
a strong community of corporate members representing leading grocery retailers in the UK. Conversations
with retailers, market research companies, and academics in the field confirm the credibility of their
understanding and segmentation of the grocery retailing market in the UK. Therefore, we choose to adopt
their definitions for defining store formats as the experts in the field. More information on IGD is available
from their website: www.igd.com.
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• Hypermarkets and superstores (format large - L) have sales areas of greater than
2300m2 and often offer a wide range of grocery and non-grocery products.
• Online channels (format online - O) are internet based operations that allow pur-
chases via computers and mobile devices.
Using IGD store format definitions and retail firms for aggregation of elemental alter-
natives, we obtained 26 aggregate alternatives for channel and store choice: 20 in-store
and six online. Each of these aggregate alternatives contains multiple stores that share the
same main characteristics (e.g., format and firm) but are different with respect to other
attributes (e.g., floor area, accessibility, local environment, travel times from home loca-
tions). Table ?? summarises the resulting set together with the number of stores within
each aggregate alternative category. The number of elemental alternatives within an ag-
gregated alternative reflects its relative size and can therefore be used for correcting the
estimator to account for the heterogeneity within each category, which will be discussed
in the following section. Note that we are using the universal choice set definition from
the previous chapter, hence these numbers reflect the number of stores within the 7.5
mile threshold. Not all retail firms operate through all channels. For instance, discounter
stores operate only through medium sized supermarkets and Ocado is an exclusively online
retailer.
The location information for each of the elemental store units were available. We were
able to use this information to collect detailed travel times data for each of the home-
store pairs by different modes (driving, walking, public transport) using TfL’s Journey
Planner API and MapQuest Directions API, which was used in Chapter 5. Here, we use
only a very limited subset of the travel times dataset as the aim is to assess modelling
capabilities where data sources are limited. Additional information on which travel modes
were used for each of the shopping observations were collected through the add-on survey.
Information on trip-chaining, presence of other adults and children, and whether a car was
available for the shopping journey were also collected. Details of explanatory variables
used in specification search are presented in the corresponding subsections for each of the
models.
6.1.2 Model Estimation with Aggregated Alternatives
As reviewed in Section 2.4.2, models of shopping location and store choice vary in the level
of aggregation of alternatives. Use of aggregated alternatives are also common in other
contexts such as car type choice (Choo and Mokhtarian, 2004; Habibi et al., 2015), and
spatial choice (Ben-Akiva and Watanatada, 1981; Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1985) including
residential location (McFadden, 1978; Lerman, 1977) and destination choice (Cadwallader,
1975; Koppelman and Hauser, 1978). Aggregated alternatives are often used where data
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is not readily available on elemental alternatives due to the large numbers of alternatives
in choice sets.
In the context of store choice, the disjoint sets of aggregate alternatives (i) are essen-
tially composed of elemental level store alternatives (li). Therefore, the utility associated
with the aggregate alternative is given by Eq. (6.1):
Uni = max(Vnl + εnl), ∀l ∈ Li (6.1)
When estimating choice models using aggregated alternatives, elemental utilities are
not computed. In other words, the utility associated with each aggregate alternative is
not directly computed using Eq. (6.1). As presented by Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1985,
Eq. (6.1) can be approximated using Eq. (6.2):
Uni = V¯ni + (1/µ) ln(Mi) + (1/µ) ln(Bi) + εni (6.2)
where
V¯ni =
1
Mi
∑
l∈Li
Vnl
Bi =
1
Mi
∑
l∈Li
exp[µ(Vnl − V¯ni)]
Mi = number of elemental alternatives in Li
V¯ni is the average of the elemental alternatives’ systematic utilities in the set Li and
Bi is measure of the variability (heterogeneity) of the utilities of the elemental alternatives
in the set Li. When estimating an aggregated model, V¯ni is approximated using available
attributes data, which is not precisely equal to the average of elemental systematic utilities
as such the required data is not available. Many choice models only include this term for
estimations and do not account for the remaining terms in Eq. (6.2) (Habibi et al.,
2015). To reduce aggregation bias, natural logarithm of some size measure (e.g., number
of stores, retail floor area, employment) is included for approximating ln(Mi) in some
applications where suitable data is available for a suitable size measure (Mabit, 2011;
Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1985). Bi is often unknown and difficult to approximate, hence is
mostly excluded for empirical estimations (Feather, 1994; Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1985).
Habibi et al. (2015) investigated potential effects of excluding this heterogeneity term
in the context of car type choice. They had access to data on elemental alternatives
and estimated choice models using aggregated alternatives, allowing them to compute Bi
and Mi. Separate model estimations were carried out with and without the variability
measure Bi. Comparison of results showed that its inclusion improves model fit but does
not necessarily improve predictive power.
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In the context of store choice modelling using aggregated alternatives, Gonzalez-Benito
(2002) compared different approaches for dealing with aggregation bias in the context of
discrete choice models. His research was motivated by the lack of disaggregated data
for store choice as the exact store visited by the consumers are not often recorded by
consumer panels; therefore researchers often develop store choice models using aggregate
categories. The focus was on hypermarket choice for grocery shopping and the elemental
store alternatives were aggregated by retail chains. Different approaches were proposed
and model fits were compared from model estimations (i) using averaged utilities and
(ii) approximating chain utilities by the nearest stores’ utility. When using aggregation
by chains or store formats, as we propose here, using averaged utilities effectively means
that the store attributes that relate to proximity and accessibility will lose their meaning.
In line with this intuition, Gonzalez-Benito (2002) show that using approach (i) result
in poor model fits, while approach (ii) results in acceptable model performance. The
latter approach is making the assumption that the choice sets are composed of the nearest
store from each chain category. Yet, in reality multiple stores from the same chain and
format might be considered by the decision maker. Merely using nearest store attributes
for computing aggregated alternative utilities will neglect intra-chain heterogeneity and
size effects. Gonzalez-Benito (2002) proposed using elemental alternatives in the universal
choice set and limit individual choice sets using a distance threshold. This is somewhat
a similar to the approach we adopted in Chapter 5, yet Gonzalez-Benito (2002) used a
more conservative threshold value to reduce the number of alternatives. This approach also
requires detailed store characteristics data at the most disaggregate level and for all stores.
Since our aim in this chapter is to estimate models at the level of aggregated alternatives
with using limited data to assess model performance, we adopt a similar strategy to the
nearest store approximation approach, (i.e., (ii) proposed by Gonzalez-Benito (2002)).
In addition to nearest store attributes, we also use additional variables to capture some
of the effects associated with the size and ease of access to stores within each category.
For instance, we experimented with including the the size variable ln(Mi) and the number
of stores in each category within a distance treshold from the home location. We provide
a more detailed discussion of considered variables in specification search in Section 6.2.1.
In this case, however, the correction term for aggregation bias presented in Eq. (6.2)
cannot be directly applied. It becomes more challenging to account for the remaining
bias, and there is no readily available formula to our best knowledge for the correction.
Alternative specific or nest specific constants will capture some of the bias introduced
(Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1985). There will inevitably be some bias as individual utilities
for elemental alternatives will not be measurable from available data. A comparison of
the models developed in this chapter and the previous one will show the extent to which
the aggregation bias affects the estimation results and predictive capabilities of developed
models in this context.
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6.2 Model M3: Store and Channel Choice
6.2.1 Model Specification
In Chapter 5, the aim was to develop a model for the choice of channel and store at the
level of elemental alternatives. Here, the aim is to estimate the same choice behaviour
using aggregated alternatives. Hence, a different set of explanatory variables are used.
The decision-maker is assumed to be the main shopper for the household as in Chapter 5.
Six online and 20 in-store alternatives are included in the choice set (Table ??). Online
alternatives are only available to online shoppers and for basket sizes over £25.
Explanatory variables used in the specification search
The aggregated alternatives cannot be characterised in the same way as elemental alterna-
tives. Multiple elemental alternatives are included for each of the aggregated alternative
categories, hence some but not all elemental level attributes are used as is. Specification
search was conducted using the same strategy explained in the previous chapter. We start
from a minimal specification with chain specific constant only and add variables incremen-
tally keeping in the significant ones. The variables that were included in the specification
search are as follows.
Socio-demographic information on decision-makers that were available are identical to
the ones described in Section 5.2.1. Social class categories were used as a proxy to income.
They were interacted with different types of retailers based on average prices (e.g. upscale
retailers, discounters) and store formats (i.e. online, in-store sizes large/medium/small)
to capture income effects on preferences. Car ownership was interacted with travel time
related variables to capture the effects on willingness to travel for grocery shopping. Other
interaction variables including household size, number of children, age, education level, and
life stage were not found to be significant when interacted with different store formats and
retailer types.
Chain and store format dummy variables were used to capture the mean effects of each
dimension. The dummy variable for Tesco was normalized to zero for estimation, and
12 chain specific constants for each of the remaining retail firms were estimated. For
store format, the dummy variable for the medium sized supermarkets were normalized
to zero and three (i.e. small, medium, online) format specific constants were estimated.
No other alternatives specific constants were used. The estimated coefficients for these
dummy variables will also capture some of the bias resulting from heterogeneity and size of
each category as discussed above in Section 6.1.2. For specification search, these dummy
variables were interacted with socio-demographic and basket attribute variables.
Travel distances between each home-store pair was available for elemental alternatives.
Representing these when using aggregated alternatives poses a challenge and we experi-
mented with different definitions for explanatory variables. First, we included the distance
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to the nearest store within each category. This is in line with Gonzalez-Benito (2002)’s
approach discussed above. The idea is that the main characteristics used for categoriz-
ing stores (i.e., retail firm and store format) is useful to represent the relevant important
attributes. The nearest stores attributes to home location within these aggregate cate-
gories is likely to be most influential but not the only factors that affect the perceived
utility of the aggregate alternative. The number of stores in each category in total (i.e.
size variable) and within easy access from the home location will also influence the utility
associated with each aggregate category. To capture such effects, number of stores within
a 200m/0.5mi/1mi distance threshold was used in specification search. The number of
stores within a one mile distance provided the best fit among these different treshold
values, hence was included in the final utility specification. We have also experimented
with including distances to the second and third nearest stores in the utility specification,
however none of the coefficients were significant. The coefficient for the log-transform of
the distance variable to the nearest store was significant and provided the best model fit.
The distance variable was also significant when interacted with car ownership.
Attributes of elemental alternatives are not easily represented after aggregation as dis-
cussed in Section 6.1.2. At the elemental level, the utility specification included a number
of store attributes such as floor area, walk-score, and numbers of near-by-competitors. For
the aggregated model, we included selected attributes (floor area, walk score, and number
of nearby competitors) of the nearest store within each category. The coefficient estimated
for the log-transform of the nearest store floor was significant, other attributes were ex-
cluded from the final specification due to lack of significance. Similar to the treatment of
distance variables, we experimented with including attributes of second and third nearest
store attributes in the utility specification, yet none were significant. Some variables such
as the price index and delivery fees are shared among all stores within the same category,
hence were used as is for specification search. However, none of the coefficients for price
related variables (e.g., price index and delivery fees) were significant.
Number of items in the basket was interacted with different store formats for captur-
ing the relationship between choice of store and basket characteristics. As in Chapter 5,
we acknowledge the restrictions associated with exogenous treatment of basket character-
istics in our model specifications. In reality, choice of format and store will also influence
the number of items being bought.
Number of stores in each category was used as the size measure for each of the aggre-
gated alternatives. As discussed in Section 6.2, the size variable suggested by Ben-Akiva
and Watanatada (1981) as correction for aggregation cannot directly be used as we are
not using averaged utilities of elemental alternatives. Still, a similar size measure will cap-
ture effects associated with the aggregation bias and accessibility of stores resulting from
large or small numbers of operated stores for each category. The coefficient of the natural
logarithm for number of stores was estimated for both the MNL and NL formulations.
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Final specification of the utility function
Specification search was conducted using the MNL formulation; the final specification of
the utility function included the following terms:
• Chain specific constants, with Tesco as the reference chain
• Store format specific constants, with medium sized supermarkets as reference
• Constants associated with the interaction term for households in the social class
category with the highest income (Class AB) and online and large superstore format
• Taste coefficient interacting with number of items in the basket and large superstore
format
• Taste coefficients associated with in-store attributes of the nearest store within the
aggregate alternative category for the natural logarithm of distance (miles) and
natural logarithm of floor area (square meters).
• A taste coefficient interacting with natural logarithm of distance between home and
nearest store location (miles) and car ownership binary
• A marginal utility coefficient associated with the number of stores for each aggregate
alternative category within a mile distance threshold from the home location
• The coefficient of the natural logarithm of the total number of stores as the correction
term for using aggregated alternatives
6.2.2 Model Estimation and Results
The computational issues associated with the large choice set for estimating models at the
level of elemental alternatives was resolved with aggregation. There was no need to use
sampling of alternatives for estimations and computational requirements were significantly
reduced. Hence, it became computationally feasible to test alternative nesting structures
presented in Section 5.2.2, e.g., nesting by channel with online (mon) and in-store (min)
nests, by retail firm with one nest associated with each firm (mTesco, mAsda, etc.), nests
by retailer type (mupscale, mdiscounters, mg5), multi-level nesting, and cross-nesting.
Nesting structure
For most specifications with nesting, the nesting parameters were not significantly different
from unity. The only nesting structure that offers a significant improvement over the basic
MNL structure (Figure 6.1a) and where the nesting parameters were significantly different
from one was the structure presented in Figure 6.1b. This indicates higher correlation
among unobserved utilities for in-store alternatives that belong to the ‘group-of-five’ (g5)
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nest, i.e., Asda, Tesco, Sainsbury’s, Morrissons, Co-op. G5 nest consists of chains that
grab the largest market share in the UK and use high-low pricing (see Appendix).
online
Agg. st. 1
...
online
Agg. st.6
in-store
Agg. st. 7
in-store
Agg. st. 8
...
in-store
Agg. st. 26
(a) MNL structure
online
Agg. st. 1
...
online
Agg. st. 6
in-store
Agg. st. 7
... group-of-five mg5
in-store
Agg. st. 16
...
in-store
Agg. st. 26
(b) Nested logit structure with a group-of-five (g5) nest for Asda, Tesco, Sainsbury’s, Morrissons,
and Co-op
Figure 6.1: Model structures for store and channel choice with aggregated alternatives
We did not observe the same heightened correlation structure among the group-of-five
stores when modelling channel and store choice using elemental alternatives. Such differ-
ence suggests that the correlation structure is an artefact of aggregation of alternatives
and model specification at the aggregate level. As discussed in Section 6.1.2, we use the
attributes of the nearest store in each category in addition to size and accessibility related
variables when computing the utility of aggregated alternatives. Thus, the observed utility
is not an approximation of the average of elemental utilities as proposed in Eq. (6.2) and
representing heterogeneity within each aggregate category is even more challenging when
disaggregate data is not available. The remaining aggregation bias is being captured by
the nest specific constants and the unobserved utilities. The resulting nesting structure
with heightened correlation among the group-of-five stores suggests that there is a cor-
relation among their unobserved utilities due to the spatial heterogeneity among stores
operated by these firms. This finding might, for instance, be related to similarities in store
location strategies. It reasserts the fact that aggregation bias might significantly affect
estimation results. Below, we compare coefficient estimates to assess whether this bias has
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a significant influence on model results and interpretation.
Parameter estimation results
Table 6.1 presents the parameter estimation results for the MNL and NL specifications
described in Figure 6.1.
All chain dummies were included in the final specification, the parameter estimates
are consistent with the M1 model results presented in Table 5.1 estimated using elemental
alternatives. Format dummies for were not significant for the NL model. The dummy for
Format S (convenience stores) was significant in the MNL formulation, and insignificant in
the NL model. This suggests that after accounting for the heightened correlation among
group-of-five retailers and all other effects via remaining variables, format dummies were
found to be insignificant. Online dummy was not significant, which is different from what
we reported in the previous chapter for M1 where the parameter estimated for the online
channel dummy was positive and significant.
The dummy for the highest social class category (AB) enters the utility function in
interaction with two formats: hypermarkets (size L) and online. Parameters for both are
positive and significant, suggesting that the households in higher social class categories
are more likely to shop from online and large stores. This effect is stronger for the online
channels. Number of items in the basket are interacted with the hypermarket format and
the parameter was significant and positive. There is also a significant and positive relation-
ship between online channels and the number of items in the basket, which is accounted
for by the availability conditions where online channels are available for basket sizes over
£25. In other words, large stores and online stores are both associated with higher income
shoppers and larger basket sizes. This suggests that an increase online shopping adoption
will potentially result in higher income groups to switch to online channels for their larger
basket shopping substituting their trips to hypermarkets. However, since large basket sizes
are currently imposed by online channels due to minimum delivery requirements, under-
standing channel choice for small basket sizes cannot be studied with revealed preference
data.
As expected and similar to the elemental level model, longer distances are associated
with declining utilities and car ownership will reduce this negative effect on the utility.
Larger stores are more attractive. The number of stores within a 1-mile distance from home
location for each aggregate category is associated with a slight increase in the utility. This
suggests that the nearest store in each category is not necessarily the chosen store, and
using nearest store attributes is a restriction when modelling store choice at the level of
aggregated alternatives. Inclusion of multiple stores from the same chain and format in
the choice sets at the elemental level is therefore necessary.
Coefficient of the natural logarithm of the size measure is significant and positive in
the NL specification. Exclusion of this parameter have an effect on dummies associated
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with the large store format and some chain dummies. The large hypermarkets dummy
coefficient becomes significant and remains positive. In the absence of a size variable, the
format dummies are influenced more by the bias effects associated with the number of
alternatives. Similar to the point above, this finding suggests that the number of available
stores within each category (i.e., size of the aggregated variable) is influential on the overall
probability of the category being chosen. Exclusion of the size measure did not have an
important effect on the values of the other model coefficients.
While some of the coefficients from M3 estimations using aggregated alternatives are
in-line with M1 estimation results using elemental alternatives, there are also important
differences as discussed above in detail (e.g., nesting by group-of-five chains, online channel
dummy, highest social class category interacted with large stores and upscale retailers).
This is an artefact of the differences in choice set definitions: M1 uses elemental alternatives
(n = 1101) whereas M3 uses aggregated alternatives (n = 26). The latter M3 model
essentially assumes that the choice sets consist of the nearest store from each aggregated
category and aims to account for the potential inclusion of other alternatives in the choice
set using additional proximity and size related variables. However, the actual choice set
(i.e., set of all alternatives considered by the decision maker) is not observed and therefore
cannot be used in choice set generation when estimating models. Therefore, both of these
models will have some bias in parameter estimations due to errors associated with choice
set generation. The methods described in Section 2.2.3 offer alternative approaches for
the choice set generation in choice models, yet none can eliminate the bias fully unless
data on considered set of alternatives is collected. The effects of this bias on predictive
capabilities is partially discussed in Section 6.4, further research is needed to understand
the way in which the bias might affect coefficient estimates.
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6.3 Model M4: Store, Channel, and Travel Mode Choice
6.3.1 Model Specification
The model specification here for the joint choice of channel, store, and travel mode uses
the aggregated store alternatives. Three travel modes are available to decision-makers for
the 20 in-store alternatives: driving, public transport, and walking. We do not distinguish
between different public transport options due to the limited number of observations and
lack of variability in our dataset. Similarly, due to data limitations, we do not distinguish
between home deliveries and click&collect for the six online store alternatives. The re-
sulting universal choice set consists of 66 alternatives, n = 3 ∗ 20 + 6. Driving for in-store
alternatives is only available to people who selected ‘a car was available for this shopping
trip’ option in response to the relevant question in the add-on survey (Chapter 4). As
before, online alternatives are only available to online shoppers and for basket sizes over
£25.
Explanatory variables used in the specification search
Specification search and the explanatory variables used are largely similar to Section 6.2.1.
In the interest of space and to avoid repetition, here we only describe the additional
variables associated with the travel dimension, which also draws heavily from Section 5.3.
Mode specific constants were used where the constant associated with the driving mode
was fixed. Dummies for different modes were also interacted with socio-demographic vari-
ables (e.g. social class, number of adults and children in the household) and situational
factors (e.g. number of items in the basket, presence of adults and other children when
shopping, trip chaining). Since, format online dummy is already included in the util-
ity specification and we do not distinguish between delivery options for online shopping
alternatives, no additional mode dummy was included for online alternatives.
Travel times associated with different modes were available for each home-store pair.
In the final specification, log-transform of travel times by different modes to the nearest
store within each aggregate store category was used. Different coefficients were estimated
for each mode to capture the differences in how people value travel time by different travel
modes.
Number of stores within a travel time threshold was used for each of the different travel
modes. In other words, the number of stores within a 15/30/45min travel time by the
corresponding travel mode (driving/public transport/walking) were used for specification
search. Only some were significant and included in the final specification.
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Final specification of the utility function
The final specification of the utility function included the following terms in addition to
the ones listed in Section 6.2.1:
• Chain specific constants, with Tesco as the reference chain
• Store format specific constants, with medium sized supermarkets as reference
• Travel mode specific constants, with driving as reference
• Constants associated with the interaction term for households in the social class cat-
egory with the highest income (Class AB) and (i) online format, (ii) large superstore
format
• Taste coefficient interacting with number of items in the basket and large superstore
format
• Taste coefficient associated with the natural logarithm of floor area (square meters)
for in-store attributes of the nearest store within each aggregate alternative category
• Taste coefficients associated with the natural logarithm of travel times (minutes) by
different modes to the nearest store within the aggregate alternative category
• A taste coefficient interacting with number of items in the basket and walking mode
• Coefficients associated with the number of stores for each aggregate alternatives
category within (i) 30 min. travel time threshold for the driving mode, and (ii) 45
min. travel time threshold for the public transport mode.
• A coefficient associated with the natural logarithm of the number of stores within
each aggregate category
6.3.2 Model Estimation and Results
In destination and mode choice models, alternative nesting structures with destination
over mode and mode over destination are often tested. In a similar vein, we have also
experimented with multinomial logit and alternative nesting structures as presented in
Figure 6.2. Yet, the only nesting structure that improved the model fit significantly
from the basic MNL form, similar to Model M3, was nesting by group-of-five for in-store
alternatives.
All chain dummies except for the Ocado dummy were included in the final specification.
It was not possible to estimate both the Ocado and online dummy parameters. Inclusion of
both parameters for estimation leads to very high standard errors, which indicates valleys
in the minimization function. One very likely cause for this is the identifiability problem
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delivery
Agg. st. 1
...
in-store &
walking
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Agg. st. 7
...
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(a) MNL structure with 66 alternatives (store-travel mode pairs)
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(b) Nested logit structure with travel mode on top
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walking driving public t.
(c) Nested logit structure with store on top
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...
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(d) Nested logit structure with a group-of-five nest
Figure 6.2: Alternative logit structures for channel, store, and travel mode choice
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between these variables, as Ocado only operates through the online channel and travel
modes (driving, walking, and public transport) are not available when shopping from
them in our model. Indeed, when we fix one of these variables (i.e. parameter for Ocado
dummy is fixed at zero), the variable for online can be identified with lower standard errors.
While it was possible to identify these coefficients separately in M3 estimations, when the
additional travel mode dimension is incorporated identifiability issues arose. Parameter
estimates are consistent with results from store and channel choice models.
Format dummies, including the online channel dummy was insignificant. The dummies
for online and hypermarket (size L) format were again interacted with the highest social
class (AB) dummy and number of items in the basket. The results are in line with Model
M3, where large stores and online stores are both associated with higher income shoppers.
Large stores are also associated with larger basket sizes.
Travel mode dummies were included in the final specification where the dummy for the
driving mode was normalised to zero. The coefficient for the walking mode was positive
similar to M2. The public transport mode coefficient, on the other hand, was negative
as opposed to the positive coefficient estimated using M2. Travel time coefficients were
estimated separately for each mode. As expected, all were negative. In terms of magnitude,
the largest effect is for walking followed by public transport. When compared to M2
estimates, there are differences in the relative values of the coefficients for different modes.
These differences are related to how aggregation bias and differences in utility specification
affects different coefficients. For instance, it might be more realistic for the walking mode
to assume that the nearest store in each category is being considered by the decision maker
hence M4’s assumptions are not too restrictive. For other modes, on the other hand, it
might be that the nearest store attributes (i.e. travel time and floor area) are not sufficient
to account for the aggregation bias or the errors encountered due to assumptions made on
choice set formation. The discussion presented in Section 6.2.2 is also relevant here, as the
choice set assumption restrictions also affect coefficient estimates and their interpretation
for models M2 and M4.
For public transport mode, increasing accessibility (as measured by the interaction with
the variable for the number of stores within a 45 minute travel time by public transport
mode) reduces the negative effect of choosing public transport. Coefficient for the walking
mode was positive and this positive utility effect declines with the number of items in
the basket (i.e. walking mode becomes less attractive for large basket shopping). The
coefficient for the interaction term for the driving mode and number of stores within 30
minutes travel time is negative. This can be explained by the driving mode becoming less
attractive when one has more options within easy reach from home location.
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Large stores and online shopping is associated with larger baskets, whereas walking
mode is associated with smaller basket sizes. This suggests that online shopping offers a
substitute for large store shopping, and it is less likely to replace walking trips for small
basket shopping as there are minimum delivery requirements. It is however, possible that
further adoption online shopping will lead to elimination of smaller basket shopping as
people who might want to get home deliveries might switch from more frequent smaller
basket shopping to less frequent and larger basket shopping. We currently do not examine
such behaviour, as the basket sizes are treated as exogenous. Data on shopping behaviour
before and after adoption, if available, will be ideal to study such shifts in shopping
strategies.
6.4 Model Validation
Models developed at the level of aggregated alternatives, M3 and M4, use the same es-
timation set as the one used in Chapter 5. The exact location of stores were used to
determine the store format for the aggregate models based on floor area. Similar to Sec-
tion 5.4, we use data collected over four weeks from the original version of the consumer
survey for model validation. This holdout sample does not have information on travel
mode choice and store format. Therefore, it was not possible to compare predictions from
M3 and M4 at the level of aggregated alternatives based on chain and format and travel
modes. Similar to Section 5.4, comparisons were carried out at the level of retail chains
and channels.
The final holdout sample included 628 observations from 121 households. For each
of these observations, estimated models M3 and M4 were used for predicting store and
mode choice based on 26 aggregated store categories as presented Table ??. Predicted
market shares for aggregated alternatives and modes were further aggregated for com-
puting predicted market shares for in-store and online channels and retail chains. This
allowed comparing model predictions with actual observations. A total of 18 categories
of retail chains and channels were used for model validation and comparisons. Table 6.3
shows the actual vs. predicted market shares using M3 and M4 for each of these aggregate
categories. The table also shows the prediction results from MNaive, M1, and M2, which
were presented in Section 5.4 to allow for comparisons of predictive power. We also make
use of the same performance measures, Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE - Eq. (5.9))
and Cross Entropy (CE - Eq. (5.10)). Note again that smaller values indicate higher
predictive performance for both measures.
Results in Table 6.3 show that M3 and M4 were able to estimate the market shares
with prediction error lower than 2.5% in RMSE. Both models halve the RMSE prediction
error compared to the naive model. Similar behaviour is also observed for the cross entropy
measure.
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Table 6.3: Comparison of predicted and observed market shares
Observed M1 M2 MNaive M3 M4
Instore 95.54 95.59 95.96 99.46 95.64 95.66
99P 0 0.64 0.6 2.45 0.69 0.71
Aldi 0 2.23 2.25 0.73 2.99 3.43
Lidl 0 2.14 2.15 2.63 2.11 2.17
Iceland 0 1.66 1.7 6.27 1.81 1.84
Poundland 0 1.43 1.4 3.54 1.30 1.24
Asda 7.32 6.82 6.94 2.36 4.41 4.56
Sainsburys 24.52 20.13 20.77 21.07 20.78 21.69
Tesco 44.9 38.55 38.42 31.61 40.51 39.07
Morrissons 7.17 7.19 7.36 2.45 7.14 8.27
Co-op 3.98 4.37 3.77 11.81 3.94 2.78
MS 0 4.09 4.15 7.45 3.90 3.94
Waitrose 7.64 6.35 6.46 7.08 6.06 5.96
Online 4.46 4.41 4.04 0.54 4.36 4.34
Asda Online 0 0.26 0.23 0.09 0.45 0.86
Sainsburys Online 0.48 0.44 0.39 0.09 0.41 0.83
Tesco Online 1.59 0.43 0.36 0.09 0.39 0.76
Morrissons Online 0.16 0.56 0.52 0.09 0.50 1.00
Waitrose Online 0 0.3 0.3 0.09 0.05 0.13
Ocado 2.23 2.42 2.25 0.09 2.56 0.76
Statistics
RMSE 0 2.3 2.26 4.86 2.11 2.32
Cross Entropy 1.6 3.19 3.18 4.47 3.21 3.35
Comparing elemental models (M1 and M2) with aggregated models (M3 and M4), we
see that all have similar error predictions both in RSME and CE. This finding, however,
only relates to predictive power with respect to the 18 categories used based on channel
and chains that were used for comparisons. Since the holdout sample did not have more
disaggregate data on store choice and no information regarding the travel mode choices,
it is not possible to compare model performances at more disaggregate levels. Further, we
are using observations from the same households both for estimation and validation. Data
from additional households will help better assess predictive performances of developed
models. Larger sample sizes with detailed data on observed choices is necessary to reach
a definitive conclusion. We do not repeat the future scenario analyses in Chapter 5 here,
as the forecasts were largely similar at the selected levels of aggregation.
6.5 Summary
In this chapter, similar to Chapter 5, we develop two choice models for the choice of
channel, store, and travel mode for grocery trips using aggregated alternatives. The ele-
mental level store alternatives were aggregated based on retail chains and store formats.
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Aggregation significantly reduces required estimation times and data collection effort as
the number of alternatives are much smaller. However, there is a challenge in represent-
ing the heterogeneity within each category as attributes of elemental alternatives are not
used in the utility specification. Crucially, spatial attributes including travel times and
distances become less meaningful when averaged. To address this issue, we experimented
with different utility specifications. Using selected attributes for the nearest store in each
category provides the best model fit together with two variables that capture effects of
store numbers within reach for each household (i.e. number of stores in each category and
number of stores within a given travel time/distance threshold). This effectively means the
choice set is generated based on a nearest store assumption (with the nearest stores from
each category is included in the choice set) and effects of number of stores within reach
are accounted for via two additional variables. While most parameters estimates were
consistent with models developed using elemental alternatives in Chapter 5, there were
also important differences. First, the nesting parameters for the group-of-five chains were
found to be significant. Also, taste coefficients associated with the online channel dummy,
highest social class category interacted with large stores and upscale retailers. There were
differences in relative values and significant levels of the taste coefficients associated with
different modes and travel times.
The findings highlight the importance of choice set generation on the resulting nesting
structure and taste parameter estimates. Section 2.2.3 presented a review of choice set
generation issues. In this context, we do not observe the actual choice set. In Chapter
5, we make the assumption that all in-store alternatives within selected boundaries (all
stores within a 7.5 mile distance from any of the home locations) are included in choice
sets for all observations. In this chapter, as explained above, we use a different choice
set definition. This leads to the differences in estimation results, which are discussed in
more detail in relevant sections. Future work might involve using more advanced choice
set generation methods and comparing estimates to develop a better understanding of the
potential bias introduced when using different techniques.
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Chapter 7
A Monte Carlo Simulation Study
on Identification Issues
7.1 Introduction
Advanced nesting structures offer gains over the basic MNL structure in multi-dimensional
choice situations where complex correlation structures arise. In this study, our initial
hypothesis for jointly modelling channel, store, and travel mode choice was that advanced
nesting structures can capture more of the correlation in the unobserved utility. We
expected to find heightened substitution between two store alternatives that are either of
the same channel (i.e. online vs. in-store) or belong to the same retail chain (i.e. Tesco’s
vs. Waitrose). We further hypothesised that we will find heightened correlation between
options that share a common travel mode where people are less likely to switch from driving
to public transport when shopping. In our theoretical discussions, we presented the case
for applying nested, multi-level nested, and cross-nested logit structures to capture the
patterns of correlation. Furthermore, mixed GEV structures were discussed to allow for
random taste heterogeneity for studying both intra- and inter- personal taste heterogeneity.
In our empirical analyses presented in Chapter 5 and 6 using the datasets described in
Chapter 4, however, we did not find any statistically significant improvement over the
basic MNL structure when using nesting over channels or travel modes. Our results might
suggest that there exists no heightened correlation among unobserved utilities. It might
also be related to issues of sample size and our data set being not sufficiently large to
enable identification of nesting parameters 1. In this chapter we focus on this second issue
and investigate whether this might be a cause for our results.
1The importance of sample size for producing reliable parameter estimates is well recognised in liter-
ature. Several studies have explored calculation of minimum sample size requirements for stated choice
experiments (Rose and Bliemer, 2013; Rose and Bliemer, 2009; Bliemer and Rose, 2011). Less work has
been done, however, on determining sample size requirements in terms of statistical power of hypothesis
tests on parameter estimates (Bekker-Grob et al., 2015).
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Our estimation sample was fairly small with 272 observations in total. Furthermore,
due to low adoption rates and online shopping being unavailable for small baskets, online
alternatives were available as an option for only 15% of the observed choice occasions.
This effectively meant that much less data was available to extract meaningful informa-
tion regarding the underlying choice behaviour between online and in-store alternatives.
As described in detail in Chapter 4, none of the existing datasets that offer large samples
were appropriate for estimating proposed choice models. Hence, a new add-on survey
instrument was designed and sample size was largely determined by resource constraints
and adoption rates. Estimation results using the final dataset did provide valuable in-
sights, yet we also acknowledge the limitations of our data. The aim in this chapter is
to further explore potential effects of sample size on parameter estimates with a focus on
identification of nesting parameters using Monte Carlo experiments.
Monte Carlo is the generic name for a class of computational methods that use random
sampling for computing desired quantities. It is widely used in statistics (MacKay, 2003;
Gelman et al., 2014) and optimization (Rubinstein and Kroese, 2011). The principal idea
is to generate samples from an underlying probability distribution to approximate desired
statistics. For instance, given a probability distribution p(x) over a random variable x,
Monte Carlo methods can be used to approximate the expected value of a function of x,
f(x), without integrating over the entire domain of x, i.e.
E[f(x)] =
∫
f(x)p(x)dx ≈
1
N
N∑
n=1
f(xn) (7.1)
where {xn}n=1,...,N are randomly chosen samples drawn from p(x).
In the context of model identifiability Monte Carlo methods can be applied in two
different ways. The first is sensitivity analysis. Given a set of estimated (i.e. optimal)
model parameters one can randomly perturb the optimal parameters and quantify the
changes in the objective function or log-likelihood. This form of Monte Carlo analysis can
provide insights into the reliability of the predictions. The second way is the analysis of
parameter identifiability with respect to the variability in the estimation sample. Given
an estimation sample, the optimized model parameters can be seen as a single instance
drawn from a probability distribution since estimation sample itself is also a random sample
coming from its own probability distribution. A different estimation sample would yield
another instance form the same distribution. Characterization of the optimal parameter
distribution is critical for understanding the identifiability of a given model. Monte Carlo
methods provide the techniques for resampling statistics to perform such characterizations.
The idea is to draw different estimation samples from a given distribution and identify
corresponding parameter estimates. Repeating this process will allow approximating the
distribution of estimated parameters. Here, we use the latter approach to investigate
potential identifiability issues resulting from sample related issues. Simulation runs using
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assumptions on values of parameters and other sample attributes (e.g., sample size, number
of taste coefficients and nesting parameters, adoption rates, availability conditions) were
used to generate data files corresponding to draws of estimation samples. Maximum
likelihood estimation procedures were then carried out for each of the generated samples to
retrieve taste coefficients and nesting parameters. The resulting distributions of estimated
parameters were then analysed to study identifiability issues.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. First, we present the details
of the simulation exercise including data set generation and model estimation. We then
report results in four section where each section focuses on a different set of experiments
examining effects of (i) sample size and number of parameters, (ii) magnitude of coef-
ficients, (iii) shared and nest-specific parameters, and (iv) levels of adoption. Finally,
we summarize findings and discuss implications for interpreting our results from previous
chapters.
7.2 Monte Carlo Experiments: Model Setting
The model that is used in the experiments in this chapter is a nested logit with two nests
(K = 2) and 26 alternatives, among which the first 6 belong to the small nest (Jsmall = 6)
and the other 20 to the large nest (Jlarge = 20). We generated N observations from the
model where the alternatives in the small nest were only made available in A% of the N
observations. In the study we experimented with two different N values: 300 and 1500,
and three different A values: 15, 50 and 100. The model setting was designed to be similar
to the case of channel and store choice, described in the previous chapters, characterized
by one small and one large nest and low levels of adoption.
For each observation and alternative we generated M attributes (or explanatory vari-
ables) denoted by {xm}m=1,...,M and experimented with two different M values: 5 and
20. The number of attributes also dictated the number of taste parameters that were
estimated from the generated samples, one for each explanatory variable. Attributes of
alternatives xm for each of the observations were randomly drawn from an iid uniform
distribution in the range (−1, 1)2. The true values of the taste coefficients are set using
M − 1 equal increments from 0.25 to 1.25 and from 0.55 to 2.5 as shown in Table 7.1.
Previous Monte Carlo studies in choice modelling often set the taste coefficients to unity
for the sake of simplicity. In our experiments, we vary the magnitudes of taste coefficients
to assess whether the effect sizes have an impact on identifiability. We set the true nesting
parameters of the underlying model to µsmall = µlarge = 2 and µsmall = µlarge = 5. As
with taste coefficients, we vary the magnitude of the nesting parameters to assess whether
it has an impact on identifiability.
2It is possible to expand the analysis by using different ranges and different distributions (e.g. normal
distribution) to explore how model performance is affected by the distribution of the data. Here, we use
the same uniform distribution across all experiments to keep things simple.
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Based on the variations in number of observations (300 or 1500), number of variables
(5 or 20), magnitudes of taste coefficients (between 0.25 and 1.25 or 0.55 and 2.5) and
nesting parameters (2 or 5), and adoption rates (15%, 50%, 100%), a total of 16 different
experimental settings were designed (7.1). The experiments are designed so that the
following can be separately examined: effects of (i) sample sizes and number of taste
coefficients that need to be estimated (EXP.1 to EXP.4 in Section 7.3), (ii) magnitudes of
taste coefficients and nesting parameters (EXP.5 to EXP.8 in Section 7.4), (iii) the number
of shared and nest specific taste coefficients (EXP.9 to EXP.12 in Section 7.5), (iv) levels
of adoption rates represented via availability of alternatives in the small nest (EXP.13
and EXP.14 in Section 7.6), and (v) attribute values for alternatives in the small nest to
make them less attractive leading to rare observations even when they are available in all
choice observations (EXP.15 and EXP.16 in Section 7.6). Further details are provided in
the relevant subsections.
For each of the experiments, 50 simulations were run to generate data files. The choice
probabilities were calculated using the true values of the coefficients using the nested logit
probability function in Eq. (2.17). These choice probabilities were then used to build
a discrete cumulative density function for each alternative. The chosen alternative was
determined based on a random number drawn from a uniform (0, 1) distribution using
the inverse cumulative density function. Table 7.1 presents a summary of the experiments
conducted, further details are provided in the subsequent sections. A total of 800 nested
logit models were estimated using the generated data files. Dataset generation was com-
pleted using Python and estimations were carried out in MATLAB both with in-house
implementations.
Table 7.1: Monte Carlo experiments overview
Experiments #Obs. (N)
# Variables (M)
βm for m = 1, ...,M µk A
Mshared Mlarge Msmall
EXP.1 300 5 βm = 0.25 +m ∗ 0.25 2 15%
EXP.2 1500 5 βm = 0.25 +m ∗ 0.25 2 15%
EXP.3 300 20 βm = 0.25 +m ∗ 0.05 2 15%
EXP.4 1500 20 βm = 0.25 +m ∗ 0.05 2 15%
EXP.5 300 5 βm = 0.5 +m ∗ 0.5 2 15%
EXP.6 1500 5 βm = 0.5 +m ∗ 0.5 2 15%
EXP.7 300 5 βm = 0.25 +m ∗ 0.25 5 15%
EXP.8 1500 5 βm = 0.25 +m ∗ 0.25 5 15%
EXP.9 300 1 2 2 βm = 0.25 +m ∗ 0.25 2 15%
EXP.10 1500 1 2 2 βm = 0.25 +m ∗ 0.25 2 15%
EXP.11 300 6 7 7 βm = 0.25 +m ∗ 0.05 2 15%
EXP.12 1500 6 7 7 βm = 0.25 +m ∗ 0.05 2 15%
EXP.13 300 5 βm = 0.25 +m ∗ 0.25 2 50%
EXP.14 1500 5 βm = 0.25 +m ∗ 0.25 2 100%
EXP.15 300 5 attribute values varied βm = 0.25 +m ∗ 0.25 2 100%
EXP.16 1500 5 attribute values varied βm = 0.25 +m ∗ 0.25 2 100%
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7.3 Effects of Sample Size and Number of Parameters
In order to test the effects of sample size and number of parameters on estimations we
produced a total of four combinations with N = 300 and N = 1500, M = 5 and M = 20.
The experiments in this section correspond to EXP.1 to EXP.4 in Table 7.1. The true
values for the explanatory variables were set using M − 1 equal increments from 0.25 to
1.25. The outputs from the experiments are presented in Figure 7.1 where each presents
to summaries from 50 simulations runs for each of the experiments. Since we know the
true parameters of the underlying model, it is possible to compare the estimated values
to the true parameters to assess average error in estimates for each scenario. The first
two columns in Figure 7.1 show two plots for estimated taste parameters βˆm, one for the
coefficient estimates that were significant at the p < 0.05 level (black dots) and the second
for the ones that were not significant at the p < 0.05 level (white dots). The x-axes show
the true values of βm taking between 0.25 and 1.25 and the y-axes show the estimated
values βˆm. The third and the fourth columns show nesting parameter estimates associated
with the small and the large nests, µˆsmall and µˆlarge, across 50 simulation runs as stacked
histogram plots. The true values are µsmall = µlarge = 2. The black bars correspond
to parameter estimates that were significant at the p < 0.05 level, and the white bars
correspond to the ones that were not significant at that level. Note that with nesting
parameters, we test whether the estimate is significantly different from one. The few cases
where µˆk > 10 were excluded from the histograms for visualization purposes. Finally, in
the fifth column, the absolute size of t-statistics are compared across different simulation
estimations for βˆm and µˆk where larger values suggest higher statistical significance. The
dashed horizontal lines represent the critical values for the one-tailed and two-tailed t-
tests for the significance level α = 0.05 with the corresponding degrees of freedom. We
use the one-tailed t-test (which has a lower critical value) for the nesting parameters as
µk is always greater than one to be consistent with utility maximization (Chapter 2).
In addition, Table 7.2 shows the root mean squared error (RMSE) of the estimated
parameters for each experiment across the R = 50 runs using the following equation:
RMSE =
√∑
R
r=1
(βˆrm−β
r
m)
2
R
where βˆrm is the estimated value of the selected coefficient
and βrm is the true value in the underlying model for the simulation run R = r. The
same method is used for reporting errors for µk, the RMSE value includes the cases where
µk > 10 that were excluded from the histogram plots. A smaller value for RMSE suggests
less error on average in parameter estimations.
A comparison of Figure 7.1a with N = 300 and Figure 7.1b with N = 1500 for the
cases with M = 5 shows that the estimation error decreases dramatically for both βˆm
and µˆk. Table 7.2 provides the quantitative values showing this decrease in estimation
error. Remarkably, with low number of observations (N = 300), the t-statistics for the
nesting parameters were always below the critical value. This indicates that it was not
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possible to estimate the nesting parameters with significance at the p < 0.05 level across
the 50 simulation runs. It was however possible to recover the taste parameters for the
majority of the runs at the same significance level. The t-statistics increase and the error
in parameter estimates is reduced with higher number of observations (N = 1500) as
shown both in Figure 7.1 and Table 7.2. All taste parameters are estimated with lower
error and t-statistics were always well above the critical value. For the nesting parameters,
the estimation error is also reduced significantly as the histogram plots show that the µˆm
values gets clustered around the true value. Both nesting parameter estimations were
significant for the majority of the simulation runs.
For the experiments with higher number of taste coefficients, EXP.3 and EXP.4, we
observe a similar behaviour. As sample size increases the estimation errors decrease and
the nesting structure can be identified significantly at the level of p < 0.05. Comparing
the results with EXP.1 and EXP.2, we observe that increasing the number of parameters
does not have a huge impact on the identifiability of the taste parameters nor the nesting
structure. The taste coefficients with larger magnitudes showed higher estimation errors
in absolute value however, the errors were similar relative to the corresponding true values.
Table 7.2: RSME values for parameter estimations for EXP.1 to EXP.4
βˆm µˆsmall µˆlarge
EXP.1 βˆ1 − βˆ5 0.013 0.024 0.033 0.047 0.054 0.219 0.142
EXP.2 βˆ1 − βˆ5 0.008 0.014 0.021 0.028 0.034 0.080 0.056
EXP.3
βˆ1 − βˆ5 0.018 0.018 0.018 0.022 0.025 3.246 0.100
βˆ6 − βˆ10 0.024 0.026 0.029 0.033 0.034
βˆ11 − βˆ15 0.036 0.039 0.037 0.046 0.045
βˆ16 − βˆ20 0.044 0.050 0.048 0.057 0.053
EXP.4
βˆ1 − βˆ5 0.008 0.006 0.008 0.009 0.010 0.104 0.037
βˆ6 − βˆ10 0.012 0.011 0.013 0.013 0.016
βˆ11 − βˆ15 0.016 0.016 0.018 0.019 0.019
βˆ16 − βˆ20 0.020 0.021 0.022 0.022 0.024
These findings are striking and have significant implications in terms of interpreting our
results from Chapter 5 and 6. The results here suggest that while it is possible to retrieve
taste parameters with lower number of observations, it is very unlikely to identify the
heightened correlation between the unobserved utilities with low number of observations
even when it exists. This suggests that our empirical estimation samples might not be
sufficiently large to enable identification of nesting parameters even if there actually exist
heightened correlation among unobserved utilities of alternatives in channel nests.
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(a) EXP.1: N = 300, M = 5
(b) EXP.2: N = 1500, M = 5
(c) EXP.3: N = 300, M = 20
(d) EXP.4: N = 1500, M = 20
Figure 7.1: Monte Carlo experiments: varying the number of observations (N) and variables (M)
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7.4 Effects of Varying Magnitude of Coefficients
Additional experiments were conducted to explore the effects of using higher values for
taste coefficients and nesting parameters on estimations. To test these effects, we con-
structed another set of four experiments. For EXP.5 and EXP.6, higher values for taste
coefficients βm are used in the underlying model where βm = 0.5 + m ∗ 0.5, doubling
the values from previous experiments. This effectively means greater variation in utilities
associated with alternatives, which can either result from greater differences in taste or
attributes in real settings. For EXP.7 and EXP.8, the value for the nesting parameter was
increased µsmall = µlarge = 5 to represent higher correlation among unobserved utilities.
For this latter set, the initial lower values for βm were used to be able to test the effects
separately. We report results for N = 300 and N = 1500 in Figure 7.2 and Table 7.3. A
fixed value for the number of variables M = 5 was used for all experiments in this section.
Comparing the results from EXP.1 and EXP.5 in Table 7.3 suggests that when the taste
coefficients are higher, the estimation error for the nesting parameter associated with the
larger nest gets significantly reduced. Figure 7.2a also suggests that the error is reduced
for µˆlarge and it was possible to estimate this parameter with p < 0.05 in a significant
portion of the simulation runs. We do not observe similar effects for µˆsmall. This can
potentially be explained by the limited number of observations where the alternatives in
the small nest were made available to the decision-maker due to low adoption rates. The
taste coefficients are retrieved with more confidence with t-statistics over the critical value
across all simulation runs. The RMSE values in Table 7.3 suggest that there is minimal
effect on the error in parameter estimates, where the RMSE values approximately doubles
in line with the true values of βm. When results from EXP.1 and EXP.7 are compared,
we see that the nesting parameter µlarge is retrieved with significance for the majority of
the simulation runs when the correlation is stronger among alternatives in the large nest.
We do not observe the same effect for the µsmall, potentially due to the low availability
as mentioned above. As expected, as the number of observation increase the estimation
error is reduced and nesting parameters can be estimated with significance at p < 0.5
in majority of the simulation runs for both large and small nests. Comparing results of
EXP.2 with EXP.6 and EXP.8, we observe that increasing the parameter magnitudes has
a similar effect when the sample size is larger.
Table 7.3: RSME values for parameter estimations for EXP.5 to EXP.8
βˆ1 βˆ2 βˆ3 βˆ4 βˆ5 ˆµsmall ˆµlarge
EXP.5 0.023 0.044 0.066 0.092 0.110 0.231 0.077
EXP.6 0.011 0.019 0.028 0.038 0.048 0.073 0.040
EXP.7 0.018 0.032 0.046 0.062 0.075 5.358 0.326
EXP.8 0.006 0.011 0.017 0.023 0.028 0.215 0.129
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The findings in this section indicate that the performance of the models in retrieving
the true parameters are highly influenced by the magnitude of the underlying parameters.
Furthermore, the difference in magnitudes can also result from observed attribute levels. If
there is higher variation in utilities associated with alternatives in the choice set, the model
estimations perform better in retrieving parameter estimates both for taste coefficients and
nesting parameters. As differences between utilities increase, the impact of error terms in
the choice process decreases and hence parameters are estimated with higher confidence.
If the correlation among the unobserved utilities are stronger among alternatives within
the same nest, the model estimations perform better in retrieving the nesting parameters.
These effects are not observed for nesting parameters associated with nests where its
elements were only available in a small proportion of the observed choice occasions. The
results regarding the importance of sample size support the previous findings.
The findings suggest that in some empirical settings, depending on the nature of the
choice process being studied, it might be possible to estimate particular nesting structures
even with limited data. However, the analysts often have no prior information regarding
the underlying data and variability. This is also the case for us in this study, we do
not know if there exists higher correlation among online or in-store alternatives in-reality.
It might have been possible to capture some of these effects with our collected dataset
even with the low number of observations. Yet, we would need higher sample sizes for
concluding that there is no heightened correlation and advanced model structures will not
offer better fits and prediction capabilities.
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(a) EXP.5: N = 300, M = 5, βm = 0.5 +m ∗ 0.5, µk = 2
(b) EXP.6: N = 1500, M = 5, βm = 0.5 +m ∗ 0.5, µk = 2
(c) EXP.7: N = 300, M = 5, βm = 0.25 +m ∗ 0.25, µk = 5
(d) EXP.8: N = 1500, M = 5, βm = 0.25 +m ∗ 0.25, µk = 5
Figure 7.2: Monte carlo experiments: varying the magnitude of coefficients βm and µk
and the number of observations (N) where M = 5 and fixed
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7.5 Effects of Shared and Nest Specific Parameters
For the experiments in previous sections, we have assumed that all alternatives share the
same set of explanatory variables and taste coefficients. It is, however, possible that some
variables are nest-specific (or alternative-specific) and enter the utility functions of selected
alternatives. This was for instance the situation in the case of channel and store choice,
we use in-store specific (e.g. travel time, floor space) and online specific (e.g. household
income, basket size) variables. It is also possible to estimate different taste parameters for
different alternatives or groups (nests) of alternatives. This might have some implications
for parameter estimations in this setting where a subset of alternatives that belong to
one nest are only available for a small number of observed choice situations. We explore
the effects of estimating different numbers of shared and nest specific taste parameters by
repeating EXP.1 to EXP.4, but this time by specifying nest-specific and shared parameters.
For EXP.9 and EXP.10, we use Mshared = 1 for the number of shared variables,
Mlarge = Msmall = 2 for the large nest-specific and small-nest specific variables. For
EXP.11 and EXP.12, we use Mshared = 6, Mlarge = Msmall = 7. The taste parameters are
set using the same formulations as before, βm = 0.25+m ∗ 0.25 and βm = 0.25+m ∗ 0.05.
βm for 1 ≤ m ≤ Mshared are coefficients associated with shared variables, Mshared <
m ≤ Mshared +Mlarge with large nest specific variables, and Mshared +Mlarge < m ≤ M
with small nest specific variables. Effectively this means that the smallest βm values
were associated with shared variables, followed by large nest specific variables, and the
largest set of βm values were associated with small nest specific variables. The results are
presented in Figure 7.3 and Table 7.4.
The estimation error is higher and t-statistics are lower for all of the parameter esti-
mates when compared to EXP.1 to EXP.4. Values for t-statistics associated with taste
coefficient estimates βˆm for small nest specific variables are lower for all cases. This can
be explained by the lower number of observations available where these alternatives are
included in the choice set. It is however important that it is possible to retrieve these taste
parameters for an important number of simulation runs even with N = 300 in EXP.9 and
EXP.11. It is remarkable that it gets very hard to retrieve µsmall in EXP.10 even when
N = 1500. This is no longer the case for EXP.12 where there are more variables with
large taste coefficients. One possible cause for this is that the number of variables and
taste parameters contributing to observed utility for each alternative in these experiments
are smaller than EXP.2. As a result, the observed utility values are smaller and more
importantly the differences between observed utilities for different alternatives is smaller.
Hence, unobserved error in the choice process has a higher impact on the alternative that
gets chosen eventually. This leads to identifiability problems we observe in Figure 7.3b.
Results for EXP.12 seem to support this hypothesis. We observe that in EXP.12 the pa-
rameters are estimated with higher confidence leading to significant values for all βˆm and
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almost all nesting coefficients µˆk. In EXP.12 the utility functions include more variables
and corresponding taste coefficients. Thus, differences in observed utilities for different
alternatives are higher and the impact of error terms in the choice process decreases. This
improves the confidence in estimation and yields the results in Figure 7.3d. The interplay
between the differences in observed utility values and the role of unobserved utility was also
considered in the previous section. We believe reducing the number of parameters in our
simulations might have had a similar effect as reducing the magnitude of βm coefficients
as regards to confidence in estimations.
Table 7.4: RSME values for parameter estimations for EXP.9 to EXP.12
βˆM µsmall µlarge
EXP.9 βˆ1 − βˆ5 0.020 0.034 0.055 0.099 0.108 1.133 0.226
EXP.10 βˆ1 − βˆ5 0.010 0.019 0.030 0.046 0.053 0.105 0.083
EXP.11
βˆ1 − βˆ5 0.023 0.029 0.032 0.039 0.046 5.629 0.113
βˆ6 − βˆ10 0.050 0.048 0.062 0.061 0.069
βˆ11 − βˆ15 0.075 0.077 0.084 0.125 0.094
βˆ16 − βˆ20 0.129 0.111 0.136 0.148 0.147
EXP.12
βˆ1 − βˆ5 0.008 0.007 0.009 0.010 0.011 0.082 0.059
βˆ6 − βˆ10 0.011 0.014 0.015 0.016 0.019
βˆ11 − βˆ15 0.018 0.020 0.021 0.028 0.033
βˆ16 − βˆ20 0.029 0.030 0.037 0.037 0.038
The reduced confidence in parameter estimation in the case of nest-specific parameters
is critical for our experiments in Chapter 5 and 6. In our models we included nest-specific
parameters in the utility specification, which are arguably inevitable and most interesting
in modelling the choice behaviour for new technologies and alternatives. However, the use
of nest-specific parameters in scenarios of low-adoption where less information is available
on nest elements might lead to ambiguities in parameter estimation. As a result, high
standard errors and the resulting low t-statistics associated with variables we expected to
have significant influence in Chapters 5 and 6 (e.g. delivery fees, delivery windows) might
in part be explained by findings in this section.
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(a) EXP.9: N = 300, Mshared = 1, Msmall = 2, Mlarge = 2
(b) EXP.10: N = 1500, Mshared = 1, Msmall = 2, Mlarge = 2
(c) EXP.11: N = 300, Mshared = 6, Msmall = 7, Mlarge = 7
(d) EXP.12: N = 1500, Mshared = 6, Msmall = 7, Mlarge = 7
Figure 7.3: Monte Carlo experiments: varying the number of shared and nest-specific variables
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7.6 Effects of Availability or Adoption Rates
In the previous experiments (EXP.1 to EXP.12) and models developed in Chapter 5 and
6, the underlying assumption is that the online alternatives are available only to a very
small percentage of observations. This results from low adoption rates where the online
alternatives are not included in consideration sets (i.e., choice sets) when making a decision.
For the case of shopping, online alternatives are not available for smaller basket sizes due
to minimum delivery restrictions. As a result, online shopping is observed as a rare event
that accounts only for less than 5% of all shopping trips.
In the cases presented in previous sections, the alternatives in the small nest are only
made available to A = 15% of the N observations. This effectively means that much less
data is available to extract information regarding the choice behaviour for alternatives in
the small nest. Findings from previous sections and intuition suggest that this specification
will have implications for estimations, and particularly affect the identification of nesting
parameters. To explore this issue further, we repeated EXP.1 with higher adoption rates
with A = 50% and A = 100%. In EXP.13 the alternatives in the small nest were available
in the choice set for half of the N choice situations both for data generation and estimation
stages. For EXP.14 all alternatives were available for all N choice situations. This would
basically represent a scenario in which online alternatives were considered by a larger
segment of the population and where the minimum delivery requirements are reduced.
The results are summarized in Figure 7.4 and Table 7.5 and show that average error
is reduced for all parameter estimates, but most significantly for µˆk. It is also remarkable
that nesting parameter estimates for both µˆsmall and µˆlarge were significant for majority
of the cases even with N = 300 and A = 50%.
Table 7.5: RSME values for parameter estimations for EXP.13 to EXP.14
βˆ1 βˆ2 βˆ3 βˆ4 βˆ5 ˆµsmall ˆµlarge
EXP.13 0.011 0.017 0.024 0.032 0.036 0.096 0.070
EXP.14 0.009 0.014 0.017 0.023 0.030 0.063 0.042
The model setting with A = 15% was designed to be similar to the case of channel
and store choice characterized by low levels of adoption, where online alternatives are only
available to decision-makers who have already adopted online shopping3. The findings
from this chapter suggest that having low number of observations where the online alter-
natives were available in the choice set has a striking impact on identifiability of nesting
parameters. The effect of having low availability or adoption rates is less dramatic for
identifying taste coefficients. These effects might be one potential reason for our estima-
tion results from Chapter 5 and 6 where we did not find the nested structure offers a better
fit than the basic MNL structure. For testing whether advanced nesting structures offer
3See Section 5.2.1 for a more detailed discussion of the rationale behind this specification
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(a) EXP.13: N = 300, M = 5, Adoption = 50%
(b) EXP.14: N = 300, M = 5, Adoption = 100%
Figure 7.4: Monte Carlo experiments: varying adoption rates for alternatives in the
small nest
a better model fit, one would need higher number of observations from online shoppers.
This can either be achieved through choice-based sampling methods or simply having a
larger sample size. Experiments presented in this section suggest that sample size related
aspects are less of an issue for choice situations with higher adoption rates.
A potential reason for online shopping occasions being rare (accounting for less than
5% of all observations) might be that they are not an attractive option for decision mak-
ers. In other words, these alternatives are considered by shoppers (i.e., included in the
choice sets with A > 15%), yet are not being chosen due to their undesirable attributes.
To explore identifiability issues in such a scenario, we repeated EXP.1 and EXP.2 with
higher availability values and making attributes of online alternatives less attractive. In
EXP.15 and EXP.16, online alternatives are available in all of the observations A = 100%.
In our experimental setting, all taste coefficients (β’s) are positive. We make the online
alternatives less attractive by reducing the values for their attributes. Attributes of al-
ternatives in the small nest xm(small) for each of the observations were randomly drawn
from an iid uniform (−1.5, 0.5) distribution. Similar to previous experiments, attributes
of alternatives in the large nest xm(large) were randomly drawn from an iid uniform (−1, 1)
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distribution. The bounds for the uniform distribution was selected so that the observations
where alternatives from the small nest still account for around 5% of all observations in the
generated estimation samples with the values used for the taste coefficients. This setting
represent a case where some set of alternatives in a nest are considered but not selected
due to lower preferences resulting from individual tastes ore undesirable attributes.
The results are summarized in Figure 7.5 and Table 7.6 and show that error is reduced
for all parameter estimates. Similar to EXP.13 and EXP.14 results, when more alternatives
are available in more of the observations, it becomes easier to retrieve taste coefficients
with higher accuracy and significance. The taste coefficients are retrieved with t-statistics
over the critical value across all simulations even when the number of of observations
were lower at N = 300. Error in estimates is significantly reduced when N = 1500. It
is striking that even with N = 300, estimates for µlarge were significant for all of the
cases with relatively small error. Estimates for µsmall were significant only for a small
number (30%) of the runs. This is a significant difference when compared to EXP.1 where
none of the estimation runs provided significant estimates for µk. When the number of
observations were increased to N = 1500, both nesting parameters µk were retrieved with
t-statistics over the critical value across all simulations.
Table 7.6: RSME values for parameter estimations for EXP.15 to EXP.16
βˆ1 βˆ2 βˆ3 βˆ4 βˆ5 ˆµsmall ˆµlarge
EXP.15 0.011 0.011 0.013 0.018 0.022 0.096 0.029
EXP.16 0.004 0.004 0.005 0.007 0.008 0.039 0.012
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(a) EXP.15: N = 300, M = 5, Adoption = 100%, Xsmall ∼ U(−1.5, 0.5), Xlarge ∼ U(−1, 1)
(b) EXP.16: N = 1500, M = 5, Adoption = 100%, Xsmall ∼ U(−1.5, 0.5), Xlarge ∼ U(−1, 1)
Figure 7.5: Monte Carlo experiments: varying adoption rates and attributes for
alternatives in the small nest
EXP.15 and EXP.16 were designed to explore identifiability issues related to sample
size issues in situations where rare observations result from undesirable properties of al-
ternatives when they are included in the consideration set. In previous experiments, the
assumption was that the rare observations of particular sets of alternatives being chosen
result from their exclusion from the choice sets. Such setting is suitable where adoption
rates are low due to decision makers not considering them when making decisions. Find-
ings from EXP.15 and EXP.16 highlight the importance of assumptions made for choice set
generation. The actual consideration set is often not observed by the analyst unless this
information is separately collected (see Section 2.2.3). Therefore, assumptions regarding
choice set generation often rely on conceptual frameworks and research aims. Making such
distinction is often more difficult for new disruptive alternatives (e.g. online shopping, car
sharing etc.) as it is difficult to judge whether decision makers include these emerging
options in their considerations sets or simply disregard them especially when we do not
observe them when actually choosing them. This distinction, however, will have influence
on data requirements as demonstrated with EXP.15 and EXP.16. More data is required
to capture error structure related coefficients if a set of rarely chosen alternatives are only
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considered by a small number of decision-makers. Less data might be sufficient if the set
of rarely chosen alternatives are actually being considered yet are not being chosen due to
their undesirability.
7.7 Summary
Studying choice behaviour for understanding the implications of innovation and new tech-
nologies presents challenges for data collection. Existing data sets often do not capture
relevant information as it takes time for large scale surveys to be adapted to deal ade-
quately with innovation and emerging alternatives. Hence, ad hoc data collection is often
carried out, where monetary and temporal constraints in turn impose limitations. Fur-
ther, disruptive services or products (e.g., online shopping, telecommuting, Uber, Airbnb,
car-sharing, autonomous vehicles) are characterized by low adoption rates at early stages
of acceptance. This effectively means that observations where a decision-maker chooses
one of these new alternatives might be low in numbers. Further, the number of decision-
makers that consider these new alternatives when making a decision (i.e. alternatives
being in the choice set) are also low in numbers (e.g. number of shoppers that do consider
virtual alternatives for doing their groceries, number of employers who have the option of
telecommuting, members of existing car-sharing systems). As a result, empirical model
estimations often suffer from significant data limitations.
In this chapter we explored potential identifiability problems arising from sample size
issues. This was initially motivated by the empirical estimation results presented in Chap-
ter 5 and 6 where we did not find significant indication of heightened correlation we ex-
pected among virtual alternatives. Our initial hypothesis for jointly modelling channel,
store, and travel choice was that using nesting structures will be needed to explain the
underlying choice behaviour to account for heightened correlation among the virtual al-
ternatives. We further hypothesized that more advanced structures such as CNL and
mixed-GEV may be applied to better explain the underlying behaviour for additional
choice dimensions including travel mode, retailer type and chain. In our empirical es-
timations, however, we did not find statistically significant improvements over the basic
MNL form. In this chapter, we used Monte Carlo simulations to explore whether this
might be related to issues of sample size and our data being not sufficiently large to en-
able identification of nesting structures. Findings are not unique to our setting, and easily
generalizable where the choice situation being studied is characterized by low availability
or adoption rates for a subset of alternatives.
The true model used in Monte Carlo simulations is a nested logit model with two
nests and 26 alternatives, among which the six belong to the small nest and the other
20 to the large nest. Experiments were conducted to examine the effects of sample size,
number of taste parameters, numbers of shared and nest-specific parameters, and varying
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levels of adoption. Low levels of adoption are represented by inclusion of the small set
of alternatives in the choice sets only for a limited number of observations (i.e., by using
low availability rates). The results from Monte Carlo experiments can be summarised as
follows.
It is possible for the developed models to retrieve the coefficients of taste parameters
even when the sample sizes are small and adoption rates are low. Not all parameters can
be recovered, and the performance is largely dependent on the underlying structure of
the data (e.g., differences between observed utilities, distribution of alternative attributes,
magnitudes of taste coefficients). When larger sample sizes are used, average error in
parameter estimates is significantly reduced and parameters are recovered with higher
confidence. This suggests that when using small sample sizes, it might not always be
possible to identify effects even they exist in the data and this should be recognized when
interpreting results. Lower availability rates effectively mean less information is avail-
able on nest elements. When using nest-specific parameters in the utility specification,
estimation error is higher for coefficients associated with the low adoption nests. Poten-
tial identifiability problems outlined above becomes more severe for these nest-specific
coefficients, hence should be recognized for interpretations.
It becomes highly unlikely for the models to identify heightened correlation among
unobserved utilities (i.e. nesting parameters) when both the sample sizes and availability
rates are low. Higher sample sizes or higher availability rates are required for retrieving
nesting parameters. For the cases where the choice observations are rare for some of the
alternatives due to their undesirable attributes (as opposed to low availability rates), it is
sometimes but not always possible to retrieve nesting parameters for the rare alternative
nests. This finding suggests that some prior investigation into expected availability rates
in the population and making informed assumptions regarding the choice set generation
is highly valuable when planning data collection. Even with resource constraints, choice
based sampling methods might be adopted to overcome these challenges if availability rates
are low or some alternatives are only rarely chosen. Decisions around resource allocation
during data collection will depend on research objectives. For instance if the focus is on
understanding the correlation structure among unobserved utilities, the resources should
be spent on making sure they can be identified with the collected sample. Alternatively,
if the focus is on exploring a wider range of explanatory variables, it might be preferred
to use basic MNL structures for modelling and allocating resources to collect additional
attributes and situational data.
Findings in this chapter provided valuable insights for interpreting estimation results
in Chapter 5 and 6. Lack of significance for some of the taste coefficients we expected
to find signficant effects for (e.g., price expectations from each chains store, delivery fees,
trip chaining, presence of other adults or children when shopping) might be related to
sample size issues. This will especially affect online specific parameters and channel choice
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behaviour as we have limited number of observations for online shopping during the survey
week. Monte Carlo experiments also show that it is sometimes but not always possible to
recover taste coefficients even with small sample sizes and low adoption rates. This is in line
with our results where we report significant coefficient estimates for each of the estimated
empirical models. Most importantly, Monte Carlo results clearly showed that retrieving
nesting parameters is highly unlikely with smaller sample sizes and low adoption rates.
This is precisely the case for the estimation sample we use for the models developed in the
previous chapters. Hence, we need more data to confirm or reject the hypotheses regarding
heightened correlation among alternatives (e.g., for nesting by channel, by different travel
modes, different chains).
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
Retail is going through a rapid and dramatic transformation driven by digital innovation.
Proliferation of new retail channels, store formats, and delivery services are changing the
nature of shopping activity. Shoppers’ behaviour in this increasingly complex retail envi-
ronment characterised by many non-traditional alternatives is yet to be understood. Devis-
ing methods to shed light on potential implications are attracting a growing interest from
transport researchers, policy makers, marketing and retail businesses. However, existing
tools and techniques developed for analysing behaviour in traditional retail environments
do not adequately represent emerging complexities resulting from digital innovation. The
overarching goal of this research is contributing to advancement of modelling and data
collection tools that will allow a more comprehensive understanding of behaviour in to-
day’s rapidly changing retail environments. Developing tools to better understand and
quantify how in-store shopping interacts with online shopping activity will help answer
some of the pressing questions not only for transport planners and policy makers, but also
for marketing and retailing businesses. The research presented in this thesis is primarily
focused on grocery shopping. While data collection and empirical applications relate to
grocery shopping in London, the conceptual discussions and modelling frameworks devel-
oped are generalisable to all shopping activity. In this chapter, we summarise the research
conducted as part of this dissertation together with limitations and discuss directions for
future work.
8.1 Summary
Shopping destination and mode choice models in transport research focus on spatial choice
behaviour and exclude online activity. The literature on channel choice, on the other hand,
do not incorporate travel related dimensions and has largely focused on modelling adoption
behaviour where the main interest lies in understanding whether individuals shop online
at all. The models developed for understanding behaviour for specific shopping occasions
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are limited and the choice being modelled is between online and in-store alternatives and
often ignores the heterogeneity within each channel. The overall aim of this research was
to address this gap and develop tools for modelling multiple and interrelated dimensions
of choice involved in shopping. Several objectives were set out to achieve this aim.
The first objective was to develop a unified conceptual framework for understanding
how shoppers respond to shifts in retailing with a focus on online channels and mobility
implications. First, a comprehensive framework was developed from a broader perspec-
tive representing how different agents’ decisions are influential on the retail environment
and driving the transformation in the industry. The roles of the government, retailers,
consumers, and technology were incorporated with detailed descriptions for most relevant
areas of influence. Secondly, a conceptual framework of individual choice behaviour within
this broader context was developed. This required a review of the extensive literature that
is concerned with shopping related decision making, which span a wide range of applica-
tion areas and modelling methodologies. Informed by this survey, a list of all potential
factors that influence decision making in the context of channel, shopping location, and
mobility choice was prepared.
The conceptual framework demonstrated the complexity in characterising the digital
transformation in retailing. It becomes evident that developing a unified modelling frame-
work for the retail market as a whole is ambitious and potentially not suitable for practical
applications. It is, however, important to start from a comprehensive conceptual frame-
work and define the modelling objectives within this broader context. The work described
in Chapter 2 provides the broad perspective required for the specific modelling objectives
set out for this thesis, namely development of discrete choice models for the choice of
channel, store location, and travel mode. It provides a structured basis for the exploration
of many other research questions that are of potential interest both from academic and
industry perspectives as discussed in Section 8.2.
The second objective was to develop new data resources that will allow for develop-
ment of empirical models for the specified choice dimensions. It was a significant challenge
to an appropriate source of data that combines travel and shopping related information
that captures online shopping. A thorough investigation of potential sources was required.
Preliminary analyses were conducted using UK’s household expenditure survey (LCF) to
assess its potential value for studying channel and store choice behaviour. While this
data set does not contain detailed information on retail chains or travel choices, the de-
tailed information available on basket characteristics was attractive. The findings from
preliminary studies with LCF provided some key insights. For instance, we find that socio-
demographic factors appear to relate in different ways with adoption of online shopping
in general and the choice of online versus in-store for individual shopping occasions. Also,
the distribution of spending on different product categories at a given shopping occasion
were found to be correlated with channel choice.
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Consumer panel data collected by market research companies was identified as a valu-
able source for this line of work. It was augmented by an add-on travel survey to collect
information on some of the missing dimensions of choice we were interested in primarily
related to exact locations of visited stores and travel mode choices. We collected revealed
preference data on channel, store, and travel mode choice from a London sub-sample of
households. The commercial nature of consumer panels offered the opportunity to design
the add-on survey, however also imposed significant limitations on the sample size due to
our budget constraints. The contribution here is that we identify a well-known source of
data widely used in marketing research and demonstrate that it has the potential to be
used in a new context with minor modifications to its data collection protocol.
There was also a significant challenge in collecting attributes data for each of the stores
in the choice set. Compiling high quality data on attributes of alternatives is always
difficult for revealed preference data. This was an especially demanding task due to the
large number of grocery stores available to London residents. We took this opportunity
to investigate the web based data sources that are becoming increasingly accessible with
the advances in API tools. We believe that these tools have the potential to significantly
reduce data collection efforts for estimating discrete choice models with revealed preference
data and also make it easier to repeat estimations for different time periods or samples.
Store characteristics and travel time data was compiled from a variety of sources including
Local Data Company database, Valuation Office Agency, TfL, Walkscore, MapQuest,
Google Maps, The Grocer Magazine. Therefore, one of the contributions of our work is to
demonstrate how API tools can be used for data enrichment in discrete choice modelling.
One of the significant findings to emerge from this investigation was that there is a difficulty
in capturing attributes of virtual alternatives due to their highly personalised and dynamic
nature. For instance, the delivery prices and delivery times that were presented to decision
makers at the time of an online shopping event is highly personalised and will depend on
many unobserved factors (e.g., time of the order, demand at the time of purchase). These
sorts of dynamic attributes are very difficult to capture using traditional survey methods.
This highlights the need for developing new data collection tools that will allow researchers
to study choice behaviour among alternatives with dynamic attributes.
The third objective was to develop discrete choice models for the joint choice of chan-
nel, shopping destination, and travel mode. This is an extension of existing modelling
frameworks often used in transport research for destination and mode choice. The con-
tribution here is that the online alternatives are incorporated within a unified modelling
framework based on discrete choice methods. This allows for a realistic representation
of choice behaviour among available shopping options that consist of both in-store and
online alternatives. Traditional models of destination and mode choice ignore online ac-
tivity, hence do not provide a framework for studying the interrelated dimensions that
are of interest for this work. This extension is critical as it provides the tools to quantify
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the effects of increased online shopping on traditional brick and mortar stores and also
on the shares of different travel modes used for shopping. We successfully demonstrated
estimations of joint choice models using the enriched version of the consumer panel data.
During our study we also identified substantial limitations in empirical applications of
discrete choice models, largely due to sample size issues.
In Chapter 5, we presented two choice models for the choice of channel, shopping loca-
tion, and travel mode choice at the level of elemental alternatives. Estimation challenges
associated with the use of elemental alternatives that consisted of thousands of store and
mode combinations were addressed using techniques for sampling of alternatives. In Chap-
ter 6, we presented two additional models for the same choice behaviour using aggregated
alternatives. Aggregation of choice alternatives addresses the computational challenges
associated with estimation and also offers the potential to significantly reduce data re-
quirements. What became evident when comparing the empirical results from elemental
and aggregated models is that the assumptions made on choice set generation influence
parameter estimates and predictions. While some coefficients were similar in all model es-
timations, there were also important differences. Crucially, mode specific parameters and
the travel time coefficients for different modes were significantly different in the elemental
and aggregated models, especially for the driving and public transport modes. Also, we
find heightened correlation among unobserved utilities across alternatives that belong to
a particular group of chains (representing the largest five by market share in the UK).
An implication of this is the possibility that bias is introduced in both approaches due
to errors in choice set generation. This issue should be further explored in future work
to better understand and characterise the nature of the bias introduced by assumptions
related to choice set formation.
We initially hypothesised that extended GEV models (i.e., nested logit, multi-level
logit, cross nested logit) will be suitable for the context here to capture heightened cor-
relation among unobserved utilities across subsets of alternatives that share the same
channel, retail chain, or travel mode. However, none of the nesting structures tested of-
fered a significantly better model fit than the basic multinomial logit model. Further, some
taste coefficients associated with attributes that we expected to be influential on choice
behaviour such as pricing strategies, delivery prices, types of products in the basket were
not found to be significant. These results motivated us to use Monte Carlo simulations
to explore potential identifiability issues that relate to sample size limitations. Findings
presented in Chapter 7 demonstrated that while it is possible to retrieve taste coefficients
to some extent with small sample sizes and low availability (or adoption) rates, it is highly
unlikely to retrieve nesting parameters. Besides, taste coefficients associated with alter-
natives with low availability rates are harder to recover. The additional insights provided
contribute to our knowledge associated with estimation challenges that are unique to con-
texts where particular alternatives display low adoption rates. These findings are relevant
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not only for the context of online shopping, but more generally in contexts where the aim
is to study choice behaviour related to a newly introduced alternative using data collected
at early stages of acceptance. In this context, these results suggest that lack of significance
both for nesting and taste parameters might well be related to data limitations. Future
research is needed to explore methods to overcome these challenges as discussed in Section
8.2.
Notwithstanding the limitations outlined above, results from model estimations pro-
vided some important insights and contribute to existing capabilities to quantify prefer-
ences in the choice context studied. Our results provided evidence that virtual alternatives
currently offer an attractive substitute among early adopters for large basket shopping
mostly for high income groups. This might suggest a significant reduction in shopping
trips to hypermarkets and supermarkets that are often associated with large basket shop-
ping which might lead to store closures. Further, online deliveries mostly draw from
driving trips and less so from walking and public transport trips. Forecasting examples
demonstrated that developed models can be used to quantify effects for policy and business
decisions. However, it should be noted that larger estimation samples that better represent
the population are needed if and when these models are used to guide decision making.
The present study also confirmed previous findings related to smaller stores and longer
travel distances are associated with declining utilities. Agglomeration and competition
effects also play a significant role in store choice.
8.2 Future Work
Several directions were identified for future work, some related more directly to online
shopping behaviour research and others are relevant for applications of discrete choice
methods in a broader context.
The most immediate improvement to the empirical studies presented in this thesis
will involve overcoming potential identifiability issues by collecting augmented consumer
panel data from a larger sample of decision makers. This should also allow for identifica-
tion of additional factors and correlations among unobserved utilities. If adequate data
is available, the modelling framework can also be extended to represent multiple deliv-
ery modes associated with online alternatives (i.e., standard and express home delivery,
collection from stores or collection boxes). Secondly, the models developed treat basket
related choices as exogenous, which is potentially an important restriction. In reality, con-
sumers’ decisions regarding what to buy will be highly influenced by the choice of channel
and store as described in conceptual discussions. Further, treating shopping observations
separately as independent instances is a limitation as in reality consumers use a mix use
of channels and stores over time to satisfy different needs. To address both of these issues,
discrete continuous choice models (Section 2.2.3) can be used which allow for representing
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the strategic bundling of different store formats over time and basket sizes as endogenous.
The choice behaviour can be represented as an allocation task of weekly grocery budgets
to different channels and formats.
While the empirical work in this research focused on three selected dimensions of choice
involved in shopping, further research might explore other dimensions of choice. For in-
stance, quantifying willingness to pay for one-hour deliveries or other personalised delivery
services is of potential interest. A further study could aim to measure level of cost savings
required in exchange for reporting flexibility to accept deliveries. Another possible area for
future research would be to investigate interactions and emerging questions relevant for
supply side decision making. For instance, spatial optimisation for collection box location
decisions will be of potential interest for retailers and third party delivery suppliers with
increased share of online shopping. Similarly, real time matching of demand with supply
for deliveries using dynamic pricing strategies for optimising is another area of research
that has been attracting growing attention. The conceptual framework developed as part
of this thesis serves as a basis for identifying important questions for future research.
Some methodological challenges were identified as part of the research conducted here,
which are also more broadly relevant in discrete choice applications. We expect the iden-
tifiability issues we observed to arise in contexts where particular sets of newly introduced
alternatives are characterised by low adoption rates and fewer choice observations. There-
fore, finding theoretical or practical solutions for overcoming challenges associated with
identifiability and rare observations will be important for many contexts where digital
innovation is leading to emergence of new alternatives. This would be a fruitful area for
further work. Another possible area of future research would be to explore ways to char-
acterise the bias introduced by different choice set generation assumptions for interpreting
results in shopping channel and location choice contexts.
The investigation of emerging data collection tools identified potential ways to utilise
API based tools for practical applications of discrete choice models. Increasing numbers
of open and commercial data sources might prove to be extremely useful in reducing data
gathering and enrichment efforts when using revealed preference data. Collection of high
quality attributes data for all alternatives in consideration sets often poses significant chal-
lenges. Overcoming these will enable identifying previously overlooked relationships and
replication of modelling efforts for different samples. Our demonstration of their usability
is limited by issues related to sample size. Further studies focusing on demonstrating
the power and usability of emerging data tools in this field would be of great help for
expanding applications of revealed preference data sources.
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Appendix A
UK Grocery Market
Here, the aim is to provide a brief overview of the UK grocery market to give some
background to big players, different store formats, and pricing strategies used by each
retail chain. The figures mostly relate to the time period the data collection was carried
out in 2014.
A.1 Key Players
The UK grocery market was worth 177.5 billion in 2014, which accounts for 51% of the
total retail market based on figures reported by IGD1 (IGD, 2015d). The figures reported
by ONS are a little lower with food spending 42% of the total retail spending (Office for
National Statistics, 2016). Over 75% of the UK’s total grocery market is controlled by
the four largest chains: Tesco, Asda, Sainsbury’s, and Morrissons (Worldpanel, 2016).
The fifth largest chain by market share is The Co-operative (Co-op). We use the term
group-of-five (g5) throughout the dissertation to refer to these five firms that represent
the largest five chains by market share. Retail chains differentiate themselves using a
variety of marketing and pricing strategies. The leading five firms use high-low (Hi-Lo)
pricing strategies characterised by fluctuating prices offering promotions and changes in
prices determined at weekly cycles. Marks & Spencer (M&S) and Waitrose specialize in
high quality food at higher prices. Discounters including Aldi and Lidl, and also smaller
players like 99p and Poundland offer every day lower prices. Iceland and Farm Foods
specializes in frozen food. Symbols and independents’ share accounts only for 2% of the
total grocery sales in the UK. Further details of each firms market share of total grocery
spending in the UK for the 12 weeks to 12 October 2014, which covers the survey period
for data collection in this work, is presented in Table A.1 (Worldpanel, 2016). The data
1IGD is a research and training charity in the UK that focuses on food and consumer goods industry with
a strong community of corporate members representing leading grocery retailers in the UK. Conversations
with retailers, market research companies, and academics in the field confirm the credibility of their
understanding and segmentation of the grocery retailing market in the UK. Website: www.igd.com.
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is provided by Kantar Worldpanel. Alternative market share estimates are available from
the Living Costs and Food Survey (LCF), which are also used by ONS. However, the LCF
data which is made available to researchers do not contain information on the retail chain
names and hence it was not possible to get these figures from the survey and no market
share estimates were available at the time of writing from ONS for 2014.
Table A.1: Market shares for total grocery spending in GB (12 weeks to 12 Oct 2014)
Retail firm Market share
Tesco 28.8%
Asda 17.3%
Sainsbury’s 16.1%
Morrisons 10.9%
The Co-Operative 6.4%
Waitrose 5.2%
Aldi 4.8%
Lidl 3.7%
Iceland 1.9%
Symbols and Independent 2.1%
Other 2.9%
A.2 Ownership structures
Retailing can be categorized on the basis of ownership structures and the relevant cate-
gories in the UK can be summarised as follows
• Retail chains can be defined as two or more outlets operating under a common own-
ership structure. Offered products, ambiance of stores, promotions and ad campaigns
are similar across chain outlets (e.g., Tesco, Sainsburys, Asda, Morrisons, Waitrose)
• Independent retailers own and operate a single retail outlet
• Franchises (or symbols) are retailers where operators pay a fee to the franchisors’
in return for using their business model and distributing its goods (e.g., SPAR,
Costcutters, Londis, Premier Stores, Nisa-Todays).
• Co-operatives are structures where member customers own the business (e.g., The
Co-operative Food, The Southern Co-operative)
A.3 Store Formats and Channels
Retail stores can also be categorized based on products offered, store characteristics and
channels. IGD uses the following classification and definitions with the corresponding
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market shares (IGD, 2015c):
• Hypermarkets and superstores: Large format stores that sell a full range
of grocery items and typically a substantial non-food range. Hypermar-
kets have a sales area of 60,000 sq ft +, superstores are 25-60,000 sq ft.
(Market share: 41%)
• Supermarkets: Food-focused stores with sales areas of 3-25,000 sq ft.
(20%)
• Convenience stores: Stores with a sales area of less than 3,000 sq ft, which
are open for long hours and sell products from at least seven grocery
categories. Examples include SPAR, the Co-operative Group and Londis.
(21%)
• Other retailers: Includes stores with a sales area of less than 3,000 sq ft,
typically newsagents, off-licences, some forecourts and food specialists,
such as butchers and bakeries. This channel also includes the grocery
sales of predominantly non-food retailers such as department stores. (6%)
• Discounters: Includes all sales through food discounters Aldi, Lidl and
Netto and the grocery sales of the main high street discounters such as
Poundland and 99p Stores. (7%)
• Online: Internet orders placed at grocers and online food specialists for
home delivery and customer collection. (5%)
Most retail chains in the UK operate through multiple store formats and channels.
IGD expects the grocery market to grow by 17% over the five years to 2020, and three
channels driving most of this growth: online, discount, and convenience (Gladding, 2015).
Most big players in the UK grocery market offer online shopping and delivery services,
with new retailers moving into online shopping. At the time of our survey (September
2014), the retailers that operated online stores was limited to six: Tesco, Asda, Sainsburys,
Morrisons, Waitrose, and Ocado. Since then, Aldi, Iceland, and 99p have started offering
online shopping. Amazon Fresh also entered the online grocery market in the UK. Ocado
and Amazon Fresh are now the pure players with no physical presence. Others players
such as Co-op that do not currently operate through online stores offer home delivery
services for in-store shopping. Insights from media coverage suggest smaller players such as
Costcutters and Lidl are also considering launching online shopping services. Alternative
business models such as the one offered by CornershopOnline.co.uk aim to bring together
local shops and smaller chains in a single online platform, where consumers can shop online
from their neighbourhood stores.
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Appendix B
Preliminary Analyses Using Living
Costs and Food Survey
The text in this section draws heavily from Suel et al., 2015 with minor changes in the
text to make it shorter and suited for the Appendix.
B.1 Data Preparation
Survey sample: The LCF is the UKs principal household expenditure survey undertaken
on a continuous basis by the Office of National Statistics, with an annual sample size of
approximately 6,000 households (Office for National Statistics, 2012). LCF is nationally
representative of Britain as a whole, but this analysis drew exclusively on the London sub-
sample of the LCF. LCF data on respondents spending is collected via a paper expenditure
diary instrument where each person records for two weeks the items they purchase each
day, where they are purchased, and their price. The sampling unit is the household; all
household members age 15+ complete detailed purchase diaries. The expenditure-diary
instrument is complemented by a household interview that collects information on socio-
demographics and large, infrequent purchases. The scope of this analysis encompasses
residents of London who took part in the LCF in 2011 and recorded any food purchases
during their two-week diary period (n=452). In doing so, however, the trade-off is that
the sample size used in this analysis is smaller.
Defining grocery shopping occasions: Expenditure diaries were converted into shop-
ping basket records. All items, excluding petrol, purchased from the same store on a given
day were used to generate separate shopping occasions or baskets. The LCF diary instru-
ment does not distinguish between single and multiple visits to a given store on a given
day. This differs from travel surveys, which record multiple visits to the same store on the
same as separate shopping occasions but which typically do not make full-address spatial
information available to researchers, which would be required to identify which store is
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visited. All shopping baskets with at least one ‘food or drink to be brought home’ item
were defined to be grocery-shopping activities and hence were included in the analysis.
Product categories: Items purchased during grocery-shopping occasions were catego-
rized under three ordinal product categories based on our judgement of their relative at-
tractiveness for online and in-store purchasing: (i) online-oriented : product types judged
to be most amenable to online purchasing (standardized products and bulky products),
(ii) neutral : all product types judged to fall within neither of the other two categories, and
(iii) in-store-oriented : product types judged to be most amenable to in-store purchasing.
Table B.1 shows sample product types in each of the three categories.
Covariates: Explanatory variables used include socio-demographic characteristics (age,
gender, household-level gross weekly income, current employment status, number of adults
in the household, presence of children, and binary indicator of household-level car own-
ership), a binary indicator variable of whether the respondent is an online shopper or
not where online shopper is defined as having made any purchases from the internet
during their 14-day diary period, and basket characteristics for each grocery shopping
occasion (online or in-store, total amount paid converted to three bands, share of online-
oriented/neutral/in-store-oriented products as percentage of total basket costs).
B.2 Methods and Results
We first present bi-variate correlations between online and in-store grocery shopping to
see whether the data suggest substitutions or complementarity effects at the aggregate
level. Correlations between total spending and number of shopping occasions conducted
online and in-store are shown in Table B.2, both at the household and individual level
and for each diary day and aggregated across the entire 14-day diary period. It can
be seen that all eight correlations between online and in-store grocery shopping activity
are negative; negatively-signed correlation coefficients suggests that, in the context that
we studied (grocery shopping in Greater London, UK in 2011), there is a net substitution
effect between online and in-store grocery shopping. We found that, at the household level,
the correlations between spending for groceries online and in-store were not significant,
either when we look at each persons 14-day diary as a single data record or when we
treat each person-day as a separate data record. By contrast, the corresponding two
correlations at the household level between the number of shopping occasions online and
in-store were both statistically-significant (and negative). It can also be seen that both of
the two correlations at the individual-level (one being spending and the other the number
of grocery shopping instances) between online and in-store spending are not significant
when the person-record is the unit of analysis, but are when the person-day is the unit of
analysis. Finally, a generic observations from the bi-variate correlations presented in Table
4 is that in all cases, the negative correlation between the number of grocery shopping
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Table B.1: Product categorization used for characterizing shopping baskets
Online-oriented (bulky and/or highly-standardized)
Sweetened breakfast cereals e.g. Sugar Puffs, Coco Pops
All yoghurt (including twinpots, yoghurt drinks) except frozen yoghurt
Tinned peaches, pears & pineapples
Frozen beans
Tomatoes, canned or bottled
Canned & carton soups
Soft drinks
Beers
Cleaning equipment e.g. hoover, steam carpet cleaner
Toilet paper
Neutral
White Bread
Pizza - frozen or non-frozen
Eggs
Olive Oil
Hard cheese - cheddar type
Dried fruit eg sultanas, raisins, currants, dates, apricots
Tomatoes, fresh
Chocolate bars
Vegetable juices e.g. tomato juice, carrot juice
Wine
In-store-oriented (less-standardized & physical inspection is highly valuable)
Sandwiches
Beef steak
White Fish
Salmon
Fresh Oranges
Haberdashery
Outerwear
Carpets and rugs
Fancy & decorative goods including mirrors, vases
Medicines
a. In the interests of space, we have placed the categorization of all 314 product types observed
in the empirical dataset in an online Appendix, which can be accessed via the following persis-
tent URL: https://workspace.imperial.ac.uk/people/Public/s.le-vine/TRB 2015 Suel et al Online and In-
Store Shopping Appendix A.pdf
occasions is stronger (i.e. has a larger absolute value) than the corresponding value for
grocery spending.
Table B.3 shows estimation results for Model I, which for convenience we refer to as
online-shopping adoption. The binary dependent variable is the observation of whether or
not people that took part in the LCF did or did not purchase any items online during their
expenditure diary period. Age was found to have a negative and statistically significant
ceteris paribus relationship with the likelihood of being an online shopper; in other words,
younger people were more likely to be online shoppers, all else equal. No significant effect
was found for gender or for employment status, but income was found to be positively
associated, net of confounding effects, with being an online shopper. Smaller household
sizes (measured both by the number of adults and also by the presence of children) were
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Table B.2: Correlations between online and in-store shopping
Correlation between spend-
ing (aggregated across
shopping occasions) for
groceries online and in-
storea
Correlations between num-
ber of shopping occasions
for groceries online and in-
storea
Household-levelb
Households with internet shop-
pers, aggregated over full 14-day
diary period
-0.187 -0.226**
Households with internet shop-
pers, where each day that any
grocery shopping activity is per-
formed is treated as a separate
observation
-0.083 -0.252***
Individual-levelb
Internet shoppers, aggregated
over full 14-day diary period
-0.025 -0.057
Internet shoppers, where each
day that any grocery shopping
activity is performed is treated
as a separate observation
-0.115** -0.392***
a. Values marked with *, **, or *** are statistically significant at p < 0.10, p < 0.05, and p < 0.01
respectively.
b. Household-level data contains information collected from all household members provided that at least
one member is an internet shopper. Household-level spending and number of shopping occasions data is
obtained by aggregating relevant individual-level data for each of the household members. Individual-level
data, on the other hand, contains information collected from internet shoppers only.
negatively associated with adoption of online shopping. Finally, no significant effect was
found for car ownership.
Table B.3 also shows estimation results for Model II, which we refer to as channel choice
for specific shopping occasions. Analyses were performed at the basket-level for online
shoppers only. In other words, this stage of analysis evaluated the likelihood that any
given grocery shopping occurred in-store or online. Analyses were conducted using a sub-
set of the dataset that consisted solely of people that were defined to have adopted online
shopping behaviour. Model II, contains both socio-demographic and shopping-basket-
related variables. In Suel et al., 2015, we experimented with a range of alternative ways to
characterise shopping baskets were modelled. Here, we only report results from the model
run that contains the share of amount paid for online-oriented/neutral/in-store-oriented
products as a percentage of the total cost of the shopping occasion. The dataset used in our
second stage analysis contains 521 shopping baskets of items purchased by 82 individuals
over the two-week survey period. To test for the possibility of panel effects resulting
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from multiple observations of the same individual (i.e. multiple shopping occasions) in
the dataset, we estimated mixed-effects binary logistic regression models with individual-
specific effects for each of the five specifications. We found no statistically-significant
panel-level effect in any of the five models by testing a model structure that includes an
individual specific random error component.
The parameter estimates for Model II (second-stage) suggest quite different net effects
for some variables that were also included in Model I (first-stage). Age was positively-
signed (and statistically significant) in the first-stage model, but is negatively-signed and
significant in the second-stage model runs. Income is not statistically significant in any
of the second-stage model runs; by contrast it was positive and statistically-significant in
the first-stage model. The effect of car ownership was also different for the two stages: no
significant effect associated with car ownership was found in the first-stage model (whether
or not a person adopts online shopping), but in the second-stage model owning cars/vans
in ones household is negatively associated, net of confounding effects, with using online-
shopping for individual shopping occasions. Furthermore, unlike the first-stage model, the
second-stage model indicates no statistically-significant effects associated with income or
the two household-structure variables (number of adults and presence of children).
We now turn to the effects associated with basket characteristics. The three-band
variable of the amount spent on each shopping occasion suggest that shopping occasions
where 50 or more are spent were the most likely to have been online-shopping instances,
and those where 25 of less was spent are the most likely to have occurred in-store. There
are several plausible causal mechanisms for this result, though the available data do not
allow us to distinguish between them. For instance, delivery charges may be more bur-
densome for smaller baskets, and/or larger baskets may be more amenable to delivery
as the consumer oﬄoads onto the retailer the task of transporting the groceries to their
home. The product categories (online-oriented, neutral, and in-store-oriented) are de-
fined as ordinal categories based on the researcher teams judgment of their propensity
for in-store versus online purchasing. All effects are relative to the reference category of
in-store-oriented (i.e. hypothesized to be least amenable to online purchasing) category.
The results are consistent with our hypotheses; the estimated parameters are monotonic
in the theorized manner.
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Table B.3: Results from binary logistic regression models of (i) adoption of online shopping,
and (ii) channel choice for specific shopping occasions
Model Ia Model IIb
Sample size 452 521
Null log-likelihood -213.34 -117.28
Final log-likelihood -176.61 -51.53
McFadden’s pseudo-r2 0.172 0.561
McFadden’s adjusted pseudo-r2 0.139 0.467
Parameter estimates
c
Intercept -5.60*** -6.07*
Age (years) -0.03*** 0.05**
Respondent is male (binary indicator) -0.63 -0.84
Respondent is employed (binary indicator) -0.38 1.03*
Household Income - ln(gross weekly income) 1.13*** 0.06
Number of adults in the household -0.79*** 0.43
Presence of children in the household (binary indicator) -0.63** 0.6
Car/van ownership (binary indicator) 0.1 -1.96***
Individual-level variance - 0.0021
Basket cost indicator (≤ £25) - -6.10***
Basket cost indicator (> £25 and ≤ £50) - -3.96***
Basket cost indicator (> £50) - Fixed at 0.
Amount paid for online-oriented products: % of total basket cost - 5.06***
Amount paid for neutral products: % of total basket cost - 4.65***
Amount paid for in-store-oriented products: % of total basket cost - Fixed at 0.
a. Reference category: not an online shopper
b. Reference category: in-store shopping
c. Values marked with *, **, or *** are statistically significant at p < 0.10, p < 0.05, and p < 0.01
respectively.
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